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1    Foreword 

The final report summarizes research results under ARO/CECOM contract No. DAAL03-92-G-0184. 
The research covered five areas in protocol engineering for multimedia communications: protocol 
conversion, conformance testing, multimedia protocol design, LAN extension, and mobile communi- 
cation. A total of 31 publications have been credited to the contract, including 5 Ph.D. dissertations, 
7 journal publications and 19 publications in the proceedings of international conferences. Included 
in the appendices are five reprints of publications that were not included in previous technical reports. 

The research group should like to express their appreciations to Drs. William A Sander (ARO) 
and Charles J. Graff (CECOM) for their support and leadership in promoting research on protocol 
engineering. 
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2    Report Body 

In this section, the research results are presented. The research covered five areas: protocol conver- 
sion, conformance testing, multimedia protocols design, LANs extension and mobile communication. 
The problems that were investigated in the respective areas are first described in Section 2.1, then 
the major results of the research are summarized in Section 2.2. A list of publication credited to this 
grant and the participating personnel can be found in Section 2.3 and Section 2.4, respectively. 

2.1    Statement of Problems 

2.1.1    Protocol Conversion 

During the past decades, many different network architectures and communication protocols have 
been successfully developed and widely used. Even though this diversity benefits users with different 
computational needs, it creates problems when two systems residing in two different networks must 
communicate with each other. To provide interoperability for two systems that employ different 
protocols, protocol converters are needed to ensure that the transition sequences of one protocol 
are correctly converted to the transition sequences of the other protocol. Although most of the 
existing protocol converters are constructed in ad hoc manner [32, 33, 34, 35], formal methods are 
needed to obtain solutions that are simpler and more reliable in the face of more and more complex 
protocols. Recently, some formal methods have been proposed; however, these methods always needs 
a lot of human ingenuity and the resulted converters are always far from satisfaction. Furthermore, 
additional steps are needed to verify the resulted converters for their completeness and correctness. 
The objective of the research is to develop formal methods for constructing protocol converters so 
that the aforementioned problems can be overcome. 

2.1.2    Conformance Testing 

Conformance testing is needed to make sure that an implementation of a protocol specification 
conforms to its specification. To conduct conformance testing, a set of test sequences that can 
effectively test the implementation must be generated from the specification. Although there are 
many formal methods to produce test sequences for protocols described in the Finite State Machine 
(FSM), there is still lack of good methods to do the task for protocols specified in the Extended 
Finite State Machine (EFSM). The EFSM is a more adequate model than the FSM for specifying 
multimedia protocols. For protocols specified in EFSM, both the control aspects as in FSM and the 
data aspects are needed to be tested. As a result, test sequence generation methods for FSM are 
not adequate for protocols specified in EFSM. Our research objective is to develop test sequence 
generations for protocols specified in EFSM. 



2.1.3    Multimedia Protocols Design 

To make multimedia applications a reality in the near future, two important problems need to be 
solved first: how to provide timely transmission of multimedia data over networks, specifically, local 
area networks and how to maintain synchronization between media data while playing back. Multi- 
media data is different from the traditional text data in three ways. First, multimedia data integrate 
video, voice, image and text together. Each media has its own characteristics and QoS requirement 
to be fulfilled. Second, there are temporal relationships between different media. These relationships 
need to be maintained during presentation. Finally, multimedia data may have stringent delay re- 
quirement. Traditional local area networks are not quite suitable for transmission of multimedia data 
because they are designed to handle regular data which are bursty in nature but allow variable delay. 
If multimedia data are transmitted in local area networks using existing protocols, the time-critical 
data must compete with regular data and will suffer intolerable delay. Therefore, our first objective 
is to propose schemes in LAN to ensure timely transmission of the multimedia data. In addition, 
even if timely transmission of multimedia data can be provided, there is another problem of media 

. synchronization. Since different media have different characteristics and requirements, they are often 
transmitted through networks in several media streams which may introduce different network jitter 
and data loss during transmission. As a result, media data may not be synchronized with each 
other during presentation. Our second objective is to propose synchronization and compensation 
protocols to ensure the temporal relationships between media are maintained at the receiving sites 
while playing back. 

2.1.4    LANs Extension 

The transfer rates required by today's demanding applications are beyond the typical bandwidth 
of traditional LANs. Video traffic, for example, requires large bandwidth (i.e. 25 Mbps) compared 
to regular data traffic. A LAN with 10 Mbps bandwidth is unlikely to satisfy the needs of such 
applications. Although highspeed networks, such as FDDI, DQDB and ATM, have been proposed to 
replace traditional LANs, the replacement may take decades to finish. Moreover, those traditional 
LANs such as Ethernet are widely used nowadays. Concerning the replacement cost, availability, and 
network utilization, the traditional LANs in some places may not be replaceable at all. Therefore, 
there is a need to extend the current LANs to support new kind of services and applications. Our 
goal in this part of research is to propose schemes to extend and improve the current LANs to provide 
services for the multimedia applications. 

2.1.5    Mobile Communication 

With the introduction of a wide variety of portable computing devices in recent years, the needs 
to support mobile users with ability to access the existing services provided on the wired networks 
have attracted a lot of research interests. In order to provide seamless access for these users, two 
important issues must be addressed. The first issue is to extend the existing wired networks with the 



ability to cope with users' mobility. Given FDDFs popularity as an underlying network for real-time 
computing, our objective is to investigate the issue of supporting real-time communications in an 
FDDI-based mobile network. Note that real-time communication is more complicated than other 
services available in FDDI networks. If we can extend this service with mobility, providing other 
services to mobile users will be relatively easy. Supporting real-time communications in regular (non- 
mobile) FDDI networks has been studied in [36, 37, 38, 39]; however, new technical issues that do 
not exist before will arise in the new environment. The second issue is the design of wireless multiple 
access control (MAC) protocols. Since the radio channel bandwidth is limited and the demand for 
access will surge, the design of an appropriate MAC protocol is crucial for effectively carrying various 
services between mobile users and wireless interfaces in the wired networks. Our goal in this issue is 
to design a MAC protocol for voice/data integration. 

2.2    Summary of Results 

2.2.1    Protocol Conversion 

Our major contribution to the protocol conversion problem is to propose the Synchronizing Transition 
Set approach [9, 4]. This solution is motivated by our observation that the main problems of existing 
methods are, indeed, due to the fact that the information of the protocol implementation was not 
taken into consideration during the converter construction process. For a given service specification, 
there may be a number of different implementations for a protocol. Since the goal of protocol 
conversion is to find a correct converter for an existing protocol implementation, the information 
on the existing protocol specification must be taken into consideration for a correct conversion. 
Therefore, based on the protocol specifications and the service specifications of two targeted protocols, 
and a service requirement describing services that must be converted between these protocols, our 
algorithm will first derive the conversion service specification, and then compose the final converter 
using the information on the existing protocols implementation at a later step. The converter so 
constructed has three most desirable properties of a correct protocol converter; namely, conformity 
property, liveness property, and transparency property. The main advantage of the approach is 
that, while other existing methods require an extra step to verify that some subsets of the required 
services are supported by a final converter, our method can guarantee that a final converter is 
complete without any further verification. In addition, our algorithm can handle conversion between 
sequences of transitions. This capability is crucial when dealing with multimedia protocols in which 
the semantics of sequences of transitions is different from that of a simple concatenation of the 
semantics of each original individual transition and the conversion can only be done in a unit of 
sequence of transitions. The algorithm is initially developed for protocols specified in FSM, and it 
is later extended to work for protocols specified in EFSM. 

In addition, for performing protocol conversion on multimedia networks [9], a more efficient 
conversion model, called the compensation model, is proposed to replace the traditional interme- 
diate converter model. Under this protocol compensation model, the Synchronizing Transition Set 
algorithm is extended and modified to accommodate the high speed and high connectivity of the 
multimedia networks. The modified algorithm still retains all the desirable strengths of the original 



algorithm. 

2.2.2    Conformance Testing 

Our main contributions to the problem are that we propose an axiomatic approach for generating 
test sequences for protocols specified in EFSM [3, 19, 23] and algorithms for generating test sequences 
for different types of faults [14, 16, 24]. 

The axiomatic approach is based on the fact that, to construct test sequences for EFSM, one 
must have a way to trace the changes and dependencies of the data items. So, we design axioms to 
track how the status of a data item is changed before and after a statement so that after a program 
is evaluated, the resulting assertion contains a test sequence. Based on this idea, a test procedure 
is proposed [3]. An improved version that simplifies the axioms, assertions, and the algorithms is 
also proposed [20] so that the axiomatic approach can be easily applied to any statement set. To 
extend the power of the approach, a method that takes in a requirement as a guide to generate test 
sequences for checking requirement conformity is proposed [19]. Most of the test sequence generation 
methods check transfer errors which are syntactic in nature. By using the requirements, semantic can 
be introduced into conformity testing. This enables test sequences to be generated with meaningful 
test purposes. 

In addition, since methods of generating test sequences for testing EFSM focus mainly on the 
data flow aspect of a specification, the control aspect of the specification is ignored. In order to 
enhance the power of test sequences for EFSM, a method, called effective domain for testing, is 
proposed [23] to introduce UIO check sequences [40] into the testing of the data flow of a protocol 
specification modeled by EFSM. By using the concept of effective domain, one can reduce the overall 
length of test sequences needed for checking both control flow and data flow. 

The second contribution is to develop a more flexible approach to generate test sequences for a 
given fault model [14]. Currently, most of the test generation procedures appearing in the literature 
generate test sequences to detect a specific type of errors, called a fault model. Since a test method 
is designed for a fixed fault model, the ability of detecting errors in the implementation is limited. 
To detect other types of faults, procedures that can generate test sequences based on a given fault 
model are developed [24]. This method has also been extended [16] to generate test sequences for 
protocol specification written in the Estelle [41] which is an ISO standard specification language. 

In addition, to take advantage of the availability of the existing validation software, a method is 
also proposed [24] to transform the problem of test sequences generation based on a fault model to a 
protocol validation problem. Protocol validation is used to determine whether a protocol specification 
is correct. This area has been studied for years, and many validation tools can be used to generate 
test sequences. By doing so, we can use these validation tools for the purpose of test sequences 
generation. 



2.2.3    Multimedia Protocols Design 

Our contributions include two parts. First two priority schemes are introduced into local area 
networks [21]. They are the bus-time multiplexing priority scheme and the station multiplexing 
scheme. Second, multimedia synchronization and compensation protocols are proposed [20, 27] to 
cope with different delay jitters and loss rates in several media streams. These protocols use a marker, 
buffering and scheduling techniques to ensure quality multimedia presentation. 

To provide timely delivery of multimedia data in traditional local area networks, two level of 
priorities, high priority (for multimedia or real-time traffic) and low priority (for regular data), are 
introduced for data transmission [21]. Since traditional local area networks do not support any 
priority scheme, we propose two priority schemes for implementation in them. The basic idea behind 
these schemes is to let the stations wishing to transmit multimedia data inform other stations to 
withhold from transmitting any regular data. Simulation results show that by incorporating these 
priority schemes into local area networks, response time for multimedia traffic is improved and packets 
discarding possibilities for multimedia data packets are reduced. 

We propose two synchronization protocols to ensure that the quality of service is maintained at 
the receiver site. The first synchronization protocol we proposed [20] serves as an interface between 
the underlying ATM network and the multimedia applications. It consists of two entities: a marker 
and a synchronizer. The marker inserts some control cells, called sync cells, into the media streams 
to mark the places where data should be synchronized. The synchronizer recognizes the control cells 
and align the data delivery in different media streams. To cope with the loss of sync cells, three 
policies, drop-old, transmit-old and delayed-t'ransmit, are considered for implementation within the 
synchronization protocol. For these three policies, the translation from the quality of service (QOS) 
specified by the multimedia applications into the QOS for the ATM network has been analyzed. 
According to the analysis, it can be deduced that the drop-old policy is more demanding on network 
cell loss rates. However, the drop-old policy is less restrictive on network delay requirement. The 
delayed-transmit policy imposes stronger demand on network delay, but it allows a smaller portion 
of cells to be received correctly in that delay period. In addition, it requires a smaller buffer size. 

The second proposed protocol [27] combines the scheduling scheme and buffering scheme with 
underflow threshold to solve the synchronization and compensation problems at the same time. This 
protocol requires a synchronizer close to the destination. In this protocol, the multimedia data are 
synchronized at the synchronizer by sending out data according to the transmission schedules at the 
synchronizer. The synchronization then is maintained at the destinations by minimizing the buffer 
sizes of the destination devices. Besides, the schedule of a synchronizer is proposed to be modified 
to cope with the possible starvation problem at destination devices. The underflow threshold is 
also used in the synchronizer's buffers to prevent the violation of QOS requirements. By controlling 
the buffer sizes and modifying transmission schedule of the synchronizer, synchronization can be 
achieved without synchronizing clocks during a connection in this protocol. This is especially suitable 
to an environment that has limited bandwidths, such as wireless communications. A simulation is. 
performed for comparison of four synchronization schemes: scheduling schemes (with and without 
clock synchronization), marker scheme, and the proposed protocol.   The results confirm that the 



proposed protocol guarantees satisfaction of QOS requirements and also performs better than the 
other schemes in terms of media synchronization and freedom from starvation at destination devices. 

2.2.4    LANs Extension 

In this part of research, our main contribution is to propose the use of switch hubs in LAN con- 
figuration in order to increase the effective bandwidth. We study various LAN configurations and 
their suitability for today's applications. We found that the use of switching hubs in LAN config- 
urations increases the effective bandwidth by supporting multiple concurrent communications [26]. 
To further improve the performance as well as increasing the reliability and minimizing the bottle- 
necks, a configuration with multiple distributed switching hubs should be used. We evaluate the 
performance and reliability of various hub configurations. Our simulation results indicate that the 
use of hub-network configuration in a local area network enhances its performance. We also study 
the performance of different switch architectures using simulation and analytical techniques [29]. It 
shows that parallel switches work very well with high traffic load and, at light-to-medium load, they 
give close to optimal performance. They provide much better overall performance than traditional 
switching. Moreover, the effect of the buffer size within the switch is also studied [25]. The result 
shows that packet delay decreases as the buffer size increases. The reduction is significant when the 
buffer size is very small and then it slows down as the buffer size grows larger. In addition, higher 
loads show higher sensitivity in packet delay as the buffer size changes. The percentage of delayed 
packets is higher than the percentage of dropped packets for the same offered traffic load. 

2.2.5    Mobile Communication 

Our main contributions include two parts. On the extension of wired networks to support mobility, 
we propose FDDI-based mobile networks architecture, identify various problems that arise due to 
mobile host's mobility, and propose solution to minimize the overhead bandwidth to cope with 
mobility [28, 12]. On the issue of wireless MAC protocol, we propose a mini-packet reservation 
multiple access control (MPRMA) protocol to support voice/data integration [30, 31]. 

The proposed structure of an FDDI-based mobile network is depicted in Figure 1. It includes a 
control station (CS), base stations (BS), mobile hosts (MH), and possibly other stations, which are 
regular FDDI stations having nothing to do with wireless infrastructures. Stations are connected 
by an FDDI network; MHs communicate with BSs via wireless media. The CS is a specific station 
that manages the setups and tear-downs of mobile connections. An MH is a host (or end system in 
the ISO terminology) that can move around while retaining network connection without disruption. 
A BS, equipped with radio devices, can communicate with MHs via radio. It serves as a gateway 
between MHs and the backbone network. Each BS is associated with a cell, which is the geographical 
area covered by its wireless transmission. A BS can communicate with the MHs within its cell, but 
not those outside the cell. When an MH moves from one cell to another, a handoff is said to have 
occurred. 
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Figure 1: An architecture for FDDI-based mobile networks 

In real-time communications, a message sent from an MH to another MH must be delivered in 
a timely fashion from the source MH to a BS, from the BS to another BS, then from the later 
BS to the destination MH. In this new mobile environment, due to the handoffs of MHs, some new 
technical issues that do not exist before arise. The problems that we have identified include the delay 
problem, the ordering problem, the overhead bandwidth problem, and the bandwidth management 
problem. To cope with these problems, we propose a destination handoff protocol, a source handoff 
protocol, an overhead bandwidth management scheme, and an approximate algorithm that attempts 
to minimize the handoff overhead bandwidth. All these are designed to guarantee mobile real-time 
channels' QOS during handoffs with as little overhead bandwidth as possible. The proposed protocols 
are compatible to the current FDDI standards in that we can add base stations that implement our 
protocols to an existing FDDI network without making any modification to the non-base stations 
which were originally in the network. 

To more efectively support voice/data integration over the wireless link, we propose the MPRMA 
protocol that combines random access with time division multiple access (TDMA). Instead of us- 
ing information packets to contend for reservation, the protocol uses smaller reservation packets for 
contention. Thus, regular TDMA slots can be further divided into smaller slots for sending reser- 
vation packets. As a result, collisions caused by contentions can be significantly reduced. Since the 
roundtrip propagation delay is almost negligible in the microcellular environments, this additional 
roundtrip for securing a regular slot will not cause much delay to a request. Furthermore, in order 
to facilitate subsequent packet transmission, a continuation flag is used in each information packet 
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for requesting further reservation. Comparing to the Packet Reservation Multiple Access (PRMA) 
[42, 43], it is shown by simulation that MPRMA can support more voice and data users, respectively, 
in a single traffic type environment. And more importantly, MPRMA is also a better alternative 
to PRMA for supporting voice-data integration. In order to counter adverse channel conditions, a 
strategy is also proposed. In addition, MPRMA requires no deadline scheduling at the base stations 
and minimizes overhead bandwidth of the downlink for sending acknowledgment messages. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, an automatic test case generation method 
for Estelle is proposed. A formal model is introduced to 
describe the dynamic properties of Estelle specifications 
so as to verify the difference between the behavior of the 
specification and the behavior of its fault models. Based 
on the difference, an algorithm is presented to produce 
test cases that can detect such implementation faults. The 
algorithm can generate test cases not only for single mod- 
ule specifications, but also for systems containing multiple 
modules that run concurrently. In addition, heuristics are 
suggested to improve the performance of the test case 
generation process. 

1   Introduction 

Protocol conformance testing is a major issue in the de- 
sign of reliable communication networks. It ensures that 
a protocol implementation is consistent with its specifi- 
cation in various hardware and software environments. 
One major issue of conformance testing is test case gen- 
eration.  Most of the test case generation methods pro- 
posed are based on the Finite State Machine (FSM) model 
[1, 2, 3, 4]. However, the FSM model can only specify 
problems within the domain of regular languages.   To 
solve more general problems, other models such as the 
Extended Finite State Machine (EFSM) [5], Estelle [61 or 
LOTOS [7] are used [8, 9, 10. 11, 12, 13, 14].   These 
Models usually contain memories. Therefore, in addition 
to testing control flow, the data aspect of the models needs 
to be considered as well. 

A test case is meaningless if one does not know its 
purpose. A test purposes is a set of statements showing 
what type of error a test case tries to detect. The error 
type is called a fault model [15], which must be given 
before any meaningful test case can be generated. The test 
methods mentioned above are used to generate test cases 
for a fixed fault-model. When one needs the confidence 
that certain critical faults will not occur, these methods 

•Research reported herein was supported by U.S. Army Research 
Office, under contracts No. DAAL03-91-G-0O93 and No. DAAL03-92- 
G-0184. The views, opinions, and/or findings contained in this paper 
are those of the authors and should not be construed as an official De- 
partment of the Army position, policy or decision. 

cannot guarantee the detection of the cirtical faults if they 
are not included in the fixed fault-models. 

It is infeasible to generate a test case for every possible 
fault. Thus, it is desirable to provide the protocol designer 
with a freedom of choosing whatever faults he/she be- 
lieves are important. Based on our previous work [ 13, 14], 
a test case generation method for EFSM that produce's test 
cases for given fault models [ 16] has been developed. The 
method employs a program verification technique, called 
axiomatic semantics [17, 18, 19], to symbolically verify 
a protocol specification. The difference between the be- 
havior of the specification and the behavior of the fault 
model is analyzed and then test cases are generated based 
on the difference. 

Since Estelle has been adopted as an international stan- 
dard specification language for communication protocols, 
it is interesting to extend the proposed method in [16] 
from EFSM to Estelle. In this paper, an automatic test 
case generation method for Estelle is proposed. After 
axioms for Estelle statements are defined, the same algo- 
rithm in [16] can be used to generate test cases for given 
fault models. In addition, the same method is extended 
to generate test cases for multiple modules running con- 
currently. Furthermore, a heuristic search method is also 
suggested to improve the performance of the search algo- 
rithm. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec- 
tion 2, the behavior model proposed in [16] is briefly 
introduced. Then, axioms for Estelle statements are de- 
fined in Section 3, and the definition of a test case and 
how to generate it are presented in Section 4. Finally, 
conclusions are given in Section 5. 

2   Background 
2.1   Estelle and EFSM 

Estelle [6] is a description language for Extended Finite 
State Machines (EFSM). An EFSM is a Finite State Ma- 
chine (FSM) with memory (called variables hereafter). 
Similar to an FSM, an EFSM contains a set of states arid 
transitions pointing from one state (called head state) to 
another (called rai'/ state). There are usually a condition 
and an action associated with each transition. The action 
of a transition can be executed only when the EFSM is at 
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T2: 

(a) (b) 
initialize from SI 
to SI to S2 
name TO when u.send(d) 

begin name Tl 
b:=0 begin 
end; output r.msgld.b) 

end; 

from S2 from S2 
to S2 to SI 
when r.ack(a) when r.ack(a) 
provided ab provided a=b 
name T2 name T3 

begin begin 
output r. msg(d.b) if b=0 then b:=1 
end; else b:=0 

end; 

(c) 

Figure 1: The sender of an ABP protocol 

the head state of the transition and the condition is satis- 
fied. After the action is executed, the EFSM moves to the 
tail state of the transition and becomes ready for execut- 
ing next transition. In Estelle, the head and tail states are 
defined in from and to clauses, respectively. The condi- 
tion of a transition includes when and provided clauses. 
The former inputs a message from an interaction point 
(IP) and the latter imposes a restriction under which the 
action can be executed. The action is a Pascal statement 
sequence quoted between reserved words begin and end. 
The statements can be executed only when both the input 
in when clause is available and the condition in provided 
clause is satisfied. Readers who are not familiar with the 
Estelle syntax are referred to [6]. 

In addition to the clauses described above, there are 
declaration statements and other clauses that are not im- 
portant for generating test cases. Therefore, in the rest of 
this paper, we focus only on the portion of specification 
that defines the transitions, and assume that all modules, 
channels. IPs, and variables are properly defined. 

A sample Estelle specification is shown in Figure 1, 
which is the sending side of an Alternating Bit Protocol 
(ABP). The structure of the protocol is shown in Figure la, 
the state diagram is shown in Figure lb, and correspond- 
ing Estelle transitions are defined in Figure lc. 

2.2   Behavior of an EFSM 

Estelle is able to clearly describe the structure of an 
EFSM. However, knowing the structure alone is inade- 
quate for generating test cases. In order to find test cases 

for an EFSM, one needs to know the dynamic property 
of the EFSM as well. Specifically, the knowledge of how 
the variables in the EFSM change their values is needed. 
Therefore, the behavior model proposed in [ 16] is used in 
this paper to describe such changes. 

When a transition of an EFSM is executed, the val- 
ues of the variables change accordingly. The values are 
preserved by their versions, which provide names to store 
different values of the same variable during different pe- 
riods of time. The versions are denoted by an operator u 
(pronounced "new") followed by the names of the vari- 
ables. For example, ux denotes a newer version of vari- 
able x. Similarly, uux (or simply u2x) denotes a newer 
version of ux, and u°x (or simply x) denotes the original 
version of variable x. 

The relationship between versions and their values is 
called a scenario. Formally, a scenario is a function that 
maps a set of versions into a set of values. It is denoted 
as a sequence of versions and their corresponding values 
quoted by a pair of angle brackets ({ )). For example, a 
scenario, (x = 0, y = 0,i>x = l,uy = 0,...), shows that. 
x and y are originally zeros, and then change to 1 and 0 
later, respectively. 

An assertion is a set of scenarios. It is denoted by 
a boolean expression, called predicate, quoted by a pair 
of braces ({ }). The assertion contains those scenar- 
ios that satisfy the predicate. For example, assertion 
{uy > 0} contains both scenarios {ux = 1, i/y = 0,...) 
and {ux - \.uy- 1,...). The set of all possible scenar- 
ios that can be developed after a state, say a, is denoted 
by 3[a]. For instance, j3[a] = {uy > 0} means that if 
the EFSM is at state a, every possible scenario developed 
thereafter has the property that the first version of y is 
greater than or equal to zero. 

Let M be an EFSM. The behavior of M is denoted as 
Ä?[.V/], which is defined as ß[M] = {j^3 ß[s], where s is a 
state of M. In addition, let A\ and A? be two assertions, 
and pi and p2 be two predicates such that A\ — \$>{\ and 
Ai = {p2}. It can be shown that ,4i U Ai = {p! V pi}, 
Ax n A2 = {pi Ap2}, A~i = {--Pi}, and .4i - A2 = 
{Pi A-p2}. 

2.3   Axioms 

A rule that describes how a statement changes the course 
of the scenarios' development is called an axiom. Fig- 
ure 2 is a simple example for the axiom of an assignment 
statement. The transition starts from state h, points to 
state t, and contains only one action: "r := e," which 
assigns the result of expression e to variable x. The ax- 
iom means that the scenarios that can be developed after 
state h is the same as the scenarios developed after state 
t with one more restriction that the new version of vari- 
able x is equal to the result of expression e (denoted by 
assertion {ux — e}). Since variable x has been upgraded, 
any development of variable z after state t must start 
from the upgraded version. Therefore, the second term 
of the axiom is denoted by /?[r]|<"rK meaning that every 
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U[A] = {,i = (}n(3(i]|f"> 

Figure 2: An example of an axiom 

occurrence of i in ß[t) is replaced by I/I. In general, 
for any assertion .4. .4|<"'r} denotes replacing each oc- 
currence of v'x in A by ut+jx. For example, if A = 
{i = 0Aw= 1}, then /i|<vrl= {ux = 0 A v2x = 1}. 

Let .4r be the assertion that indicates the restriction 
imposed by T, and let VT be the set of new versions 
created by T. If the set of scenarios developed after 
state h through transition T is denoted as ß[h]r, then 
3[h]r = AT n /?[tr] |

VT
. meaning that the scenarios de- 

veloped after h. through T are those developed after IT 
(with upgraded versions) that satisfy AT- The parallel 
composition of the behavior at state h (/?[/i]) means that 
3[h) is the combination of all the transitions fan out from 
h. Thus, ß[h] can be derived as follows: 

0[h}=      0{h.]TlU0[h]T:>U---UO[h.]T„ 
=    (ATl n/9[£Tl]r

rt) u Mr, n/3[(T3]rr3) u ... 
u(.4r„n0[<rjrT») 

The .rm'a/ composition of tf[/i] means that ß[h] is the re- 
sulting scenario set derived from a sequence of transitions 
after state h. Therefore, 

i3[h]=    MTlnfl[«T,irT' 
=    ATln(AT]n3[tT2}\

VT')\Vr> 
=    ATlnATi\

vTi nß{trXT^VT' 

=    -4Tl n AT, \VTX nAT} \VT^T, n 

••■n/3[«rJ|v'T,-VTJ"--«VT. 

where the operation ' V is defined as follows: 

Definition 1 Let Vi an^ V2 be two sets of versions. Then 

Vl\aVn =    {vi+jw I 3*'*'«' € Vi A 3i/>w € V2}U 
{i/%w \3i/tw G Vi AVtz-'uj g V2}U 
j^u I Vf'u) <t Vi A 3^ tu € V2} 

vn =  y tt> v tf...te) y 
n 

=    {^"*u; I ukw € V} 

from h 
tot 
whenp.m(xi,zj x„) 
provided B 
begin 5 end; 

where h and f, respectively, are the head and tail states 
of the transition, p is an interaction point, m is a message 
received from p with arguments x\ through in, and B is a 
boolean expression indicating the condition under which 
a sequence of Pascal statements, 5, can be executed. A 
transition can be divided into two simpler transitions: the 
first transition contains when and provided clauses, and 
the second executes S. An auxiliary state u can be placed 
between the two transitions. Then, the axiom for an Es- 
telle transition can be defined as follows: 

Axiom 1 
ß[h]=     {ucp = m(t/rlli/r2,...,i/xn)}n 

{(i/i! = VK) A (1/X2 = I/
2
K) A • • • A (i/in = yn«)}n 

{I/T = vcp}n 
{ß}n 
ß[u]\ivcr-VIi "»•""»''"I 

There are five terms in the axiom. The first term shows 
that the current data received from cp (denoted vcp) is 
message m with arguments vx\ through uxn. The values 
of 1/X1 to vxn are shown in the second term, in which an 
auxiliary variable K is used to indicate different input val- 
ues. The third term is used to arrange the external events 
in chronicle order, where r is an auxiliary variable used 
to record current I/O events. Therefore, "VT - vcf indi- 
cates that the current external event is at channel cp. The 
fourth term shows that the condition in B must be satis- 
fied. The last term means that the scenario set developed 
after the transition contains those scenarios developed af- 
ter state u with variable versions updated. 

The remaining problem is to define the axioms for 5 
in order to obtain ß[u\ in terms of ß[i\. In the following 
axioms, the notations A, and V, represent, respectively, 
the assertion and the set of new versions developed after 
executing a statement s or a sequence of statement s. 

Axiom 2 (Empty Statements) 
If S is empty. ß[u] = ß[t}. 

Axiom 3 (Sequential Statements) 
If S is "s; S'," where s is a statement and S' is a se- 
quence of statements, 

ß[u] = A,r\As.\v'nß[t}\(v-*vs'K 

3   Axioms for Estelle 

Estelle specifications can be written in normal form spec- 
ifications, in which every transition is specified in the 
following format: 

Axiom 4 (Assignment Statements) 
// S is "x := e," where x is a variable and e is an 
expression, 

ß[u] = {vx = e}r\ß[t}\^ 
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Axiom 5 (Output Statements) 
IfS is "output p'.m'(ei,e2, .-.en)," where p1 is an in- 
teraction point, m' is an output message, and expressions 
e\ to en are the arguments ofm', then 

3[u) = {uc„ = m'(ei, e2 en)} n {ur = vcp, } n /3[<]|<"V '"T> 

where cp< is the corresponding channel ofp'. 

In Axiom 5, the first term indicates that the next event 
at channel cp> is m'{ex, e2, ...,e„). The second term 
appends the event to the sequence of external events 
recorded by r. 

Axiom 6 (Selection Statements) 
If S is "if B then Si else S2," where B is a boolean ex- 
pression and S\ and S2 are two sequences of statements, 

ß[u} = ({B}nASlnß[t}\v^)u({^B}nAs2nß[t}\v^) 

A selection statement can be viewed as a parallel compo- 
sition of two transitions. One can be executed only when 
condition B is satisfied, and the other only when it is not. 

Axiom 7 (Function Calls) 
Let F be a function defined as follows: 

Function F(x\, ij, .... xn); 
begin SF; F := e end; 

where xi,x2 x$ are parameters of F, SF is a se- 
quence of statements, and e is an expression. If S is 
"y := F(a\,a2,...,a„)," where a.\,ai, ...,<xn are argu- 
ments, then 

3[u]     =      {(i/ri = <n A1/X2 = a2 A ... A uxn = a„)}n 
AsF\

v'n 

{„v = e}rv"v'n 

where V = {vx\, t/x2, ...,i/xn}. 

The first term of the axiom indicates that the arguments 
(the a's) are assigned to the parameters (the x's). The 
assertion imposed by the body of the function (A sF) re- 
stricts the development of the scenarios after the function 
call. Therefore, it is included in the second term. The 
third term shows that after the function call, variable y 
receives the value from expression e (thus {uy = e}). Fi- 
nally, the new versions generated by the above are con- 
tained in VSF W V'\*){uy}, so the variables in ß[t] need to 
be upgraded accordingly. The axiom for procedure calls 
can be defined in a similar manner. 

Axiom 8 (Procedure Calk) 
Let P be a procedure defined as follows: 

Procedure P(xt, r3 r„. var yit var y2, .... var ym) 
begin Sp end; 

where zi,z2)...,xn and yi,y2,...,ym are variables 
and   Sp    is   a   sequence   of   statements. If   5 
is "P(a1,a2,...,an,6i,62,...,6m))" where ai,a2,...,an 
and 61,62,..., 6m are arguments, then 

3[ti]      =      {{vz\ = ai A 1/12 = 02 A ... A i/Xn = an)A 
(i/y! = 6j A i/y2 = 62 A ... A i/ym = bm)}n 

AsP\v' n 

{"*i = yi A "h = y? A ■■• A ubn = yn}\Vsp'*v' n 

where V = {vxy, vx2, ...,ux„, uyu i/y2, ..., i/ym} and 
V" = {ubuub2,...,ubm). 

It is assumed that every variable has its own name. Al- 
though this is not true in a real specification, name con- 
flicts can always be resolved by attaching the correspond- 
ing function or procedure names to the variable names. 

Axiom 9 (While Statement) 
IfS is "while B do S'," where B is a boolean expression 
and S' is a sequence of statements, then 

n-l 

3[u] = n [{B} n AS.]\V* n[{^B} n a[t}]\vl 

Let 3[u], denote the behavior of state u after the i-th 
iteration, and assume that S' will be executed n times. 
Then, 

3[u)   =   ({B}nAs.)nß{u]l\
v5- 

=   ({B}nAs,)n({B}nAs.)\v*nß[u]2\vl 

=   nnkZoi{B}nAs')\v*-n0[u]n\v* 
=   nnkZl0{{B}nAs.)\vs- n({^?}nj[t]rs") 

It is possible to construct a data structure to represent 

Tli=o({^} f*1 As>)\vs'" such that n remains undefined; 
the actual value of n will be determined later when the 
specification is analyzed. Similarly, repeat and for state- 
ments can be defined as follows. 

Axiom 10 (Repeat Statements) 
// S is "repeat S' until B," where B is a boolean ex- 
pression and S' is a sequence of statements, then 

n 

ß[u}=f][ASI\
vsr, n{^B}\vl}n[{B}nß[t]]\v* 

t=i 

Axiom 11 (For-To Statements) 
If S is "for i := m to n do S'," where i is an integer, 
m and n are integer expressions, and S' is a sequence of 
statements, then 

n — rn 

ß[u] = f| [{ui = * + m}nAs-]\{,"^')k nß[t]\vrm*1 

k=0 
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,3(5i]     =     {("Cu = scnd(ud)) A (i/o" = I/K) A (I/T = fc„)}n 
{(i/er = mjs(i/<f, 6)) A (I/2T = i/cr)}n 

(3[ST\     =      ({(i/Cr = ocA(va)) A(l/0 = I/K) A(l/T = I/Cr)}U 
{(i/o * 6) A (i/2Cr = 77153(0, 6)) A (I/

2
T = i/2cr)}n 

/3[52]|(l"*'"2<:"'/"'''3rMu 
({(i/Cr = ac£(i/a)) A (i/a = i/«) A (I/T = i/c,-)}n 
{(I/O = b) A ((6 = 0 A i/6 = 1) v (6 = 1 A i/6 = 0))}n 
ß[Si ] | {»a.ub.vc, ,UK,UT) j 

Figure 3: The behavior function of the ABP in Figure 1 

Axiom 12 (For-Downto Statements) 
If 5 is "for :' := n downto m do 5'," where i is an 
integer, m and n are integer expressions, and S' is a 
sequence of statements, then 

ß[u] = nf)[{vi = n - k}nA5.]\^
vs')k nß[t]\v*~m+l 

The behavior of the EFSM in Figure 1 can be derived 
as the equations shown in Figure 3, where ß[Si] is de- 
rived from Axioms 1 and 5, and 3[S2] is derived from 
Axioms 1, 4, 5, and 6. For simplicity, the initial transi- 
tion is ignored. Substituting 3[Si] into the first equation 
in Figure 3, 3[S\] can be expanded to describe more de- 
tailed information about the behavior of the specification 
at state S\. Unless every executable path ends up at a 
final state, the recursive functions never stop. A method 
to extract a finite external event sequence as a test case 
will be presented in the next section. 

4   Test Case Generation 
4.1    Functional Equivalence 
Two scenarios are functionally equivalent if they generate 
the same external events. For example, scenarios 

(i/o = O.i/d1 = UK, ub = l.i/Cr = msg(ud, 1/6), I/T = i/cr). and 
(ua = l,i/d = UK, ub — l.uCr = msg(ud, ub), ur = ucr) 

are functionally equivalent since both output msg(i/K, 1) 
to channel cr as their first external events (because i/r = 
ucr = msg(vd, vb), where i/d — VK and ub — 1). The 
value of ua is unimportant in the example since it does 
not affect the outcome. Formally, two scenarios h and 
g are functionally equivalent if h\i/xr) = g{ulr) for any 
nonnegative integer :', where h{u'r) denotes the value of 
vlr in scenario h. 

A functionally equivalent set (FES) of an assertion .4 
is a set of all functionally equivalent scenarios of the sce- 
narios in assertion .4. The FES of A, denoted FES(.4), 
is defined as follows: 

Definition 2 
FESU) = {</ I V!' > 0. 3A G .4. [/»(!/«r) = g(u'r)]} 

TJ: 
r?adtfi) 

if b*) tab:« I 
ttebaO 

r!ms|(d.b) 

Figure 4: Two mutants for the EFSM in Figure 1 

For example, if assertion 

A = {ua = 0 A ud = UK A ub = 1 A ucr = mig(ud, ub) A UT = ucr} 

then 

FES(/1) = {vd = UK A i/6 = 1 A ucr — mag(ud, ub),ur = ucr} 

In other words, the FES() function removes those predi- 
cate terms that are irrelevant to the external events. It can 
be shown that FES(A U B) - FES(4) U FES(S) and 
FES(/4 n B) = PES(i4) fl FES(fl). 

4.2   Test Cases 
A mutant is a specification of a fault model. For example, 
a mutant of Figure 1 is shown in Figure 4, in which the 
faulty transition T*2 points to a wrong state S\. 

A test scenario is a scenario whose external event can 
distinguish a correct EFSM from its mutants. That is, 
the external event sequence generated by the test scenario 
cannot be reproduced by the mutants. A test scenario p 
that distinguishes a correct EFSM M from a mutant F 
can be defined as follows: 

Definition 3 A scenario p is a test scenario for mutant 
F ifp € (ß[\l] - ¥ES(ß[F])). 

A test case is a prefix of the external event sequence 
generated by a test scenario. If h is a test scenario for 
an EFSM M and its mutant F, a test case is defined as 
follows: 

Definition 4 An event sequence T is a test case if 
l.T= (h(r), h(vr), h(v2r),..., h(unr)), and 

2. Vy G FES(ß[F]),3i < n, [h(u'r) ± jfy r)]. 

The definition means that, a test case is a finite external 
event sequence that contains at least one element that can- 
not be reproduced by a faulty implementation. Therefore, 
one can recognize an incorrect implementation once an 
unexpected external event is produced. 

4 J   Test Case Generation for Single-Module 
Specifications 

For any EFSM M and its mutant F, it can be proved that 
3{s] - FES(.J(F]) C 3[M] - FES{ß[F]). where s is a 
state of M. Though a test scenario can be found anywhere 
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in ß[M] - FES(/?[F]), it is more convenient to select 
the initial state as state s and to search for a test scenario 
in ß[s] - FES(ß[F]). Finding a test scenario from the 
latter not only avoids setting up the implementation under 
test (IUT) to the starting state of the test scenario, but also 
reveals the correctness of the initial transition. 

Let h be a scenario starting from state s. Let u be 
a state that the corresponding path of h passes through. 
Then, it can be shown that h 6 A n ß[u] \v, for some 
assertion A and new version set V. Hence, any set of 
scenarios, H, can be represented as \Jh(Ah O ß[uh}\v"), 
where h is a scenario in H, and Ah, u\, and V* are an 
assertion, a state, and a set of new versions, respectively. 
Let H and G be two sets of scenarios for EFSM Mh and 
Mv respectively, such that H = \Jh{Ah nß[uh]\Vk) and 

G = \Jg(A9 n /?(«»] r»)- Then, tf - FES(G) can be 
derived as follows: 

//-FES(G)D(JP|^., 

where AV» = 

U„n0[iu]r» if .4* n FESM,) = t     (la) 

(Ah -fES(Af))r\0[uK]\vh 

AK n(0luk]\v" -FES(3[u,]\vi))     otherwi 

if -4h n FESM,) * »A 
/W - FESMjJ * I       (lb) 

(2) 

As shown in the equations above, Kh t can be divided 
into Cases la, lb, and 2, which are illustrated in Figure 5. 
Each circle in the figure represents a set of scenarios. In 
Case 2 (Figure 5a), Ah is covered by FES(/1,), meaning 
that for any scenario in Ah, there is a scenario in A} 

that generates the same external event sequence as Ah 
does. Therefore, AH along cannot distinguish H from 
G. To find the differences between H and G, ß[uh] \VK 

-FES(ß[ug] \v*) is recursively calculated. In Case lb 
(Figure 5b), some scenarios in A\ are not covered by 
FES(Aj), which means that a scenario that distinguishes 
H from G can be found in AK. Therefore, ß[uh) \v" is 
expanded to impose more restrictions to find a scenario in 
the shaded area. In Case la (Figure 5c), no scenarios in 
Ah are covered by FES(i4,), which means every scenario 
in AK can be used to distinguish H from G. Therefore, 
the external events generated by a scenario in Ah can be 
used as a test case. 

Let ß[s] be H, and ß[F] be G. Using the result of the 
equations above, 0[s] - FES(ß[F]) can be computed by 
the following algorithm. 

1. Let there be a quintuple (v,p, u',p',c), where a and a' 
are assertions, p and p' are states, and c is la, lb, or 2 with 
respect to Cases la, lb, or 2 above. Let Q be a queue that 
initially contains (s, true, a', trite, 2) for every state a' in 
F. 

2. Get an element (a. p, a', p', c) from Q and check the fol- 
lowing conditions. 

(a) If c is in Case la, check if there is any element, say 
{v,q,v',q',d) in Q such that p = q. If there is none. 

FES (A,) 

(b)Cut lb (c)Caseli 

Figure 5: Illustration of the three cases of Kh,a 

the corresponding path of assertion p generates a test 
case. Exit the program and return p. 

(b) If c is in Case lb, for every outgoing transition t from 
state u, put (vt, (p A pt), a', p', d) into Q, where v, 
is the state t pointing to, p, is the assertion imposed 
by the action of t, and d is Case la, lb, or 2, based 
on the relation between {pAp,} and FES({p'}). 

(c) If c is in Case 2, for every outgoing transition t 
from state a, and for every outgoing transition t' 
from state a', put (v,,(p A p,), v',, (p' A p't),d) into 
Q, where v, and v't are the states t and t' pointing to, 
respectively; p, and p| are the assertions imposed by 
the actions of t and t', respectively; and d is Case la, 
lb, or 2, based on the relation between {p A p,} and 
FES({p'AP;}). 

3.  Repeat Step 2. 

The idea of the algorithm can also be illustrated by 
Figure 5. Initially, every element in Q belongs to Case 2, 
which is Figure 5a. When ß[u] and ß[u'] are expanded, 
the algorithm imposes more restrictions and less scenarios 
will satisfy the new restrictions. This makes the circles 
in Figure 5a "shrink." Eventually, the figure will become 
either Figure 5b or Figure 5c. If it is Figure 5c, a test sce- 
nario is found. Otherwise, the algorithm simply expand 
ß[u], such that the Ah circle in Figure 5b shrinks toward 
the shaded area and becomes Figure 5c. 

Basically, it is an unsolvable problem as to whether 
two Turing-equivalent machines generate the same out- 
put. However, it is reasonable to assume that each transi- 
tion can be finished in a bounded amount of time once it 
started, so that a limit can be set to the maximum number 
of expansions that can be performed. If the number of ex- 
pansions exceeds this limit, and still no test cases can be 
found, we simply dictate that such faults are untestable. 
Noting that finding a test case for FSM has been proven by 
Yannakakis and Lee to be PSPACE-complete [20], we ex- 
pect finding a test case for EFSM is at least as hard as the 
former. That is, there is unlikely any efficient algorithm 
besides exhaustive search. Due to the intractable nature 
of this problem, one can only rely on heuristic approaches 
to improve the performance. Some useful rules-of-thumb 
for the heuristic approach are discussed in Section 4.5. 



4.4   Test Case Generation for Multiple Mod- 
ules 

Estelle allows several modules to be executed in parallel, 
communicating with each other through internal interac- 
tion points. Therefore, a specification of multiple mod- 
ules describes a system containing several communicating 
EFSMs. To test such a system, the behavior of the system 
is defined as follows: 

Definition 5 If there are n modules. Mi, A/2, •, Mn, in 
a specification, and let s, be a state in module Mi, then 

3[si, 52, ...,*„] = ß[si] n ß[s2] n • ■ • n /?[«„] 

Definition 6 Let M be a specification that contains mod- 
ules Mu M-2,  Mn. Then, 

ß{Mj = \J\J--[J0[sl,s2,...,sn] 

where s, is a state in Mi. 

The behavior of a multiple-module system can be de- 
rived in the same way as the behavior of a single EFSM, 
except that every module has its own auxiliary variables 
r and K. It is assumed that different modules do not share 
the same variable names. Such a name conflict can easily 
be resolved by appending module names to the variable 
names. Figure 6 is a simple send-and-receive protocol, 
and its behavior is shown as follows: 

Two scenarios for the sender and the receiver of the 
protocol can be derived as 

3[S] =      {(vc, = iend{ud)) A (ud = UK, ) A (ur, = uc, )A 
(uc, = msg(ud)) A (u2 T, = uc,)}("! 

3\S\|{"c*<v*•"*■• ■"3T> "c< I 
3[R] =     {(i'C, = msg(ub)) A (ub = uKr) A (UTT = i/c,)A 

(i/Cr = rec(ub)) A (u2 rr = ucr))n 
jlßU(ucr.ub.uKr.u

3Tr,ue, } 

Therefore, 

3[S,R] = ß[S]n3[R) = 

{(UT, = uc, = send(ud)) A (ud = UK,)}C\ 

{(u2r, — mag(ud) = uc, = msg(ub) = i/Tr) A (ub = UKT)}<~I 

{{u2rr = UCT = rec{ub))}n 
jr5l|(l/C,,^d.l/»,,l'3T,,l/C, }    nß^^{uCr,"l>,UKr,U2Tr,VC, ) 

Note that channel Ci relates the output of the sender to the 
input of the receiver. Since t/c, = msg(ud) in the sender 
and i/Ci = msg(ub) in the receiver, ud equals to ub. Note 
also that each module has its own variables r and «. The 
external events are those r's which record events on the 
channels that connect external IPs. For example, vr, and 
V
2
TT are external events since UT, = uc,, u2rr = ucr, 

and c, and cr are connected to external IPs. The order of 
external events is preserved by variables r's. For instance, 
because UT, and urr precede u2r, and u2rr, respectively, 
and because u2r, = urr, ur, precedes u2rr. 

—1 <=t Cr k«: 

Pi 

Sender 

c, 
»1 

Receiver raj 

when u,.send(d) 

output Pj.msgtd) 

9 
when pj .msg(b) 

output u8jec(b) 

Q 
Figure 6: A simple send-and-receive protocol 

The mutants of a multi-module system can be specified 
by Estelle, and their behavior can also be described by the 
behavior model. Hence, the test case for a multi-module 
specification can be generated using the same algorithm 
for a single module specification. 

Esteile allows for dynamic creating and destroying of 
a module instance through statements init and release. 
respectively. It can also dynamically create and destroy 
a channel between two IPs by issuing connect, discon- 
nect, attach, and detach statements. Therefore, an unique 
name must be assigned to each newly created object. For 
example, if statement 'init mv to body" is issued (where 
mv is a "module variable" and body is a "module body"), 
a variable z in module body "body" should be referred 
to as mv.n.x, where n is the number of times mv is ini- 
tialized to a module body. If statement "connect p to 
q" is issued (where p and q are IPs), a new variable for 
the channel between p and q is created with a name such 
as CPiq. With the assurance that each object has its own 
name, the algorithm in Section 4.3 can run without a hitch. 

4.5   Heuristic Search Methods 
Since the conformance of two Turing-equivalent machines 
is generally an unsolvable problem, it is unlikely to find a 
test case generation algorithm without using an exhaustive 
search. However, heuristics can be used to improve the 
performance of the test case searching process. 

From our experience, there are some guidelines that 
can be used to improve the performance of the algorithm 
in Section 4 dramatically: 

1. Expand those items in queue Q that lead to faulty transi- 
tions first. 

2. After executing a faulty transition, traverse through those 
paths which output the values of the variables that appear 
in the faulty transition first. 

3. If there are more than one path in the abov». traverse ihe 
shortest one first. 

Using these guidelines, the algorithm described in Sec- 
tion 4.3 can be modified as follows: 

1. Let Q be a priority queue. 
2. For every element (u, p, u', p', c) that is to be added to Q, 

check the following: 
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(a) If the corresponding path, say P'. of predicate p' 
does not contain any faulty transition, set the priority 
value o/ ehe element to be the length of the short- 
est path from the last transition of P' to a faulty 
transition in F. 

(b) If the corresponding path P' of predicate p' contains 
a faulty transition, set the priority value of the ele- 
ment to be the length of the shortest path between 
the last transition in P' and a transition that refers 
tp any variable used in the the faulty transition. 

3. To select an element in Q, choose the one with the lowest 
priority value. 

5   Conclusion 

In this paper, an automatic test case generation method 
for an ISO standard specification language, Estelle, is pre- 
sented. The method compares the behavior of a specifi- 
cation to the behavior of a given fault model. Based on 
their difference, test cases are mechanically derived. Un- 
like other conformance testing methods that apply only to 
fixed fault models, the proposed method is able to gener- 
ate a test case that detects possible implementation errors 
specified by a given fault model. Therefore, one can test 
those critical faults and obtains confidence in the cover- 
age of such faults. When time is critical and resources 
are limited, it becomes very important to be able to test 
the most critical fauhs and frequently executed transitions 
first. 

While most of the existing methods concern only gen- 
erating test cases for a single entity, the proposed method 
is able to deal with those specifications that contain mul- 
tiple modules. Treating channels between two modules as 
variables, the method transforms the I/O statements into 
assignment statements and derives test cases by using the 
same algorithm used to generate test cases for a single 
module. 

Test case generation has been proven to be at least 
PSPACE-hard. To improve the performance of the pro- 
posed algorithm, heuristics are introduced. The guidelines 
suggested in this paper significantly reduce the number of 
states exploited, thereby improving the performance of the 
test case generation processes. 

In summary, the method proposed in [16] is extended 
to generating test cases for Estelle. It is also extended to 
dealing with multiple modules. In addition, some heuris- 
tics are suggested to improve the performance of :he test 
case generation process. Currently, a test case generator 
for EFSM with given fault models has been developed, 
and an extension of it to Estelle is under consideration. 
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Abstract—The Knockout Switch [14] is a nonlocking, high- 
performance switch salable for broadband packet switching. It 
allows packet losses, bat the probability of a packet loss can be 
kept extremely small in a cost-effective way. The performance of 
the Knockout Switch «as analyzed under uniform traffic [14]. 

In this paper, we present a new, more general analytic model of 
the Knockout Switch, which enables us to evaluate the Knockout 
Switch under nonunifarm traffic The new model also incorpo- 
rates the effects of a concentrator and a shared buffer on the 
packet loss probability. Numeric results for nonuniform traffic 
patterns of interest are presented. 

L INTRODUCTION 

BROADBAND packet switching technologies are matur- 
ing rapidly for Broadband Integrated Services Digital 

Networks. One key element necessary for providing broadband 
services is a high-speed, high-capacity packet switch inter- 
connecting a large number of nodes. Many communication 
architectures proposed for broadband packet switching are 
based on self-routing networks such as banyan networks [5], 
[9], [12]. 

The Knockout Switch was proposed for high-speed local 
and metropolitan area networks, a multiprocessor intercon- 
nection, and local or loll switches for integrated traffic loads 
[2], [7], [12]. The Knockout Switch employs a complete 
connection to eliminate the internal blocking problem, which 
has been the major obstacle to the high performance in the 
traditional O^Vlog S) multistage switches such as banyan 
networks [6], [10], [13], where N is the switch size. 

As shown in Fig. 1, the {N x N) Knockout Switch uses 
Ar input broadcast bases and N bus interfaces to achieve 
a complete interconnection of the inputs and outputs. The 
packets arriving at each input enters the input broadcast bus. 
Associated with each output is a bus interface module listening 
to all N input broadcast buses. 

A bus interface consists of N packet filters, a concentrator, 
and a shared buffer, as shown in Fig. 2. Each packet filter 
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Fig. 1.    The Knockout Switch interconnection fabric |I3] 
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Fig. 2.    Bus interface (13). 

checks the destination of the incoming packet and allows the 
packet to enter the concentrator only if it is addressed to 
the output the packet filter is connected to. The concentrator 
selects up to L(L < N) packets by the knockout contention 
scheme [14] and feeds them into the shared buffer which 
acts as an FIFO queue with L inputs and 1 output. Since 
each concentrator takes O(.V) switches [14] and there are .V 
such concentrators, the hardware complexity of the Knockout 
Switch is 0{N2). 

If more than L packets destined for the same output arrive 
simultaneously at the N inputs, the packets losing the con- 
tention are dropped in the concentrator. It was shown that the 
packet loss probability at the N:L concentrator can be kept 
below 10~6 with 1 = 8 regardless of the switch size N under 
uniform traffic [14]. With any practical networks, the packet 
losses of this magnitude are inevitable due to transmission line 
errors, buffer overflows, and network failures. In any case, 
the lost packets can be recovered by the end-to-end protocol. 
Furthermore, the lost packet probability can be made as low 
as desired by adding more concentrator outputs. 

With uniform traffic, the N inputs have the same input load, 
and the input load on an input is distributed equally over all 
the outputs. It would be interesting to investigate the Knockout 
Switch under nonuniform traffic to see whether the packet 
loss probability can still be kept extremely small with a fixed 
number of concentrator outputs for an arbitrary large N: This 
constitutes the main objective of this paper. 

The analysis of the Knockout Switch in [14] consists of two 
separate parts: one for the immediate lost packet probability at 
the concentrator due to simultaneous packet arrivals, and the 
other for the probability of the shared buffer overflow over 
time. Both require the uniform traffic assumption. 

0090-6778/95S04.00 © 1995 IEEE 
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In this paper, we present a more general analytic model of 
the Knockout Switch which integrates the effects of the con- 
centrator and the shared buffer on the lost packet probability, 
and allows an> traffic patterns. 

rn Section II. we briefly discuss nonuniform traffic. In 
Section III. we present a new analysis of the Knockout Switch 
under any traffic patterns. The numeric results obtained from 
the analysis for several nonuniform patterns of interest are 
presented in Section IV. Conclusions are given in Section V. 

II. NONUNIFORM TRAFFIC 

For the input load distribution on the (.V x .V) switch, define 
an '.V x X) input load matrix / = {ptJ}. where element 
/'-J

11
 < i-j < -V) represents the input load from input / 

to output j. In other words. pX} represents the probability 
of a packet arriving at input i destined for output j. Thus, 
the sum of row i of the input load matrix / represents the 
total load on input i and the sum of column j represents 
the total load to output j. Uniform traffic denotes the case 
when all the elements of the load matrix have the same 
value, and nonuniform traffic refers to any traffic patterns 
which are not uniform. Among all the conceivable nonuniform 
traffic patterns, we are interested in the patterns which have 
been investigated in the literature such as "hot-spot" [ 11 ] and 
"point-to-point" traffic (13). 

The hot-spot traffic is a nonuniform traffic pattern consisting 
of a single output of higher access rate (hot-spot) superimposed 
on a background uniform traffic. For multistage interconnec- 
tion networks with the internal path sharing among different 
inputs/outputs, even a moderate hot-spot access rate was found 
to significantly degrade all output access, not just access to 
the hot-spot. 

The effects of hot-spot traffic on the Knockout Switch is 
expected to be much less severe, since the Knockout Switch 
is based on a complete connection with no path interference 
among different input/output nodes. In the Knockout Switch, 
the output port loading is the determining factor for its 
performance. The hot-spot traffic does result in a higher output 
loading at the hot-spot itself, and its effects on the output 
buffer size and the number of concentrator outputs need to be 
examined. 

Since the Knockout Switch employs a complete connection 
and provides buffers at the outputs for the packets arriving at 
the same output, it provides the lowest latency in any switching 
arrangement [8]. However, since packets can be lost within 
the switch, the Knockout Switch should have extremely low 
packet loss probabilities, and the Knockout Switch does have 
such a property under uniform traffic. Therefore, the main 
objective of the analysis is to obtain lost packet probabilities of 
the Knockout Switch under various nonuniform traffic patterns 
to evaluate its effectiveness under those traffic patterns. 

III.   ANALYSIS OF THE KNOCKOUT SWITCH 

Our analytic model of the (N x N) Knockout Switch is an 
approximate Markov chain widely used in the literature [6], 
[15]. The model assumes the following. 

• The switch operates synchronously with a fixed stage 
cycle. 

• Packets arrive independently at each network input and 
the time interval between successive packet amvaN is 
geometrically distributed. 

• Packets are of a fixed length. 
• The network is error-free. 

A. Variables 

X Knockout Switch size. 
m buffer size. 
L threshold (number of the concentrator outputs). L < m. 
I — {Pij} (-V x ^') input load matrix; p(J represents the 
input load from input / to output j. (1 < /../ < X). 
qk probability that k packets arrive at the concentrator of 
output j during each stage cycle. (0 < j. k < X). 
r-j probability that' k packets succeed to pass through the 
concentrator of output j during each staee cvcle. i() < A• < 
L.I < j < X). 
pk(t) probability that there are k packets in the buffer of 
output j at the beginning of stage cvcle /. (0 < k < m. 1 < 
J  < .V). 
[)j steady state value of pk(t). 
Tj throughput of output j. (1 < j < .V). 
T throughput of input /'. (1 < / < .V). 
Dj average delay of a packet through output ;. 11 < / < 
•V). 
D average delay of a packet through the switch. 

B. Equations 

Given the input load matrix / = {ptJ} for the Knockout 
Switch, the probability that k packets arrive at the concentrator 
of output j during a stage cycle. qk. under the assumption that 
packets arrive at each input independently, is given by 

tf = E n^ii'1-^-  i<j-k<s. (i) 
lSl*fc   <€S <es 

That is. it is a summation of the probabilities of all the cases 
when some k inputs have packets destined for output j and 
the other .A' - k inputs do not. 

The input rate and the output rate are the same for the 
concentrator of output j as long as the capacity of the 
concentrator is not fully utilized. When the capacity is fully 
utilized with L or more packets arriving each cycle, the 
concentrator outputs L packets in each cycle. 

«w- 0 < k < L- 1. 

4 = £,<*■ (2) 
fc=L 

Next we consider the state transition of a buffer of size m 
for output j. The output consumes one packet in each cycle as 
long as the buffer is not empty. A packet entering an empty 
buffer passes through the buffer to the output. In steady state. 
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Fig 3.    Stale transition diagram of the buffer of size m for output 

from the transition diagram in Fig. 3. 

r.0        ,  „0 P;-lr>rJ^„J.ry=pJ 1  • r°   - r,0 

1 + 1 

a=0 

i + l 

a = i-L + l 

Etf-rr"+1=p;-   i<<<£-!   (3) 
1 

E    P'j-rj'ß+1=Py        L<z<m-1 

m 

i=0 

As the performance measures, throughput at output j. T}, 
throughput at input i. T\ average packet delay through output 
J.DJ. and average packet delay through the switch, D. arc 
used. 

The only possible situation that a buffer can not provide a 
packet for its output is when there is no packet in the buffer 
at the beginning of a cycle and no packets are coming into the 
buffer during the cycle. The throughput at output j.T}. can 
also be expressed as the packet input rate to buffer j minus 
the probability of a packet discarded in the buffer due to buffer 
overflow. Since the maximum number of packets entering the 
buffer per cycle is L and one packet is consumed by the output 
per cycle, the number of packets in the buffer can grow at most 
by (L - 1) per cycle. Thus the buffer overflow might happen 
when the buffer already has m - (L - 2) or more packets at the 
beginning of a stage cycle with (L - 2) or less free slots. For 
these buffer conditions, the buffer with it packets in it does 
overflow if k' packets enter the buffer, m - (Jfc - 2) < Jfc' < L, 
losing k' - [m - (k - 1)} packets. Thus, 

r,=i-P°-r° 
L m 

= E*^-   E   tf 
fc=l fc=m-(£-2) 

I 

E      {(k'-(m-k+l)}.rf   .      (4) 
k'=m-(k-2) 

The throughput at input i, T. is the sum of the fractions of 
throughputs at all outputs originated from input i. 

When a packet enters the 6th slot of the buffer for output 
j. the delay of the packet will be 6 cycles. When Jfc' packets 
pass through the concentrator at output j whose buffer has A; 
packets at the beginning of the cycle, they are stored in the 

slots between k and k + Jfc' - 1. So the delay at output j. D}. 
can be expressed as following. 

6=1 

min{m. k + b — 1 

k=o \       k' = \ 

The input load to output j, pr is simply the sum of all 
input loads destined for output j. 

s 

Pi = E*>- 
•=i 

(7) 

The input-uniform traffic pattern is an important subcase of 
nonuniform traffic in which the input load profile of all input 
nodes are the same. Formally, for input-uniform traffic. 

Pij= Pi'j = ^.        I <i.i'.j < N. (8) 

For input-uniform traffic, the equations for qk and T can 
be reduced to the following. 

fr. 
T = i=i 

N 

(9) 

:i0) 

IV. ANALYTIC RESULTS 

In this section, first we use uniform traffic to verify the 
accuracy of the new analytic model by comparing the numeric 
results obtained from the new model to the known results for 
uniform traffic in [14]. 

Then, numeric results for some nonuniform traffic includ- 
ing hot-spot traffic [11] and point-to-point traffic [14] are 
presented. 

A. Uniform Traffic 

The lost packet probability versus input load are plotted 
in Fig. 4 with varying threshold L for the (1024 x 1024) 
Knockout Switch. The buffer length m is set to 40. It shows 
that with L = 8, the lost packet probability less than 10~6 can 
be achieved for the input loads upto 0.84. 

In Fig. 5, the effect of the buffer size, m. on the lost packet 
probability is shown for the (1024 x 1024) Knockout Switch 
with L = 8. It shows that with m = 40. the lost packet 
probability less than 10"6 can be obtained for the input loads 
up to 0.84. 

In Fig. 6, lost packet probabilities are plotted for different 
network sizes with m = 40 and L = 8. It shows that lost 
packet probabilities stay under 10"6 for input loads up to 0.84 
as the network size is increased. 

All the results from Figs. 4-6 confirm the earlier results [14] 
verifying the accuracy of our new analytic model. 
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B. Hot-Spot Traffic 

Hot-spot traffic refers to a traffic pattern where many sources 
try to communicate with one destination (hot-spot) virtually at 
the same time. The hot-spot traffic pattern could occur in many 
application areas. For example, many callers may compete to 
reach a particular subscriber in a telephone network. Hot-spot- 
traffic occurs most notably in shared memory multiproces- 
sor systems, in which processors and memory modules are 
interconnected through an interconnection network. In such 
a system, any variable shared by many processors creates a 
memory contention at the associated memory module. Those 
shared variables, called hot-spots, could be locks for the 
process synchronization, it is shown in [11] that even a small 
percentage of hot-spot requests can significantly degrade the 
performance of a system based on a banyan network. 

Hot-spot traffic can also occur in computer networks. For 
example, many nodes may report synchronously to one node, 
e.g., the network control center, for administrative purposes. 
Another example is a local area network consisting of many 
diskless computer systems and a single file server. In such a 
local area network [1], all ate computers on the network run a 
process at midnight to resjrnchromze their clocks. A diskless 

u 
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e 
L. 
0. 

Fig. 6. 
traffic. 
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Lost packet probability versus input load I m = 40.1 = S): uniform 

system gets all of its files over the network from a central file 
server. Thus, at midnight, all the diskless computers have to 
load all the programs and data files needed for its execution 
from the file server, resulting in serious hot-spot contention at 
the file server. Considering that one objective of the computer 
networks is resource sharing, and any kind of sharing has a 
potential of contention, any computer network has a potential 
of hot-spot traffic. 

Since the applications of the Knockout Switch include the 
LAN's and multiprocessor interconnections where hot-spot 
traffic may occur, it is natural to investigate the performance 
of the Knockout Switch under hot-spot traffic. We use the 
hot-spot traffic model in [11]: a nonuniform traffic pattern 
consisting of a single hot-spot of a higher access rate super- 
imposed on the background uniform traffic. Thus the hot-spot 
traffic is an input-uniform traffic pattern. Let h be a fraction 
of packets directed to the hot-spot. Then, p. the packet arrival 
rate at an input can be expressed as p = hp + (1 - h)p. where 
hp packets are directed to the hot-spot and (1 -h)p packets are 
directed uniformly to the N outputs. With this hot-spot traffic 
model, the probability that k packets arrive at the hot-spot's 
concentrator, qj^, is 

*•(!) 
h.p + 

(l-h)p 
N 

\-hp- 
[\-h)p 

N 

S-k 

(ID 

The numeric results for hot-spot traffic are given in 
Figs. 7-13. For these measurements, the maximum hot-spot 
load, hmMx. was chosen so as not to overload the output 
which is the hot-spot: 

{(1 - h)p + Nhp} ~ {p + Nhp) < 1.0. 

Np 

(12) 

(13) 

In Table L A,^ for different input loads and network sizes 
are listed. 

Figs. 7-10 plot lost packet probability vs. hot-spot load with 
various input loads for network sizes 1024, 256,. 128 and 64, 
respectively. Ibe buffer size m was set to 40, and the threshold 
L was set to 8. 
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Fig. II.    Lost   packet   probability   versus   hot-spot   load   i .V    =     1U24 
input load = 0.84..U  = 401. 

As expected, with p>0.84 the lost packet probabilities 
exceed 10 6 in all cases. The lost packet probabilities also 
exceed 10 6 with the hot-spot load approaching hmax even for 
p < 0.84. Given the network size, N. and the input load, p. 
there is a value for the hot-spot load, h, which keeps the lost 
packet probability under 10~6 with p < 0.84. These values 
are tabulated in Table II. 

i 11 ■ i 

10-5 10_" 10" 
hot-spot load,h 

Fig. 12.    Lost   packet  probability   versus  hot-spot  load  (.V    =    1024. 
input load = 0.84. M = 04). 

The effects of the increased buffer size and threshold on 
the lost packet probability are examined in Figs. 11-13. The 
network size was set to 1024, and the input load was set to 
0.84. 

For Fig. 11, the buffer size was set to 40, and the threshold 
was varied from 8 to 12. Although the lost packet probabilities 
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TABLE I 
MAXIMUM k NOT TO OVERLO *D THE HOT-SPOT 

-V            1024 256 128 64 
input load p 
0.9 0.01 0.04 0.08 0.16 
0.84 0.02 0.08 0.16 0.32 
0.7 0.04 0.16 0.32 0.64 
0.5 0.1 0.4 0.8 1.6 

TABLE n 
VOLLES OF h TO KSPTHE LOST PACKET PROBABtLrTY <  10" 

1024 256 
input load p 

128 64 

084 
0.7 
0.5 

0.01 
0.03 
0.08 

0.04 
0.1 
0.3 

0.06 
0.2 

0.6 

0.1 
0.4 
1.0 

decrease for low h's is the threshold increases, the value of L 
which keeps the lost packet probability under 10"6 does not 
change for larger threshold values. 

The same trend is tnie in Fig. 12 which is similar to Fig. 11 
except that the buffer size was increased to 64. 

For Fig. 13. the threshold was set to 10, and the buffer size 
was varied from 40 to 80. Again, althrough larger buffer sizes 
result in lower lost packet probabilities for low h'%, the cutoff 
point of h to keep the lost packet probability under 10-6 does 
not change. 

From Figs. 11-13, it can be seen that the (1024 x 1024) 
Knockout Switch is sable under hot-spot traffic with the buffer 
size of 40 and the threshold of 8 (the same configuration as for 
uniform traffic) if the hot-spot load is limited to values listed 
in Table n. Once the hot-spot load becomes higher than these 
cut-off points, the lost packet probability becomes higher than 
10-6. At this point, «creased buffering and threshold do not 
help. We observed the same phenomenon for smaller network 
sizes, too. This suggest the importance of regulating the hot- 
spot load within the nage not to overload the hot-spot to keep 
the Knockout Switch stable. 

C. Point-to-Poini Tragt 

The second nonunäorm traffic pattern of interest is mixed 
point-to-pointAmifom traffic that has a particular significance 
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Fig   14.    Probability of lost packet versus threshold L. point-to-point traffic 
(input load = U.4j.m = 40). 

to mixed voice, data, and video applications [13]. A point-to- 
point traffic exists when at least one input link of a packet 
switch sends all of its load to a unique output link. Such 
"'dedicated'* traffic might exist if. for example, broadband 
traffic (e.g., file transfer or video) is supported through the 
packet switch. In mixed point-to-point/uniform traffic, there 
is one point-to-point traffic and the rest of input/output links 
form uniform traffic. We may envision the traffic pattern 
as representing one single video channel in the presence of 
packetized voice calls. A banyan network has been analyzed 
under this traffic model and shown to perform poorly [13]. 

Let j be the output where point-to-point traffic arrives 
from an input, and p the input load of each input. Then the 
probability of k packets arriving at the concentrator of output 
j is given by 

<?;=(I-P) 
/V-l 

jfc 

/V-l 
Jfe-1 

.V-l-fc 

S-k 
(14) 

Figs. 14-15 show, for p = 0.45. lost packet probability 
versus L for various JV's. The buffer size was set to 40 and 
80, respectively. It can be seen that to achieve the packet loss 
probability of less than 10"6. the buffer size needs to be 80 
and I > 7. Therefore, the Knockout Switch is stable under 
mixed point-to-point/uniform traffic, given sufficient buffers. 
On the contrary, it has been shown in [13] that the multistage 
packet switches, banyan networks, significantly degrade their 
performance under point-to-point traffic. 

D. Some Other Nonuniform Traffic Patterns 

In this subsection, we consider two other nonuniform traffic 
patterns which have been used in analyzing banyan networks 
in [3]. We call the two traffic patterns traffic patterns 1 and 
2, respectively. 

Traffic Pattern 1: Consider the following nonuniform traf- 
fic pattern. The load matrix / is partitioned as 

r_ pi(Pl)    h(pi)' 
lh(Pl)    h(px) 
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Here matrix / is not uniform, but submatrices /[ and /2 

are uniform. The row sum of I\ is />[. and the row sum 
of I< is /;_» such that pi + P2 = p. The partition is done 
symmetrically: there are two equal-sized groups of sources as 
well as destinations. The groups are called source group 1. 
source group 2. destination group 1. and destination group 2. 
respectiveh. The probability of a packet originating at source 
group I\I = 1.2) destined for destination group j.i ^ j. is 
1 >-2 (e.g.. light traffic). The probability of a packet originating 
from source group■/'(/' = 1.2) destined for destination group / 
is />i (e.g.. heavy traffic). In practice, such a traffic pattern may 
result when some sources communicate with some destinations 
(favorite groups) more frequently than with other destinations. 

Under this traffic pattern, the probability of A packets 
arriving at the concentrator of output j of the Knockout Switch 
is given by 

1 - 

■2W('-$) 

2PI 

N 

•V/2-fc-j 

y/2-kt 

(15) 

Although the traffic pattern in terms of the load matrix / 
is nonuniform, the Knockout Switch behaves similarly-under 
this traffic pattern as it does under uniform traffic because it is 
a nonlocking switch. That is because all the outputs receive 
the same amount of traffic Actually, we can easily prove that 
as .V — x. (15) reduces to the Poisson process independent 
of the values of px and /H. We considered this traffic pattern 
since it has been known that the multistage packet switches 
such as banyan networks seriously degrade their performance 
under this traffic pattern ß). This shows again the advantage 
of the Knockout Switch «er banyan networks. 

Traffic Pattern 2: Next we consider the following nonuni- 
form traffic pattern. The load matrix / is partitioned as 

I = [h(Pi)    h(P2)\. 

Here the nonuniform load matrix / is partitioned at the center, 
and 11 and I? are uniform. The row sum of /] is pi (e.g. heavy 
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traffic) while the row sum of D? is pn (e.g.. light traffic) such 
that pi + p2 = f>- In other words, there are two equal-sized 
destination groups with the probabilities of a packet originating 
at a source going to destination group 1 and destination group 
2 being p\ and po- respectively. This may happen in reality as 
traffic to some destinations is heavier than the traffic to others. 

Let p\ = rp and p2 = ' 1 - r)p. 0.5 < r < 1.0. and hi 
be an output port in destination group 1 (high traffic group). 
Then under this traffic pattern. 7^ is given by 

rf. = 1 - 
2rp 

S-k 

(16) 

Figs. 16-17 show, for p = 0.45. probability of packet loss 
versus L for various N's. To see the worst case, r was set to 
1.0. It is seen that with L = 8 and m = 80. we can achieve 
a probability of packet loss less than 10~6 for a large .V. 
Therefore, it is seen that the Knockout switch is stable under 
this traffic pattern, given sufficient buffers. In contrast, the 
performance of the multistage packet switches such as banyan 
networks degrades significantly under such a traffic panem [3]. 
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v. CONCLUSIONS X 

We have presented a new analytic model of the Knockout 
Switch which is more general than the earlier model [14]; 
it accepts any traffic patterns as an input, and considers the 
combined effects of a concentrator and a shared buffer, on the 
lost packet probability. The accuracy of the new model has 
been verified by comparing the results obtained from the new 
model to the known results under uniform traffic. 

With the new model, the performance of the Knockout 
Switch has been investigated under several nonuniform traffic 
patterns of interest. The Knockout Switch with 8 concentrator 
outputs and the buffer size of 40. an effective configuration for 
uniform traffic, has been shown stable under hot-spot traffic 
with the hot-spot rates which do not overload the hot-spot 
output. 

Under the point-to-point traffic and traffic pattem2. it has 
been shown that the buffer size needs to be increased from 40 
to 80 to keep the lost packet probabilities under 10~6. 
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Abstract 

Media synchronization and freedom from starvation at desti- 
nation devices are the two most important problems in a multi- 
media communication system. In order to solve these problems 
at the same time, this paper presents a protocol combining the 
scheduling scheme and the buffering scheme with underflow 
threshold (SBUF). In this protocol, by controlling the buffer 
sizes and modifying transmission schedule of the synchronizer, 
synchronization can be achieved without synchronizing clocks 
during a connection. In this paper, the algorithm of the pro- 
tocol is described. The setting of the system parameters and 
network QOS to support the proposed protocol are also given 
in this paper. A simulation is performed for comparison of four 
synchronization schemes: scheduling schemes (with and with- 
out clock synchronization), marker scheme, and the proposed 
SBUF protocol. The results confirm that the proposed proto- 
col guarantees satisfaction of QOS requirements and also per- 
forms better than the other schemes in terms of media synchro- 
nization and freedom from starvation at destination devices. 

1    Introduction 

A real-time multimedia application consists of different me- 
dia types such as text, voice, image, video and audio. Data 
from various media that are generated at the same time need to 
be played back simultaneously or within an acceptable range 
at the destination. Due to the unique characteristics of each 
medium, different channels are used to carry different media at 
the same time. Consequently, different delays or jitters will be 
introduced into different media at the destination. Moreover, 
different media may go through different encoding/decoding 
procedures which have varying processing latencies. The fre- 
quencies of some physical devices may not match with oth- 
ers, therefore, the existence of different clock drifts between 
devices is very possible. See Figure 1 (1.2). The above fac- 
tors lead to asynchrony among media streams during playback 
at the destination. An effective synchronization and compen- 
sation protocol is needed to prevent or remedy the possible 

"Research reported herein was supported by US Army Research Office, 
under contract No DAAL0.V92-G-0184 The views, opinions, and/or findings 
contained in this paper are those of the authors and should not be construed as 
an official Department of the Army position, policy or decision 

asynchrony problems so as to guarantee the playback quality 
of multimedia applications. 

Most work on multimedia synchronization protocols can be 
classified into two categories: scheduling schemes and marker 
schemes. In scheduling schemes [3, 4, 5], either a global net- 
work clock or a clock synchronization technique is assumed 
to be available. Each node or switch has a corresponding 
"transmission/display schedule." If all clocks in the system 
are synchronized, synchronization will be achieved if all de- 
vices transmit and play back data frames according to their re- 
spective schedules. However, in this scheme, the quality of the 
media synchronization highly depends on how fine clocks in 
the system can be synchronized. The current well-referenced 
clock synchronization technique, the Network Time Protocol 
(NTP) [6], can synchronize clocks within a range of +/- 5 ms. It 
still cannot satisfy some applications which need fine synchro- 
nization (such as down to 100 ms between media). In marker 
schemes [7], special control frames are added to mark points 
that need to be synchronized in the media streams. To ensure 
that synchronization is achieved among various media streams, 
a synchronizerrcaligns these control frames before data frames 
are played at the destination. However, the maker scheme can- 
not guarantee Quality of Service (QOS) when clock drift or 
data loss occurs. In both schemes, the buffering technique is 
adopted by using buffers to store early arrived data frames. 
Both the above schemes introduce extra overhead into the sys- 
tem. In some environments with very limited bandwidths, 
such as wireless communications, periodically synchronizing 
clocks across the system or inserting control frames can be 
very costly. Moreover, most of the protocols fail to compen- 
sate for the consequences of data loss and clock drift. As a re- 
sult, the device starvation problem can still occur. 

In this paper, a synchronization and compensation proto- 
col is proposed to ensure media synchronization and freedom 
from starvation at destination devices. The protocol is a com- 
bination of the scheduling scheme and the buffering scheme 
with underflow threshold. The synchronization among media 
is achieved at the synchronizer by sending out all media frames 
according to the respective schedules at the synchronizer. To 
maintain synchronization at the destination, the buffer sizes of 
the destination devices are minimized to be three. The sched- 
ule of the synchronizer is modified to cope with the starva- 
tion problem caused by the clock drift between the synchro- 
nizer and the destination. Underflow threshold is defined and 
used to prevent overduplication of frames while compensating 

0-8186-7216-1/95 $04.00 © 1995 IEEE 
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Figure 1: Asynchrony factors of a multimedia system 

for the starvation problem. The clock synchronization is not 
needed during a connection. The assumption of the proposed 
protocol is that the upper bound of the drift between clocks is 
known. The simulation performed in this paper shows that the 
proposed protocol guarantees satisfaction of all QOS require- 
ments. In addition, the proposed protocol is the best of the four 
schemes in eliminating the destination devices starvation and 
synchronization problems. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 
2. the asynchrony problems are described, and the QOS re- 
quirements used to prevent these asynchrony problems are also 
specified. In Section 3. the proposed protocol is introduced. 
The algorithm, the setting of system parameters and the QOS 
translation between the application and the network are also 
given. A simulation study comparing four schemes is given 
in Section 4. Finally, an extension of this protocol is examined 
and concluding remarks are presented in Section 5. 

2    QOS Requirements 

Before we present our protocol, the asynchrony problems that 
this paper is going to address and QOS parameters to be used 
later are described in this section. 

2.1    Asynchrony problems 

The uoal of a synchronization and compensation protocol is 
to remedv the asynchrony problems at destinations such that 
the quality of an application can be maintained. It is necessary 
to identify every possible consequence and problem caused by 
asvnchrony factors so that the proposed protocol can be de- 
signed to prevent and compensate for these undesired asyn- 
chrony problems completely. The possible undesired conse- 
quences and problems are stated as follows. 

Lip-sync problem: The image of a speakers lips docs not 
"match his voice. If the supposedly synchronized picture 
and voice data arrive at the destinations within the range 
70-150 ms. human viewers cannot detect the asynchrony 
between them. 

Destination devices starvation problem: A destination de- 
vice has no data frame to play when the scheduling dead- 
line is due. The human visual and auditory systems can 
perceive the remaining effect of a picture and voice for 

30-40 ms. Thus, display devices need to playback data 
periodically at fixed time intervals of 30-40 ms in or- 
der to preserve the effect of continuity in the picture and 
voice. 

Duplication gap problem: The duplication gap problem oc- 
curs when the same frame is played too many times, so 
that human viewers are able to detect the abnormal re- 
sult. It is a result of overdupiication by a compensation 
protocol for lost or late arrival data. 

Media skip problem: The media skip problem occurs when 
two non-consecutive data frames are played consecu- 
tively at the destination. Data loss during transmission 
and data dropped by the synchronization protocol are the 
main causes of this problem. This consequence cannot 
be compensated because retransmission is not possible 
in applications that have real-time constraints. Hence, 
when a synchronization protocol is designed, it is impor- 
tant not to introduce too much dropping of data frames 
while trying to overcome the other problems. 

The above undesirable problems can be prevented if appro- 
priate QOS requirements are specified in an application and 
these QOS requirement are maintained during a connection by 
a designed protocol and the underlying network. Therefore, in 
the following two subsections, we first identify the QOS re- 
quirements to be specified by the application for addressing 
the problems and then present the network support needed in 
terms of network QOS requirements. Based on these two sets 
of QOS parameters, an efficient protocol is proposed to address 
these problems in Section 3. The translation between two sets 
of QOSs is shown in Section 3.4. 

2.2 QOS requirements specified by an applica- 
tion 

In order to eliminate the undesirable problems described 
above, we define a set of QOS requirements specified by an 
application in terms of the following parameters: 

• transmission rate (frames/sec) 0„ a.k.a.   sampling 
rate: 
the number of data frames transmitted/displayed per sec- 
ond. This parameter is used to address the destination 
devices starvation problem. 

• maximum end-to-end delay allowed (sec) D,: 
the maximum allowed time interval for a data frame be- 
tween generating time at the source and displaying time 
at the destination. This is used to address the real-time 
constraint for an application. It can also help to prevent 
the destination devices starvation problem 

• maximum out-of-sync allowed range (sec) <f>,: 
the maximum allowed out of sync range which can be 
tolerated between media. If this requirement can be 
guaranteed, the lip-sync problem can be eliminated. 

• maximum skip frames allowed at one time (frames) 
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the maximum number of consecutive frames that can be 
skipped. This parameter is for preventing media skip 
problem. 

• maximum duplication allowed per frame £/,: 
the maximum number of duplications for a frame. This 
parameter is needed for avoiding duplication gap prob- 
lem. 

When service is requested, an application needs to specify 
a set of values to these QOS parameters. This set of values de- 
fines the QOS requirements for the application. For an appli- 
cation, if all its QOS requirements can be satisfied, undesirable 
asynchrony problems will be avoided at the destination. 

2.3   QOS parameters supported by the network 

The network support needed are specified in terms of the net- 
work QOS parameters. The network QOS parameters include: 

• data transmission rate (frames/sec) ^, 
the number of frames transmitted per second by the net- 
work 

• data loss rate p, 
the percentage of data allowed to be lost by the network 

• maximum network delay allowed d, 
the maximum allowed end-to-end network delay 

• network jitter;, 
the maximum delay variance allowed in the network 

The values of these network QOS parameters are derived 
from the application QOS requirements plus the possible over- 
head introduced by the synchronization and compensation pro- 
tocol. The relationship between the network QOS require- 
ments and the others is shown in Section 3.4. 

3   Protocol 

In this section, a synchronization and compensation protocol 
is proposed to solve the lip-sync and starvation problems and 
to avoid the duplication gap and media skip problems. First. 
the compatibility of the proposed protocol with the current ex- 
isting network models is discussed. Then, the protocol is de- 
scribed in details to show how each asynchrony problem is 
prevented. Based on the proposed protocol, how the system 
parameters are tuned to support the QOS requirements is also 
shown in this section. Finally, the transformation between the 
network QOS parameters and the other parameters are pre- 
sented. 

3.1    Network model 

In existing networks, since there are no corresponding func- 
tions to address synchronization and its associated problems, 
the proposed synchronization protocol can be added as a layer 
to an existing network model. In order to absorb all the asyn- 
chrony factors, the synchronization layer should be placed as 
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Figure 2: Network architecture for a multimedia system 

close as possible to the application layer. For example, in 
order to absorb various latencies of decoding procedures for 
different media, a synchronization layer should be placed be- 
tween the application layer and the presentation layer in the 
OSI model, and between the ATM adaptation layer and the ap- 
plication layer in the ATM model. 

A multimedia communication system consists of several 
components. The proposed protocol requires a synchronizer 
near the destination to coordinate synchronization among me- 
dia streams, as shown in Figure 2. It is assumed that the new 
data will overwrite the most recently written data frame in the 
buffer if the buffer is full when new data frames arrive. 

Data frames are generated periodically at the sources ac- 
cording to the sampling/display rate of the devices. A time 
stamp or sequence number is stamped on each data frame, so 
that the expiration time can be checked at the destination. The 
network transmits data frames according to the network QOS 
negotiated when the connection was set up. When data frames 
arrive at the synchronizer, they will first be stored in the associ- 
ated buffer. Data frames will be sent to the destination accord- 
ing to the transmission schedule in the synchronizer. At the 
destination, newly arrived data frames are stored in the buffers 
of the destination devices before being played back. A device 
periodically retrieves data from its buffer and plays it back ac- 
cording to the playback (retrieval) rate of the device. 

3.2    Protocol description 

The synchronization protocol proposed in this paper uses both 
the scheduling technique and the buffering technique. Basi- 
cally, asynchrony factors and effects originating from the pro- 
cesses before the synchronizer can be detected and compen- 
sated for by the synchronizer. For example, the length of a 
buffer in the synchronizer indicates the possible clock drift re- 
lationship between the synchronizer and the sources. If the 
length of the data frames in the buffers keeps increasing, it im- 
plies that the transmitting speed of the sources may be taster 
than that of the synchronizer, or vice versa. Using scheduling 
and buffering techniques, the synchronizer smoothes the skew 
of the arrival time of data streams and makes sure the outgoing 
data frames are synchronized or within the out-of-sync range. 
The lost data or late arrival data will be compensated tor by 
duplicating data frames. 

However, asynchrony effects that occur after the synchro- 
nizer but before playback are hard to control. The clock drift 
relationship between the synchronization and destination de- 
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Figure 3: Underflow threshold smoothes the duplication gap 

vices cannot be known if there is no feedback from the desti- 
nation devices. Device starvation may occur if the clock at the 
destination is faster than the one at the synchronizer. The lip- 
sync problem may occur if the clock drifts between the desti- 

nation devices are different, despite media streams being syn- 
chronized at the synchronizer. The way the proposed protocol 
overcomes these two problems is described separately in the 
sections that follow. 

3.2.1    Solving the starvation problem 

The device starvation problem occurs either when data frames 
are lost during transmission or when the clock at the destina- 
tion is faster than the clock at the synchronizer.  In the first 
case, the synchronizer uses an underflow threshold (uf) to in- 
dicate a potential insufficient data situation. When the num- 
ber of data frames in the buffer drops to the level of the uf 
threshold, the synchronizer will start making copies of the out- 
going data frames so that the duplication per frame can be min- 

. imized without exceeding the duplication requirement. Forex- 
ample. as shown in Figure 3. a scheme without the underflow 
threshold does not save enough frames in the buffer. If the data 
frames with sequence numbers 4 and 5 are lost during trans- 
mission, the scheme without uf can only compensate for the 
lost data by repetitively transmitting a copy of the previous 
frame.  As a result, the duplication per frame at the destina- 
tion may exceed the QOS requirement specified by the appli- 
cation of a maximum duplication rate of U = 2. However, 
in the scheme using uf threshold, the duplication gap can be 
smoothed by always saving uf frames in the buffer. 

In the second case, starvation is prevented by modifying the 
transmission rate of the synchronizer so as to guarantee that 
the destination playback rate is not faster than the synchro- 
nizer transmission rate no matter how bad the clock drift is. 
That is. the schedule for the synchronizer is modified to always 
send out more frames as if the clock at the destination were :he 
fastest and the clock at the synchronizer were the slowest. As- 
suming the clock drift is bounded, the bound is defined as B 
per second. In order to prevent the starvation problem, the syn- 
chronizer assumes itself to have the slowest clock rate, and the 
destinations to have the fastest clock rate. If the original sched- 
uled transmission rate for the synchronizer is Ü frames/second. 
it will be modified to a rate of at least Q(l + D) to match 
the fastest possible transmission rate at the destination. In this 

way, the transmission rate of the synchronizer will always be 
the fastest or one of the fastest of all the components. As a re- 
sult, starvation at the destination will never occur. With the aid 
of uf threshold, data frames can be properly duplicated so that 
sufficient data is supplied for the synchronizer to transmit. 

Using this method, though a duplication problem is created. 
it can be solved easily, thus avoiding the starvation problem at 
the destination. At the same time, by applying uf threshold. 
the duplication per frame is kept under control. If the clock 
drift between the destination and the synchronizer is not as pre- 
dicted, extra frames transmitted by the synchronizer will be 
overwritten by new arrival data frames that are newly arriving 
at the destination buffers. 

3.2.2   Solving the lip-sync problem 

The size of the buffers at the destination site will affect the syn- 
chronization quality of the multimedia system. If clock drifts 
among the destination devices differ, their real data display 
rates will be different from what they declare. Despite all data 
frames being synchronized at the synchronizer, a destination 
device with a faster clock will display more data frames than a 
destination device with a slower one. Thequeue for the slower 
device's buffer will gradually increase. This out-of-sync effect 
among media may occur after a period of time. To avoid this 
situation, and to consume the extra data frames sent by the syn- 
chronizer, the buffer size should be as small as possible so that 
newly arriving data frames can be played back right away and 
the synchronization achieved at the synchronizer can be main- 
tained at the destination. The shorter the period of time data 
frames wait at the buffers, the less the chance that they will be 
out of synchronization. 

However, the read-write conflict at the destination buffer 
can be avoided only if the buffer size is large enough to con- 
tain at least three data frames. This is illustrated via counter- 
examples. Note that writing by the synchronizer is more fre- 
quent than reading by the destination devices. This is because. 
after modification of the schedule, the synchronizer has the 
fastest transmission rate of all components. When ihe butler 
is full, the newly arriving data frame will overwrite the data 
frame the synchronizer wrote just before it: otherwise, the new 
data frame will be written in an empty buffer. If the butter size 
is one, then while the display device is reading, the newly ar- 
riving frame may rewrite it, and a read-write conflict occurs. 
Possible effects may be that the display frame proves incom- 
plete or the display of a frame is interrupted. If the buffer size 
is two, as shown in Figure 4. the read-write conflict may oc- 
cur when the destination device finishes reading the first buffer 
and starts to read the second buffer. If the buffer size is three. 
there is always one more buffer that no read or write will ac- 
cess. Whichever agent finishes first can move to that buffer 
Therefore, the read-write conflict can be avoided. 

In summary, to avoid possible asynchrony at the ilestina- 
lion. the smaller buffer size of the deaination should be JS 
small as possible. However, as discussed above, the mini- 
mum size needed to avoid a read-write conflict is at least three. 
Therefore, the optimal buffer size for the destination device 
should be three. 
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Figure 4: Examples of read-write conflict 

3.3    Algorithm and system parameters setting 
To sum up the protocol described above, an algorithm of the 
proposed protocol for the synchronizer is given in this section. 
Whenever needed, system parameters will be set to support the 
QOS of the application. 

The system parameters used in the synchronizer are as fol- 
lows. See also Figure 2. 

• ijjoul: new transmission rate after modification 

• uf: underflow threshold to indicate any possible insuf- 
ficient data situation 

• counter:   the maximum number of duplications per 
frame 

• buf: the buffer size in the synchronizer 

When the connection is set up, the clocks in the system are 
synchronized, and each component is given a schedule, which 
normally is the transmission rate/sampling rate of the applica- 
tion. The transmission schedule for the synchronizer is mod- 
ified to match the possible clock drift between the synchro- 
nizer and the destination so that the starvation problem can be 
avoided. When a new deadline is up. if the number of data 
frames in the buffer is more than or equal to uf threshold, the 
synchronizer retrieves a data frame from the associated buffer 
and sends it out. However, if the number of data frames in the 
buffer is less than the uf threshold, and if the data frame at the 
head of the associated buffer has not been duplicated more than 
counter times, the synchronizer sends out a copy of that data 
frame. The detailed algorithm is shown in Figure 5. 

In order to support the proposed protocol, system parame- 
ters need to be tuned accordingly. The setting of system pa- 
rameters is explained further in the following subsections. 

3.3.1    Setting a new transmission rate u0„, 

It is assumed that clock drift is bounded at D per second be- 
tween a clock and a precision timing source (calibrated cesium 
clock.) When a clock is operating as precious as a calibrated 
cesium clock, the transmission rate of a media stream i for each 

Modify the schedule ot the synchronizer 
For every media stream i: 

counter, = I/, 
Set the value of uf based on (5) 

For every media stream i: 
while a deadline on the new schedule is due 

if 0 < the queue length of the buffer, < uf, then 
if counter, > 0 then 

synchronizer sends out a copy of the first data frame 
in the buffer, 
counter, = counter, - 1 

else 
synchronizer sends out the first data frame in buffer, 
counteri = L\ 

else if the queue length of the buf f er, > uf, then 
synchronizer sends out the first data frame in its buffer 
counter, = U, 

end _____  

Figure 5: The algorithm for the synchronizer 

component in the system is fi. as specified in the QOS param- 
eters. However, because of local clock drift, the real transmis- 
sion rates of components may not be Q as compared to the pre- 
cision timing source. The starvation problem may occur if the 
clock at the destination is faster than the one at the synchro- 
nizer. In the worst case, the real display rate of a display de- 
vice would be fi(l + 23), and the real transmission rate of the 
synchronizer would be ft( 1 - _?). according to a precision tim- 
ing source. In the worse case, to match the transmission rate of 
the destination the synchronizer must be x times faster than its 
real rate. That is, 

x»n(i-B) = n(i + B) 

The new transmission _;„„, rate for the synchronizer is set to: 

<J0Ut    —   I   *  Uj,y„    = 
1 + £? 

1 - D" 
(I) 

where u,yn is the original transmission rate of the synchro- 
nizer as compared to a precision timing source. 

3.3.2    Setting the counter 

In order to guarantee QOS requirements regarding the maxi- 
mum duplications per frame at the destination, the maximum 
number of duplications per frame (counter) at the synchro- 
nizer is set to be U. the maximum allowable duplications per 
frame specified by the application. 

counter = U (2) 

Since the number of copies of each frame transmitted from 
the synchronizer is less than or equal to (' and since the end 
device will not duplicate data frames, the maximum number of 
copies of a frame displayed at the destination will be less than 
or equal to U. Thus the situation of overduplication of frames 
at the destination can be eliminated. 
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However. >f duplicating 6 copies of every data frame gener- 
ated at the source still cannot meet the display rate of the desti- 
nation, more than I copies per frame are necessary to achieve 
freedom from starvation at the destination. Thus, the proposed 
protocol can only guarantee freedom from the overduplication 
problem if the clock drift bound. B. and the duplication U are 
related as shown below. 

"source * U > U/^estlnatlon (3) 

The data generation rate at the source is expressed as usource- 
^destination is the data playback rate at the destination'rindi- 
cated as ~s, and *jdi in Figure 2). In the worst case w 

(1 - B)Qancl^ltl„.tlm = (1 + B)ü. Therefore.according 
to inequality (3), it can be derived as: 

(4) 

Fortunately, the bound of clock drift B is hardly likelv to 
be more than 10 per second. In that case, according to'(4) 
L as specified by the application will be at least 1 1 which is 
generally acceptable for most of the applications. Therefore 
in most cases, the proposed protocol can satisfy the overdupli- 
cation constraints of QOS requirements. 

3.3.3   Setting the uf 

Suppose the the data loss rate of the network is p. which is also 
the probability that a data frame will be lost. Denote jitter 
as network jitter and _•„, as the data frames arrival rate from 
the network. Then uf should contain sufficient data frames to 
make it certain that a new data frame will arrive before all the 
data frames in the associated buffer are gone. That is. the fol- 
lowing inequality should hold: 

uf*U      ,   I 
  > ( +Jittcr)*((\ 

-''OUt 
>(— +J«'«rr)*((l-/,) + 2p(l-/;)+3;r(l-p) + 

Since n-/^2/,n-/j) + 3/r(l-7,)+4p3(l-p) + 

(iTT + jitter) *UJOUI 

r-7^. it can be rewritten as 

«/> 
counter « (1 - p) 

In the worst case.*,,, = (1 - ß)n and w0Ii, = !±2(i + m() 
thus '~ü 

.■,^(1 + fl>-'(l^+>'»*r.n) 
{\-B)(\-p)V (5) 

3.3.4    Setting the buffer size buf 

The buffer overflow problem will not occur with a synchro- 
nizer because -•„„, ,> always greater than _■„,. However, the 
buffer size ibuf) at least should be larger than the ///in order 
to hold the data frames needed to be duplicated. Therefore, the 
buffer size buf can be set as 

buf = uf + 1 

3.4   Setting the corresponding network QOS 
parameters 

In order to support the QOS requirements of the application. 
the QOS parameters of the network are set as follows : 

• data loss rate (p): The allowed data loss rate is mapped 
from the maximum skip allowed parameter (K) speci- 
fied by the multimedia application. Data loss is not pos- 
sible in the synchronizer buffers since _w > _-,„ u 
will occur only if data frames are overwritten bv newly 
arriving data. Thus, p needs to satisfy the inequality (5). 

• data transmission rate(w): If possible, the data trans- 
mission rate of the network should be set as Q(l + 
B), which is the fastest possible transmission rate at the 
sources. However, it is very rare that clocks at both 
sources and destinations will drift so much. In order to 
achieve better network utilization, the data transmission 
rate is set as the scheduled transmission rate fl The sim- 
ulation result confirms that it is sufficient to guarantee 
the application QOS satisfaction. 

* end*t0-«nd delay (d): The time spent on the synchro- 
nizer buffer will be W-«f + »hi 4.        3        ' Tu 
c        . w»«>      «/.-,      1    I here- 
fore   the end-to-end delay supponeTbVVhe" network 
should be 

d< D - /k*/~"/      a/ « counter 
"out uout ^destination 

In the worst case uw andw„„„na„0„ are both .lowest: 
that is.uw = £f{l-fl)n = (i+2J)n(by(l))and 

"destination = (1 - B)ü. Together with (2) and (5). 

d<D-(i±J±l£ + _J__] 
(l+B)il      (l-B)Q} 

• network jitter (jittery. The network jitter should sat- 
isfy the inequality (5). 

4   Simulation Results 

(6) 

In this section a simulation is ca^d out to compare the per- 
formance of the proposed protocol with other synchronization 
schemes, namely the marker scheme, the scheduling scheme 
with synchronized clocks and «fee plam scheduling scheme 

as 'Slow?"       ",ZCd d0CkS- **-SChcmCS arC '""Panted 

I   Marker scheme (MK): 
As described in Section I, in the marker scheme special 
control frames are inserted into the media stream period- 
ically. These special control frames are then realigned at 
the synchronizer. In this simulation, controlled "frames 
are insened every 3.3 seconds, or approximately even 
i IK) frames tor the video application. 

2 Scheduling scheme with synchronized clocks (SSO- 
Data frames are transmitted according to their schedules 
and their local clocks. In the system, all docks are syn- 
chronized within -/+ 5 ms. 
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Figure 6: QOS parameters used in simulation 

3. Plain   scheduling   scheme   without   synchronized 
clocks (PS): 
This scheme is similar to the SSC but clocks in the sys- 
tem are not synchronized. 

4. Scheduling    scheme    with    underflow    threshold 
(SBUF): 
This is the protocol proposed in this paper. Parameters 
are set up as described in Section 3. 

Given the same QOS requirements from an application and 
the same network support, the percentage of the QOS require- 
ments violations between schemes is compared. The applica- 
tion selected combines video and audio media. The QOS re- 
quirements and the parameters supported by the network are 
listed in Figure 6 and Section 2. 

The performance parameters investigated are : 

out-of-sync rate (%): the percentage of out-of-sync frames 
ascompared to the total frames generated 

overduplication rate (%): the percentage of overduplicated 
frame as compared to the total frames generated 

over skip rate(%): the percentage of frames where the skip 
range is more than that allowed by the QOS parameter 
as compared to the total frames generated 

starvation rate (%): the percentage of destination starvation 
as compared to total frames generated 

average max out-of-sync (ms): the average value of 
the maximum out-of-sync occurrences displayed at the 
destination 

duplication (%): the percentage of duplicated frames as 
compared to the total frames generated 

skip (%): the percentage of frames skipped as compared to 
the total frames generated 

The first four parameters are indicators of QOS violations. 
They should all be zeroes in order to satisfy the QOS require- 
ments specified by the application. The last three parameters 
are quality indices which show the quality of service for the 
application. The smaller their values are. the better the qual- 
ity is. The simulation is carried out under different clock drift 
bounds (D) and under different clock drift situations among the 
sources, synchronizers and the destination devices. The results 
are shown in Figure 7. 

B = 5ms, U=2,andK=2 

Scheme out of 
sync (%) 

starv. 
(%) 

max out-sync 
(ms) 

dupl. 
(9c) 

skip 
(9c) 

SSC 10.52 0.4 105.3 0.32 0.32 

PS 10.52 0.4 105.3 0.32 0.32 

MK 0 0.54 40.49 0 0.29 

SBUF 0 0 46.47 1.35 1.23 

B= 10 ms, U=2.andK=2 
Scheme out of 

sync (%) 
starv. 
(%) 

max out-sync 
(ms) 

dupl. 
(9c) 

skip 
(9c) 

SSC 10.52 0.4 105.3 0.32 0.32 

PS 14.93 0.61 158.9 0.53 0.47 

MK 0 0.71 44.02 0 0.41 

SBUF 0 0 51.25 2.28 2.25 

B= 100 ms, U=2.andK=2 
Scheme out of 

sync (%) 
starv. max out-sync 

(ms) 
dupl. 
(9c) 

i skip 
[(9c) 

SSC 10.52 0.4 105.3 0.32 | 0.32 

PS 40.00 6.58 1620.46 3.97 ! 3.85 

MK 0 5.90   1 47.90 ! o 4.04 

SBUF 0 0          52.37 |  15.43 15.3 i 

Figure 7: Simulation results 

From the results, the average over duplication rate and the 
average over skip rate are all zeroes in all four schemes. This 
means that four schemes will not introduce the duplication gap 
and media skip problems while compensating the other prob- 
lems. However, only the proposed protocol. SBUF, has zero in 
the both the out-of-sy n and starvation rates measurement. That 
is. only SBUF successfully remedies the out-of-sync and star- 
vation problems. Besides, the value of the maximum out-of- 
sync parameter also indicates thai the proposed protocol can 
achieve fine synchronization. Two of the quality indices, the 
duplication rate and the skip rate, are higher as compared to the 
other schemes. This is because the synchronizer creates extra 
duplication and transmission to pievent destination starvation 
from occurring. However, as long as duplication and skip are 
within the ranges of QOS requirements, the results are accept- 
able. 

The marker scheme (MK) performs well except on the free- 
dom from starvation requirement. The performance of the 
scheduling scheme with synchronized clocks (SSC) is stable. 
However, starvation and out-of-sync problems may still occur 
even when clocks are synchronized within +/- 5 ms. As ex- 
pected, the performance of the plain scheduling scheme with- 
out synchronized clocks (PSS) is the worst of the four schemes. 
When clock drifts between clocks in the system increase, the 
quality of the application decreases. 

The data we collected is based on a three minutes long ap- 
plication. If the duration lasts longer, the performance param- 
eters values with percentages in the Figure 7 will remains the 
same. However, the average of the maximum out-of-sync (ms) 
will increase proportionally to the duration length. 

The results of the out-of-sync rate and the starvation rate are 
also plotted in the Figure 8 and Figure 9. respectively. In Fig- 
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Figure 8: Comparisons in terms of out-of-sync rate 
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Figure 9: Comparisons in terms of starvation rate 

ure 8. the marker scheme and the proposed protocol (SBUF) 
maintain no out-of-sync violation. The out-of-sync frame rate 
of SSC becomes stable at approximate 10% when the clock 
drift bound exceeds 5 ms since ail clocks are synchronized 
within +/- 5 ms. For the PSS scheme, its out-of-sync rate is al- 
most proportional to the clock drift bound. In Figure 9. the pro- 
posed SBUF protocol achieves starvation-free under any clock 
drift bounds. The SSC remains stable at 0.4%. The starvation 
rates for the marker scheme and the PSS scheme both increase 
proportionally to the clock drift bound. When the clock drift 
bound is less than 50 ms. the PSS has a slightly less starvation 
rate than the marker scheme. However, when the clock drift 
bound exceeds 50 ms. the marker scheme has smaller starva- 
tion rates comparing with the PSS. 

5    Conclusion 

In this paper, a protocol is proposed to simultaneously solve the 
synchronization and destination starvation problems. Clock 
synchronization is not needed during connection in this pro- 
tocol. In this protocol, the synchronization is achieved at the 
synchronizer by transmitting data according to the respective 
schedules of the synchronizer. Synchronization is maintained 

at the destination by minimizing the buffer sizes of the desti- 
nation devices to be three. The schedule of the synchronizer is 
modified to cope with the possible starvation problem. Under- 
flow threshold is defined and used in the buffer of a synchro- 
nizer to prevent the possible violation of QOS requirements. 
The corresponding system parameters and the QOS parameters 
of the network are stated and set so as to support the proposed 
protocol. A simulation is done forcomparing the four synchro- 
nization schemes. The results confirm that the proposed proto- 
col guarantees the satisfaction of QOS requirements and also 
show better performance than the other schemes in terms of 
media synchronization and freedom from starvation at destina- 
tion devices. Although the proposed protocol has a higher du- 
plication rate and skip rate than the other schemes, the results 
are acceptable as long as they satisfy the QOS requirements. 

This protocol could be further improved if the devices at the 
destination were given a feedback function. Only one feed- 
back from each destination device would be needed. Based 
on the feedback, the synchronizer could accuratelv adjust its 
schedule to meet the display rates of the destination devices 
The duplication percentage and skip percentage could be well 
controlled and it would be expected that they would decrease a 
great deal. The quality of the service would be improved dra- 
matically. 
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Abstract 
We propose an architecture of FDDI-based mobile net- 
works and address issues that arise in providing real-time 
communication services on such networks. A wide range 
of problems concerning synchronous bandwidth manage- 
ment and quality of service guarantee are identified. 
To solve these problems, we present a dynamic band- 
width management scheme, a source handoff protocol and 
two approaches to handling destination handoffs. These 
schemes make, handoffs transparent to mobile users; no 
degradation in quality of service wtll be observed during 
handoffs. The proposed solutions are compatible with the 
FDDI standards. 

1    Introduction 
Wireless information networks have recently become a 
topic of intense interests. These networks are intended 
to provide mobile users with access to network resources 
and services anywhere at any time. An architecture of 
wireless networks, cellular packet switch, is proposed in 
[7]. It is based on the micro-cell structure and uses DQDD 
metropolitan area networks as infrastructure to connect 
wireless interfaces. Network control functions, such as 
call processing, mobility management and wireless re- 
source management, are distributed among several inter- 
faces in DQDB networks. 

Our research is in a different direction. It is about ex- 
tending existing FDDI networks with wireless terminals. 
FDDI, standing for fiber distributed data interface, is one 
of the most popular metropolitan area networks. It has 
been widelv deployed. According to [9], the growth rate 
of FDDI networks was 80% in 1993 and close to 100% 
in 1994. We believe that the FDDI will continue to be 
popular and a mobile network based on it will be of great 
market value. 

An ideal mobile system should provide mobile users 
with all services available to static (non-mobile) users. 
One of such services, real-time communication service 
f6. 11], is of particular importance in today's high speed 

"Research reported herein was supported in part by the Perfor- 
mance Analysis Lab of The Ohio State University and by U.S. 
Army Research Office, under contract No. DAAL03-92-G-0184. 
The views, opinions, and /or findings contained in this paper are 
those of the authors and should not be construed as an official De- 
partment of the Army position, policy or decision. 

networks. It can be. used to support many applica- 
tions such as manufacturing systems management, re- 
mote monitoring, robotic control, voice and video trans- 
mission. In [1,14], the synchronous transmission capacity 
of FDDI networks is shown to be capable of supporting 
real-time communication service. It is desirable to extend 
this service to mobile users. One important application 
of this extension is in robotic communications. Com- 
munications between robots multiply their capabilities 
and effectiveness [4]. In a manufacturing environment, 
by providing mobile real-time communications between 
autonomous robots, the productivity is expected to in- 
crease. However, supporting real-time communications 
in a mobile network is a non-trivial task because a mo- 
bile user may move around. To cope with this situation, 
we first introduce a new architecture of mobile networks, 
then identify problems to support real-time communica- 
tions in this architecture, and finally, design protocols 
and schemes to overcome these problems. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
is a preliminary of FDDI networks and real-time commu- 
nications. Section 3 presents an architecture of FDDI- 
based mobile networks and discusses problems of real- 
time communications in this architecture. A dynamic 
bandwidth management scheme is proposed in Section 4. 
Solutions to problems caused by the mobile source and 
destination of a real-time connection are given in Sec- 
tions 5 and 6, respectively. Finally, some conclusions are 
drawn in Section 7. 

2    FDDI Networks and Real-Time 
Communications 

In this section, we first briefly review the medium access 
control protocol (MAC) and the station management pro- 
tocol (SMT) of FDDI networks. Then we introduce the 
concept of real-time channel and its extension to FDDI 
networks. 

An FDDI network consists of a number of stations con- 
nected as a ring. It employs a timed token MAC proto- 
col. A special control packet, token, circulates around the 
ring. Only the station possessing the token can transmit 
data. Data are classified into two categories: synchronous 
and asynchronous. A station transmits data according 
to the following rules: (1) each station is allocated a cer- 
tain amount of bandwidth for transmitting synchronous 
data, h, denoting the bandwidth allocated to station i; 
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(2) each time a station i receives the token, it is allowed 
to send synchronous data for up to /i< units of time; (3) 
if the token arrives early, the station is allowed to send 
asynchronous data for an amount of time that equals the 
earliness of the token arrival; otherwise, it is not allowed 
to send asynchronous data. The readers are referred to 
[2, 9] for details. 

There are some important time properties for the 
FDDI MAC protocol. During the ring initialization, all 
stations agree on a value called the target token rotation 
time (TTRT). Let 0 be the sum of latencies between the 
stations and A denote the time to transmit a maximum- 
size asynchronous message. It has been shown in [10] that 
if E h' ^ TTRT - 0 - A. each station is guaranteed to 
see the token at least once in every 2TTRT time. This 
result is generalized in [5] to the following theorem: 

Theorem 1 //£, ht < TTRT-Q- A. the time elapsed 
between any n consecutive token visits to station i is 
bounded by nTTRT- ht. 

According to the station management protocol [3], 
the bandwidth management in FDDI networks is cen- 
tralized and static. There is at least one synchronous 
bandwidth management process (BMP) in an FDDI net- 
work. For each FDDI station, there is a station man- 
agement module. The bandwidth allocation is through a 
request/response frame exchange between the BMP and 
the SMT module of a station. When a station wants to 
allocate or release some synchronous bandwidth, it sends 
a resource allocation frame (RAF) request to the BMP. 
Upon receiving this request, the BMP sends back a RAF 
response indicating the success or failure of the request. 
For the bandwidth allocation, a station cannot increase 
its amount of bandwidth until a positive response is re- 
ceived from the BMP. 

The concept of real-time channel was first proposed 
in [6]. It is a simplex virtual connection with the qual- 
ity of service (QOS) guarantee. This concept is further 
extended in [14] to FDDI networks by the following defi- 
nition. 

Definition 1 A real-time channel \a an FDDI network is 
characterized by a 5-tuple, RC = (T.C.s.d.h), where s 
is a source station generating a sequence of packets; T is a 
lower bound on the interval between any two consecutive 
packets: C is the maximum packet length, measured by 
transmission time; d is the maximum delay on each packet 
(a packet must be transmitted in d units of time after its 
generation): and h is the amount of bandwidth allocated 
to s. 

A real-time channel RC = (T.C,s.d,h) is said to be 
feasible if all packets generated in this channel can be 
delivered within the delay constraint d. Th« feasibility of 
a real-time channel depends on the values of h, TTRT 
and their relations to T. C, and d. Given TTRT, T, C. 
and d, [14] provides a scheme to calculate the bandwidth 
required for a real-time channel to be feasible. 

3    FDDI-based Mobile Networks 

Ctll 

Oil 

Cell 

Cell Mobile Keai-Time 
Channel 

Figure 1:   The architecture of FDDI-based mobile net- 
works 

3.1    Architecture for FDDI-based Mobile 
Networks 

In this section, we propose an architecture of mobile sys- 
tems based on FDDI networks. Its layout is depicted 
in Figure 1. Some components in this architecture are 
presented as follows. A mobile control station (CS) is a 
station that centrally manages the setups of mobile con- 
nections. A mobile station (MS) is a host that can move 
around while retaining its network connections without 
disruption. It is carried by a mobile user and serves as 
the user's interface to a mobile network. A base station 
(BS) is a wireless interface that connects to a wired net- 
work, in this case an FDDI network, as well as to the MSs 
within its wireless transmission range. Each BS is asso- 
ciated with a cell, which is the geographical area covered 
by its wireless transmission. Two cells are overlapped if 
they have a common area. Within this common area, an 
MS can communicate with two BSs. At any time, each 
MS has only one local BS. which is its primary data ex- 
change interface. However, it may be able to exchange 
data with other BSs for a short interval. 

When an MS moves from the cell of one BS into the cell 
of another, it will changes its local BS. This phenomenon 
is known as handoff. During a handoff, the path of data 
flow will change. A handoff time, th, is associated with a 
handoff. All packets generated before r/, are transmitted 
from the old local BS and all those generated after th 
are transmitted from the new local BS. According to [8], 
there are three types of handoffs: hard, seamless, and 
soft handoffs. For a seamless or soft handoff. the MS 
can simultaneously connect with two base stations for 
a while. This time period is called degradation interval 
and can last as long as several seconds [13]. Since soft 
handoffs are employed in the U.S. CDMA standard (IS- 
92) and considered in the European UMTS standard, we 
will assume soft handoffs in this paper. 

We describe in this section an architecture of FDDI-based 
mobile networks and point out issues that must be solved 
before real-time communication service can be supported 
in these networks. 

3.2    Mobile Real-Time Communications 
We propose to support real-time communications in an 
FDDI-based mobile network via mobile rrnl-time rhan- 
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Figure 2: Real-time channel setup 
Figure 3: Real-time channel handoff 

nels. A mobile real-time channel may have MSs as its 
source and destination. The data in a mobile real-time 
channel are first sent from the source MS to its local BS 
through a wireless channel. Then the BS transmits the 
data through the FDDI network to the local BS of the 
destination MS. Finally, this local BS delivers the data to 
the destination MS. By extending Definition 1, we give 
the following definition of mobile real-time channel. 

Definition 2 A mobile real-time channel in an FDDI- 
based mobile network is characterized by a 5-tuple 
(T,C,s d.h), which is defined as in Definition 1 except 
that 1) s is a mobile station, 2) the generation time or 
finish time of a packet is the time when its last bit reaches 
or leaves the local BS of s, respectively, and 3) h is the 
bandwidth allocated to the local BS of s. 

For a mobile real-time channel, there are two impor- 
tance stages of control: setup and handoff. We first show 
the setup of a real-time channel with MSs as both its 
source and destination.  (See Figure 2.) When a mobile 
station wants to set up a channel, it sends to its local BS 
a setup request containing the destination MS's address 
and the channel's parameters T, C, d.   The local BS 
broadcasts a paging request, trying to determine if the 
destination MS is in existence or if its power is on. The 
paging request is received by each BS, which broadcasts 
via the wireless medium to ask if the destination MS is in 
its cell. If the MS's power is on, it replies with a paging 
response.   The response is broadcasted by the local BS 
to all other base stations via the FDDI backbone. Upon 
receiving the paging response, the local BS of the source 
MS sends a resource request to the CS with the channel's 
parameters. The CS decides whether to accept or reject 
the request depending on availability of resources. After 
the decision, the CS sends back (by broadcast) a resource 
response, with a channel ID if the request is accepted. If 
the resource response is positive, the BS of the source 
MS sends the setup request together with the channel ID 
to the destination MS, of course by wav of a local BS. 
The destination MS replies with a setup'response, which 
is delivered all the way to the source MS and the channel 
is ready. We do not exclude the possibility of the source 
or destination MS. or both, being moving "to another cell 
during the setup process. With all messages between base 

stations being sent by broadcast, the above setup proce- 
dure is invulnerable of handoffs. Of course we need to 
assume that information regarding the requested channel 
will be passed from the old BS to the new BS during a 
handoff. 6 

A handoff in these mobile networks is distributedlv 
controlled, involving only the old local BS and the new 
local BS. It is also flexible, permitting the involved MS 
to exchange data with two BSs for a short period. The 
handoff process is depicted in Figure 3 and described as 
follows. When an MS detects that the neighboring BSs 
signal is stronger, it sends a handoff request to this BS. 
If this new BS can allocate a wireless channel within a 
certain interval, it sends a channel assignment request to 
the MS. Upon receiving the request, the MS sends back a 
channel assignment response. Afterward, the MS will ex- 
change data with two BSs. Once the channel assignment 
response is received by the new BS, it sends a release 
request to the old BS; upon receiving a release response 
from the old BS, it sends a handoff response to the MS 
Now the handoff is over. The MS has changed its locai 
BS and will communicate with other stations through the 
new local BS. 

Mobile 3.3    Problems    in    Supporting 
Real-Time Channels 

In the previous section, we showed the interactions be- 
tween the MS and BSs during a handoff. However, an 
important question is left unanswered: how the data of 
the real-time channel will be handled in the old and new 
BSs so that the channel's QOS requirements can be sat- 
isfied. In this section, we first present a straightforward 
approach to the data handling during a source handoff of 
a real-time channel (T,C,s,d,h), then we identify some 
problems with this approach. 

First consider the relationship of the handoff time and 
the token arrivals to the old and new BSs during a source 
handoff as depicted in Figure 4. Suppose a handoff re- 
quest is received by the new BS and a wireless channel 
is properly assigned so that a release request is sent by 
the new BS at the token arrival ?u_w+l. At the token 
arrival I„-M+I, the old BS will send a release response 
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Figure 4: Relationship between time instances 

to the new BS. The old BS will not transmit any data 
generated after tu_.vf+i. which is regarded as the handoff 
time, th- However, some previously generated real-time 
packets, called the leftover, still have to be transmitted 
from the old BS. Let the number of token arrivals needed 
to transmit the leftover be M (M > 1) so that tu is the 
last token visit for the old BS to transmit the data of the 
channel in question. 

A straightforward approach to the handoff handling is 
that when a handoff happens, the new BS 

1) Sends a request RAF of bandwidth h to the band- 
width management process at £U_M-M- 

2) Starts data transmission from tu-M+2- 
And the old BS 

1) Stops receiving packets generated after ru_A/+1. 
2) Continues to transmit the leftover until tu. 
3) Sends a release RAF of bandwidth h to the band- 

width management process at tu+l. 
However, simple as this approach is. it has some prob- 

lems. In the rest of this section, we present these prob- 
lems. 

3.3.1 Overhead Bandwidth Problem 

In the above approach, we can see that there is an over- 
lapped time period when both the old and new BSs are al- 
located bandwidth h. For this time period, the real-time 
channel occupies bandwidth 2/i. The extra bandwidth of 
h is called overhead bandwidth, which is formally defined 
as follows: 

Definition 3 For a real-time channel (T,C.s.d. h), if 
two base stations are respectively allocated an amount 
ß and ß of bandwidth in a same round of token rota- 
tion, then the overhead bandwidth for that round of token 
rotation is p -+■ ß' - h. The overhead bandwidth for the 
handoff is denned as the maximum overhead bandwidth 
among all individual token rotations during the handoff 
period. 

For the straightforward approach, the overlapped pe- 
riod is quite long, i.e. M token rotations. The amount is 
very large as well. i.e. h. The problems are how to make 
the period shorter and the amount smaller. 

3.3.2 Bandwidth Management Problems 

If the FDDI bandwidth management scheme described in 
Section 2 is employed, the straightforward approach has 
some problems: 

1) Heavy burden. For each handoff. there is one band- 
width allocation and one bandwidth release: four control 
frames are exchanged. If the handoff rate is high, the 
burden on the bandwidth management process is very 
heavy. The problem is to find a bandwidth management 
scheme so that h can be reallocated from the old BS to 
the new BS without the BMP's interference. 

2) Slow response. According to the FDDI's bandwidth 
management scheme, in the best case, the requested 
bandwidth can only be granted one token rotation after a 
request is sent. Consider the time sequence in Figure 4. 
The value of M is unknown to the new BS at ?u_u^i 
because a release response can only be sent from the old 
BS at ru_.vf+i- If the new BS sends a bandwidth alloca- 
tion request to the BMP at ?U_M+I, the overlapped time 
period will be long for a large M. Otherwise, the new 
BS cannot transmit data at iu-M+>, which is ?u_i when 
M — 1: in this case, the channel's delay constraint may 
be violated. The problem is to find a bandwidth man- 
agement scheme so that the requested bandwidth can be 
granted within one token rotation. 

3) Overhead bandwidth under-utilizatwn. One possible 
solution to the heavy burden and slow response problems 
is to pre-allocate a bandwidth h to each BS. This ap- 
proach is obviously inefficient. Suppose there are 10 BSs 
in a mobile network and suppose statistically at most 
three handoffs may occur simultaneously in the whole 
network. Then, instead of pre-allocating lO/i bandwidth, 
3/i will be sufficient. The problem is to find a band- 
width management scheme that allows global sharing of 
the pre-ailocated bandwidth. 

3.3.3 Ordering Problem 

According to Figure 4, the real-time data transmitted 
from the new BS will be generated after r», = ru_,vf + 1. 
If the new BS starts transmission at the next token ar- 
rival. iu-M+2, wnen Af > 1, the old BS has not stopped 
transmitting data at tu_jv/+2- Since the data transmitted 
by the old BS is generated earlier than those transmitted 
by the new BS, the data in the real-time channel will be 
disordered. If the new BS only starts transmission af- 
ter the old BS has stopped, we face another problem as 
described in the following section. 

3.3.4 Delay Problem 

If the new BS holds the real-time data until the old BS has 
finished the leftover, then some data generated at the new 
BS may violate the delay constraint, as explained below. 
Suppose the number of token visits needed to transmit 
the leftover, M, is greater than 1. The total amount 
of leftover L satisfies (M - l)h < L < Mh. Suppose 
L < Mh. Suppose some data are sent by the source 
MS to the new BS before tu. Consider the first part of 
these data which are no more than Mh- L. These data 
immediately follow those leftover at the old BS. Should 
no handoff have taken place, they would have been sent 
to the old BS and be transmitted from the old BS at t„. 
But because of the handoff, these data are sent to the 
new BS instead, and will be held from transmission until 
iui-i • If the deadline for transmitting the mentioned data 
is tu, the delay constraint is violated. 
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Overhead bandwidth management for each BS 
I IN CASE OF ■  
• Bandwidth pool (BPF) control frame is received 

|      guard := the value in the BPF frame: 
j     IF overhead bandwidth h0 requested by MAC 

IF guard > h0 

guard := guard - h0; 
ELSE reject the request 

ELSE IF overhead bandwidth h0 released by MAC 
guard :— guard -r h0; 

Send a BPF control frame with the new value of 
guard to the downstream BS: 

Figure 5; Overhead bandwidth management 

3.3.5     Destination Problem 

When a handoff occurs to the destination MS of a real- 
time channel, there is a rerouting problem. Before the 
handoff. the destination MS receives data from the old 
BS- but afterward, it receives data from a new BS. In 
an FDDI-based mobile network, the source station of the 
real-time channel should be able to notice this change 
and route the data to the new BS of the destination MS 
The problem is how to make the rerouting. 

4    Dynamic   Bandwidth   Manage- 
ment Scheme 

In this section, we propose a dynamic bandwidth man- 
agement scheme to solve the problems of Section 3 3 2 
This scheme will be implemented in the SMT modules of 
BSs and the CS. It has following strengths: 1) bandwidth 
h can be reallocated directlv from the old BS to the new 
BS without burdening the BMP: 2) the demands of over- 
head bandwidth can be satisfied immediately and some 
pre-allocated overhead bandwidth can be shared network- 
wide; 3) it is fully compatible with the FDDI bandwidth 
management scheme. Only BSs and the CS participate in 
this new bandwidth management scheme: all other FDDI 
stations and the BMP still use the original scheme 

The basic idea of this scheme is to make the CS a proxy 
of bandwidth management. Instead of requesting band- 
width by each BS individually, the CS requests band- 
width for all BSs. The bandwidth managed by the CS 
consists of two parts: the normal bandwidth used by the 
BSs off handoff periods and the guard bandwidth used as 
overhead bandwidth during handoffs. We show how to 
manage these two types of bandwidth as follows. 

In order to share a pre-allocated bandwidth, a global 
variable guard is maintained distributedly by the BSs: it 
indicates the amount of guard bandwidth still available 
for use as overhead bandwidth. The most updated value 
of this variable is known by SMT modules of the BSs 
before each token arrival. When a BS needs some over- 
head bandwidth at a token arrival, it can test whether the 
needed amount is available. To implement this scheme 
at each token arrival, a BS transmits a control frame 
bandwidth pool (BPF). to the next BS downstream. This 
frame is very small, containing only the value of guard 

Normal bandwidth ^allocation ;„ a Bs 

IN CASE OF5   

• Wanting to reallocate bandwidth to another BS: 
Send a BRF control frame to that BS- 
Decrease the bandwidth allocated to this station- 

• Receiving a BRF control frame: 
Increase the bandwidth allocated to this station- 
Notify the MAC module of the reallocation; 

Normal bandwidth rCaiiiocat:inn ;„ fno cs 

IN CASE OF 

• Resource request received during a channel setup- 
Calculate the bandwidth needed for this channel- 
Send a RAF request to BMP for the bandwidth: 

• RAF response received from the BMP. 
IF the requested amount is granted 

Send a BRF control frame to the requesting BS: 

Figure 6: Bandwidth reallocation management 

variable. When this frame is received bv a BS, this value 
ÜLfST"™ and

u
modified if some overhead bandwidth is 

needed.   Then the new value is sent to the next BS in 
™?*nStrfT- v,\another BpF frame.   The detailed 
operations of this scheme are depicted in Figure 5. 

When a mobile real-time channel is set up, an amount 
of normal bandwidth is allocated to the CS by the BMP 
The bandwidth is then reallocated to the requesting BS 
by the CS. During a handoff, this normal bandwidth is re- 
a ocated directly from the old BS to the new BS. This re- 
allocation scheme alleviates most of the BMP's burden in 
managing BSs bandwidth. To implement this scheme a 
control frame, bandwidth reallocate (BRF), is transmitted 
from the station releasing the bandwidth to the station 
accepting the bandwidth. It has one data field, specify- 
ing the amount of the reallocated bandwidth. The band- 
width is reallocated once the accepting station receives 
this frame. The details of the operations are depicted in 

5    Handoff   Control    for    Mobile 
Source 

In this section, we first present some solutions to the 
source handoff problems mentioned in Section 3.3 Then 
T vfT-S5,6 a handof Protocol for implementation within 
the MAC layer of a BS. Finally, we revisit the QOS prob- 
lems after some assumptions are dropped. 

5.1    QOS Guarantee in Source Handoff 
^Section 3.3, there are two problems concerning the 
QOS during a source handoff: ordering problem and de- 
lay problem For the ordering problem, an easy solution 
is to make the destination capable of packets reordering 
Real-time packets transmitted in FDDI frames should 
bear some sequence numbers and some buffers should be 
provided in the destination. If packets are received out 
of sequence, they are put into buffers until the preceding 
packets arrive.- We first assume the destinauon has this 
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reordering capability. Then in Section 5.3, we show the 
ordering problem can still be solved even if this assump- 
tion is dropped. 

It is easy to see that the straightforward approach can 
guarantee the delay constraint. The packets transmitted 
by the new BS will be generated after t^ = tu„M+l and 
the new BS will be allocated bandwidth h at tu-M±2, the 
first token visit after the packets are generated. Since the 
original bandwidth h is so allocated that the real-time 
channel is feasible, we know the data transmitted from 
the new BS will not be delayed. The data transmitted 
from the old BS will not be delayed as well because the 
handoff does not affect their transmissions. However, the 
straightforward approach is not efficient because it may 
allocate an overhead bandwidth long before it is needed. 
The problem we will solve in the rest of this section is to 
find out the last token arrival for the new BS to start data 
transmission without delay. First we define the latest 
cleanup time in a real-time channel. 

Definition 4 For a mobile real-time channel 
(T,C.s.d.h), let Q = (tg,to,ti,...), where tg is 
the starting time of packet generation and i0,ti,... are 
trie token visits to the local BS of 5 after tg. A time 
instant :c € Q is said to be a clean-up time for the 
channel if after the token visit of rc, the local BS of 5 
has delivered all packets generated before tc. The latest 
clean-up time for time t. denoted by LCT(t), is the 
latest among all the clean-up times that are not later 
than t. For convenience, regard tg as a clean-up time so 
that LCT(t) is meaningful for all t > tg. 

According to this definition, we can see that all token vis? 
its between LCT(t) and t (not include them) will use up 
the allocated bandwidth h. Using this definition, we de- 
rive the following theorem to specify the last token arrival 
for the new BS to start transmission. 

Theorem 2 // the handoff time t^ = ru_M+1 and the 
new BS is allocated h for its first data transmission, the 
latest token arrival for the new BS to start transmission 
without delay is ?„»[ 1/ .U = 1 ortu if M > 1. 

Proof. Let tg be the packet generation starting time and 
t't («' > 0) be the token arrivals to transmit these packets. 
Bandwidth h allocated by any scheme, such as in [1, 14], 
ensures that all packets will be transmitted without delay 
if 

*', < tg + {i + 2)TTRT-h (1) 

If M = 1. th = fu. According to Theorem 1, we have 
Iu+l+i < (u+1+i < r„ + (i + 2)TTRT - h for anv 1 > 0. 
By Eq.(l). we know data generated after th will not be 
delayed if transmitted at Fu+i. Otherwise, if M > 1, let 
LCf(tH) be the latest cleanup time for r* and let tg be 
the generation time of the first packet transmitted by the 
new BS. Suppose there are M' token visits to the old BS 
after LCT(th) (not include it) and before tu (include it). 
It is easy to see M' > 2. According to Definition 4, all 
token visits between LCT{th) and tu (not include them) 
use up bandwidth h and all data transmitted by these 
token visits are generated after LCT{th). According to 
[14], to satisfy the throughput requirement, h should be 
no less than (TTRT/T)C. Since the packets transmitted 
from the new BS are generated after those transmuted 

LOOP BEGIN 
IN CASE OF 
• Handoff request received from an MS 

Call the move-in module; 
Thereafter transmit real-time packets using 

bandwidth h at each token arrival: 
• Release request received from another BS 

Call the move-out module; 
LOOP END 

Figure 7: The main program of the handoff protocol 

from the old BS, we have 

t,    >    LCT(th) + (M' -l)h(T/C) 

>    LCT{th) + (A/' - \)TTRT (2) 

According to Theorem 1, we have 

*u+. < tu+i < LCT{th) + (M' + 1 + l)TTRT - h    (3) 

for any i > 0. From Eq.(2) and Eq.(3), it is easv to derive 
that ?u+1 < tg + (i + 2)TTRT -h. By Eq.(l), we know if 
the bandwidth h is allocated at tu, all packets generated 
at or after tg will be transmitted without delay. ■ 

5.2    Handoff Protocol for Mobile Source 
Based on Theorem 2 of the previous section and the 
bandwidth management scheme of Section 4, we propose 
the following new approach to data handling in a source 
handoff. When a handoff occurs, the new BS do the fol- 
lowing: 

1) Receive a release response from the old BS and 
decide the value of M. 

2) Request an overhead bandwidth h0 = h out of the 
guard bandwidth and start transmission at ?u+ [ if M = 1 
or at tu if M > 1. 

3) Release overhead bandwidth h0 and acquire the re- 
allocated bandwidth h from the old BS at Fu+2. 

4) Transmit data using bandwidth h at and after ?u+2- 
The old BS do the following: 

1) Stop receiving packets generated after r„_w+l. 
2) Continue to transmit the leftover until tu. 
3) Release bandwidth h for reallocation at tu+,. 
The main program of the handoff protocol to imple- 

ment this approach is depicted in Figure 7. If no hand- 
off happens, when the token arrives, the handoff protocol 
transmits data using bandwidth h as usual; when a source 
handoff takes place, depending on whether the source en- 
ters the cell of the BS (a handoff request received from 
the MS) or leaves the cell of the BS (a release request 
received from another BS), the main program calls ei- 
ther the move-in or the move-out module. The old BS's 
move-out module cooperates with the new BS's move-in 
module to ensure a smooth handoff. 

The interactions between the move-out and move-in 
modules are explained as follows. Immediately after it is 
evoked, the move-in module allocates a wireless channel 
and informs the MS of the new channel. Afterward. ,u 
the next token arrival, it sends out a release, request to 
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LOOP BEGIN 
• When token arrives 

IF this is the first token arrival after the handoff 
Stop receiving data from the source MS; 
M ■- max(f(the amount of leftover)/^ , 1); 
OH :— \lh - the amount of leftover; 
Transmit a release response with the values of M, 

OH and sequence number of the last received 
packet to the new BS: 

Transmit the leftover to the destination of the 
real-time channel using bandwidth h; 

Release the token: 
IF the leftover have been depleted 

Notify the SMT module to reallocate normal 
bandwidth to the new BS; 

Return to the main program; 
LOOP END 

Figure 8: The move-out module of the handoff protocol 

the move-out module of the old BS. At the first token 
visit after the release request is received, the move-out 
module in the old BS stops receiving data from the MS 
and sends out a release response to the move-in mod- 
ule. The parameters in the release response specify when 
the new BS should start transmission and from which 
packet the new BS should transmit. Additional informa- 
tion such as channel ID and destination address is sent 
to the new BS from the MS via a handoff request. The 
move-out module continues to transmit the leftover at 
bandwidth h until they are depleted. Then before the 
next token arrival, it notifies the local SMT module to 
release normal bandwidth h. Based on the parameters of 
tne release response, the move-in module in the new BS 
decides how many token visits should be passed before 
it starts transmission. Before the first transmission that 
will incur overhead bandwidth, the move-in module re- 
quests the local SMT module to allocate some overhead 
bandwidth out of the guard bandwidth. After bandwidth 
h is reallocated from the old BS, the move-in module asks 
the local SMT module to release the overhead bandwidth. 
Now the handoff is over and the control is returned to the 
main program. 

5.3    Further Discussions 
In this section, we will discuss what changes should be 
made to the handoff protocol when two assumptions, des- 
tination reordering and soft handoff, are dropped. 

If the destination cannot reorder packets, the new BS 
cannot send packets directly to the destination until the 
old BS has depleted the leftover. However, the delav 
constraint may be violated as shown in Section 3.3.4. To 
overcome this dilemma, the handoff protocol should do 
packet relay. Before the leftover are depleted in the old 
BS. the new BS starts to relay some packets to the old 
BS, which will be sent later to the destination by the old 
BS. If M = 1, no relay is needed because the new BS 
starts after tu. Otherwise, if .U > 1, it is enough to relav 
data of OH units, the amount of data to fill up the last 
transmission of the old BS. By relaying those data, all 

Allocate a wireless channel; 
Send a channel assignment request to the MS: 
Wait until channel assignment response is received- 
LOOP BEGIN 
IN CASE OF 
• Token arrival 

IN CASE OF 
• this is the first arrival after 

channel assignment response 
Send a release request to the old BS; 

• M > 2 and this is one of the M - 2 arrivals 
after release response 

Do nothing; 
• M > 1 and this is the (M - l)th or A/th arrival 

after release response 
Transmit data using h0 if available; 

• M = 1 and this is the first arrival after 
release response 

Transmit data using h0 if available; 
Release the token; 
IF M > 2 and this is the (M - 2)th arrival after 

release response 
Ask SMT module for overhead bandwidth h0, 

• Release response received from the old BS 
A/, OH :— the values in release response; 
Discard the packets up to the sequence number in 

release response; 
IF M = 1 or M = 2 

/* transmission starts at next token visit */ 
Ask SMT module for overhead bandwidth h0; 

• Notified by SMT module of bandwidth «allocation 
Ask SMT module to release overhead bandwidth h0; 
Return to the main program; 

LOOP END 

Figure 9: The move-in module of the handoff protocol 

thedata transmitted by the new BS to the destination 
at tu+1 would be transmitted from the old BS at tu+, 
should no handoff have taken place. Since (u+1 < tu+l, 
no packet transmitted by the new BS to the destination 
is late. 

If the assumption of soft handoff is dropped, the MS 
cannot maintain data exchange with both the old and the 
new BS. Therefore, we cannot control the data flow and 
make tk = tu_M+i. However, tK should satisfy ?„_A/ < 
fh < t«-M+i- Similar to Theorem 2, it can be proved 
that the new BS should start transmission at tu no matter 
M = 1 or M > 1. 

6    Handoff   Control    for   Mobile 
Destination 

In this section, we give solutions to the problem caused Im- 
mobile destinations.  Two approaches, multicasting and 
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rerouting, are addressed and compared. 
If the destination of a real-time channel is an MS, we 

have to ensure that data still be received by the destina- 
tion even if it has changed its local BS. Specifically, there 
are three requirements: 1) No packet is duplicatedly de- 
livered from both the old and the new BS of the destina- 
tion MS; 2) No packet is lost; 3) All packets are delivered 
to the destination MS once the BSs receive them, i.e. no 
delay in delivery. To meet these requirements, we may 
adopt one of two approaches: multicasting or rerouting. 
For the firs* approach, the source station multicasts the 
packets to all BSs. Upon receiving the packets, the BSs 
decide which packet should be delivered to their MSs. For 
the second approach, packets are onlv sent to the local BS 
of the destination MS. The BSs deliver all received pack- 
ets to their MSs. The first approach does not incur extra 
traffic but it imposes more load on the BSs because they 
have to receive and process the packets not intended for 
them. Its main advantage is no need for rerouting. The 
implementations of the two approaches are presented as 
follows. 

In the multicast approach, after a release request is re- 
ceived by the old BS of the destination MS, in the next 
token visit, it sends out a release response to the new BS 
and then stops delivering any packet received afterward. 
Upon receiving a release response, the new BS starts to 
deliver the packets received after this response. There is 
no packet loss or duplication because the packets trans- 
mitted from the source before the release response are de- 
livered from the old BS and those transmitted afterward 
are delivered from the new BS. No packet is delayed in 
delivery to the destination MS as well because the new 
BS does not hold any packet received after the release 
response. In the rerouting approach, after a release re- 
quest is received, in the next token visit, besides sending 
a re/ease response to the new BS, the old BS also broad- 
casts a destination reroute control frame (DRF) with this 
channel's ID to all stations. Upon receiving this control 
frame, the source station starts data transmission to the 
new BS. Xo packet is duplicated, lost or delaved because 
any packet is transmitted to only one BS arid delivered 
promptly. Since the DRF frames consume some band- 
width, when handoff rate is high, this approach is dis- 
couraged. 

7    Conclusion 
We have addressed two issues: (1) how to build a mobile 
network using the FDDI as a backbone and (2) how to 
provide real-time communication service on such a net- 
work. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first 
paper on these topics. In particular, we described an 
architecture of FDDI-based mobile networks, identified 
some problems in supporting real-time communications, 
and proposed possible solutions. Our solutions are com- 
patible with the current FDDI standards in the sense 
that only base stations and the control station will need 
our schemes. Those stations having nothing to do with 
mobility will need no modification. In particular, the 
bandwidth management process remains unchanged. A 
complete version of this paper is available as a technical 
report [121. which includes an algorithm to minimize the 
overhead bandwidth. 
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1    Introduction 

Decades ago, the first step in distributed data processing was to use telephone lines and terminals to 
access computers from remote locations. Later, the development of higher-speed and reliable packet- 
switching networks made it possible to interconnect a large number of computers and terminals. 
Since then, the data communication world has undergone a major change, from an ad hoc array of 
systems to a more planned and integrated set of facilities designed both for data communications and 
for public use. In fact, as early as 1970s, data networks have been built to meet many user needs. For 
single organizations, these data networks are often private ones, built with a technology optimized 
for the specific application. At that time, many private networks have been set up using various 
technologies; to name a few of them: SITA (Hirsch, 1974), SWIFT (Lapidus, 1976), ARPANET 
(Roberts and Wessler, 1973; Karp, 1973), CYCLADES (Pouzin, 1973), ETHERNET (Metcalfe and 
Boggs, 1976), PRNET (Kahn, 1975), and SPYDER (Fräser, 1974). For communication between 
organizations, networks are being built by licensed carriers. For example, since early 1970s, there have 
been many such licensed carriers as TELENET (Roberts, 1975), DATAPAC (Clipsham et al., 1976), 
TYMNET (Rinde, 1976). In the rest of the world, the Post, Telegraph and Telephone Authority 
(PTT) in each country has a near monopoly on such services; special public data networks are built in 
many countries, including TRANSPAC (Danet et al., 1976) in France, EURONET (Davies, 1976) for 
inter-European traffic, DDX (Nakamura et al., 1976) in Japan, EDS (Helsel and Spadafora, 1976) in 
Germany and NPDN (Larsson, 1976) in Scandinavia. Most of them use packet-switching technology. 

It is a common user requirement that a single terminal and access port should be able to access 
any computing resource the user may desire - even if the resource is on another data network. From 
this requirement, there is a clear need to have data networks connected together. By the same 
token, the providers of data network services would like to have their networks used as intensively as 
possible; thus they also have a strong motivation to connect their data networks to others. From the 
implementation viewpoint, there can be some considerable complications in connecting networks of 
widely different technologies such as circuit-switched and packet-switched networks. In addition to 
technical issues, network interconnection raises many legal and political issues. While the technical 
issues generally revolve around mechanisms for achieving interconnection and their performance, 



the legal and political issues are at least as complex as the technical ones. For example, questions 
like " can private networks interconnect to each other or must they do so through the mediation of a 
public network?", "how is privacy to be protected?", "what kinds of charging and accounting policies 
should apply to multinetwork traffic?" are just a few of them. It is impossible to answer all of these 
questions all at once. Therefore, the main focus of this article is on the technical side of network 
interconnection problems. 

From a pure technical viewpoint, due to rapid advances of computer technology in recent years, 
the advent of large numbers of microcomputer workstations in the workplace has brought the in- 
formation age close to reality. A network that allows easy access to remote resources and easy 
distribution of information enhances the productivity of users as well as their organizations. The 
need of achieving interoperability between equipments and systems of different makes has brought 
about conventions for exchanging data, known as communication protocols, or simply protocols. 

Protocols are specific to closed user communities. Creating an environment that supports effective 
communications among diverse sets of such communities is no simple task. Because different networks 
use different architectures and protocols, it is impractical to consider merging them into a single 
network. Rather, what is needed is the ability to interconnect various networks so that any two 
stations on any of the constituent networks can communicate. Building networks of networks or 
interconnecting existing networks is a natural approach until overall standardization takes over. 

Figure 1: Network Interconnection 

Nevertheless, existing systems will remain long after new standards are promulgated. 



This article presents both an expository survey on network interconnection and the results of 
our approach to protocol conversion. The first part (Sections 2 to 5) considers various issues and 
approaches to network interconnection (including low to medium speed networks as well as high-speed 
networks). The second part (Section 6 to 9) deals with formal approaches to protocol conversion, 
the Synchronizing Transition Set (STS) algorithm, and protocol conversion in Extended Finite-State 
Machine (EFSM) models as well as in multimedia networks. 

Throughout this article, the terms, constituent network, subnetwork, or simply subnet, are often 
used inter-changeably. They have the same meaning unless specifically distinguished otherwise. 

1.1    Network Interconnection 

Fig. 1 illustrates an abstraction of interconnecting multiple networks, where various autonomous 
networks are interconnected by a backbone network through gateways. In ISO terminology, a gateway 
that interconnects two networks is known either as an intermediate system  (IS) or an interworking 
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Figure 2: A Repeater Bridge 

unit (IWU). Moreover, since one of the major functions performed by a gateway is routing, it is 



sometimes referred to as a router. 

Each constituent network supports communication among a number of attached devices, using 
gateways to provide communication paths. The attached devices are labeled as stations to distinguish 
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Figure 3: A MAC Relay Bridge 

themselves from the internal nodes of a network. Again in ISO terminology, a station in Fig. 1 is 
called DTE (data terminal equipment) and an internal node is called DCE (data circuit-terminating 
equipment). 

Network interconnection can be accomplished through a variety of strategies (Green, 1986; Lloyd 
and Kirstein, 1975; Cotton, 1978; Chou, 1985; Perlman, 1992): layer substitution, addition of extra 
layers, bridging individual layers, etc. Discussion on these connection strategies is presented in Sec- 
tion 3. On the other hand, in terms of interconnection functions provided, gateways can be classified 
either as bridges or as converters. In general, bridges are used in homogeneous networks as a packet 
relay point with minimum protocol conversion functions, while converters need to perform major 
protocol conversion functions in addition to relaying packets. Converters are used to interconnect 
heterogeneous networks. 
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Figure 4: An Internet Bridge 

1.1.1    Bridges 

Bridges are used to interconnect homogeneous networks at the node (DCE) level, which implies, at 
minimum, that the networks have a common network access interface such as X.25. On the other 
hand, internetworking through bridges does not implies that the networks have the same internal 
protocols. A common network access interface, in the context of this section, means there is a 
standardized format for packets of the interconnected networks. In an optimal situation, a bridge 
is used merely as a packet relay between networks. With the exception of possible address space 
expansion, the stations in a network do not need to be aware that there are multiple networks. 
Thus, when it is designed properly, no changes need to be made in the station software. For the 
obvious reason of simplicity, using bridges to interconnect similar networks has lower cost and higher 
performance than using converters. In terms of the ISO model, bridges can be placed on top of either 
of the three lowest layers depending upon the degree of similarity among the interconnected networks. 
The lower the layer a bridge is placed on, the less complex a bridge becomes. 

A bridge is a simplified gateway. A simplest example is the repeater on a baseband network 
(Fig. 2), which amplifies and retransmits all signals to extend the length of the baseband cables. 
However, this is not a true multiple network system. Within the context of the IEEE 802 standard, 



a bridge shown in Fig. 3 is referred to as a MAC-level relay in 802.4 and 802.5. In such a structure, 
a globally administrated set of MAC station addresses is used across multiple homogeneous LANs. 
In the DoD standard Internet, the bridge function is placed below the transport layer as shown in 
Fig. 4, where the bridge is involved in the routing functions among networks. A specialized internet 
protocol, DoD IP, is used to accomplish the interconnection. More discussion on DoD IP is given 
in Section 4.2. Other examples of using bridges can be found in (Thornton and Christenson, 1983; 
Marchall, 1983; Estrin and Carrico, 1982). In general, when a bridge is placed on a layer higher than 
the network layer, it becomes a protocol converter/adaptor due to the increased complexity involved 
in the bridge function. 

In recent years, the bridging mechanism is most commonly used to connect multiple homoge- 
neous local area networks. The main functions of a bridge between two homogeneous LANs can be 
summarized as follows (Stallings, 1994): 

• Reads all frames/packets transmitted on one network and accepts those addressed to another. 

• Uses the medium access control protocol of the destination network to retransmit the frames/packets. 

• Makes no modification to the content of format of the frames it receives, nor does it encapsulate 
them with an additional header. 

• To meet peak transmission demands, a bridge needs to buffer frames to be retransmitted. It 
performs a^store-and-forward function. 

<? Needs to have addressing and routing capability when necessary. 

» Increases the physical extent of interconnected networks. 

• Increases the maximum number of connected stations in interconnected networks. 

In addition, a well-designed bridge should have desirable characteristics as follows (Hawe et al., 1984): 

• Minimum Traffic - Only traffic generated by users should exist on the interconnected networks. 
No traffic results from complex routing algorithms. 

• No duplicates - A bridge should not cause duplicated frames to be delivered to the destination. 

• Sequentially - No permutation of the ordering as transmitted by the source station. 

• High performance - Bridges should be able to process frames at the maximum rate at which 
they can be received. 

• Frame lifetime limit - Frames should not be allowed to exist in the interconnected LANs for 
an unbounded time. 

• Low error rate - Bridge should not increase the error rates of the original LANs. 

• Others such as low congestion loss and general topology. 



The best known technique for forwarding frames in bridged networks is based upon the use of 
hierarchical organized address space. In this scheme, the address space is partitioned into fields 
describing in which LAN in the hierarchy the station resides. However, there are many problems of 
this scheme as reported in (Hawe et al., 1984). To name a few of them: the topology is restricted to a 
rooted tree; an end node must be told its own address either manually or by dynamic binding which 
requires the existence of a complex protocol; the depth of the physical hierarchy is pre-defined by 
the number of fields in the address space, etc. To overcome these problems, various routing schemes 
and algorithms have been examined by many researchers (Pitt and Winkler, 1987; Hawe et al., 1984; 
Ahmad and Halsall, 1993; Sunshine, 1983; Baratz and Jaffe, 1986; Wong et al., 1987; Ryder, 1983; 
Shoch et al., 1980). More in depth discussion of internetwork routing is presented in Section 2.2. 

1.1.2    Converters 

A converter is needed when the subnetworks to be interconnected have nontrivial protocol mis- 
matches. In (Green, 1986), different internetwork architectures were analyzed and situations in 
which conversion must be performed were discussed. Green classified protocol mismatches into soft 
and hard mismatches.. Soft mismatches are those which result in reduced (and probably unaccept- 
able) expectations in the performance of the two protocols being converted, such as occasional loss of 
messages, buffer overflow, lower availability, etc. Hard mismatches are those which render the system 
completely inoperable. Examples of hard mismatches include noncompletion of path and deadlock, 
etc. Protocol conversion is to resolve both types of protocol mismatches. Depending on the degree 
of mismatches, protocol conversion complexity can range from trivial to impossible. 

In a typical network, data of a fixed maximum size are accepted from a source station, together 
with a formatted destination address which is used to route the data in a store and forward fashion. 
The transmit time for this data is usually dependent upon internal network parameters such as 
communication media data rates, buffering and signaling strategies, routing, propagation delays, 
etc. In addition, some mechanism is generally preset for error handling and determination of status 
of subnetworks. Some of the typical requirements of a converter can be as follows (Cerf and Kahn, 
1974): 

• Each subnetwork may have distinct ways of addressing the receiver, thus requiring that a 
uniform addressing scheme be created which can be. understood by each individual subnetwork. 

• Each subnetwork may accept data of different maximum sizes, thus requiring subnetworks to 
transmit in units of the smallest maximum size (which may be impractically small) or requiring 
procedures that allow data crossing a network boundary to be reformatted into smaller pieces. 

• The success or failure of a transmission and its performance in each subnetwork is governed by 
different time delays in accepting, delivering and transporting the data. This requires careful 
development of internetwork timing procedures to insure that data can be successfully delivered 
through various subnetworks. 

• Within each subnetwork, communication may be disrupted due to unrecoverable mutation 



of data or missing data.   End-to-end restoration procedures are desirable to allow complete 
recovery from these conditions. 

• Status information, routing, fault detection, and isolation are typically different in each sub- 
network. Thus, to obtain verification of certain conditions, such as an inaccessible or dead 
destination, various kinds of coordination must be invoked between the subnetworks. 

In terms of network configuration, protocol conversion can be implemented either through layer 
substitution or the intermediate converter model. More in depth discussion is provided in Section 3.2. 

It would be extremely convenient if all the differences between subnetworks could be economically 
resolved by suitable interfacing at the network boundaries. For many of the differences, this objective 
can be achieved through a conversion function, as seen in many of the ad hoc converter algorithms 
(Francois and Potocki, 1983; Groenback, 1986; Rodriguez, 1988; Rose and Cass, 1987). However, 
both economic and technical considerations mandate simpler and more reliable interfaces, which 
cannot be achieved by ad hoc converters due to their complexity. To overcome this complexity 
problem, formal methods for protocol conversion have received more and more attention since mid- 
1980s. Discussion on the formal approaches is provided in the next sub-section; the detail is given 
in the second part of this article (Sections 6 to 9). 

1.2    Protocol Conversion 

To address the high complexity issue of ad hoc protocol conversion algorithms, many researchers 
started using formal approaches to resolve the protocol mismatch problems since 1980s. In general, 
formal methods use high level abstraction to formally define the protocol conversion problem. Thus, 
the complexity of constructing an abstract converter is subsequently reduced using various formal 
procedures. Formal protocol conversion has since become an important area of research in protocol 
engineering (Liu, 1989). 

1.2.1    Conversion Specification Approach 

Among those formal methods proposed by different researchers, there are in general two different 
approaches: Conversion Specification and Service Specification. To derive a protocol converter, the 
conversion specification approach takes directly as input the original protocol specifications and the 
given conversion specification, in a similar form, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Essentially, the conversion 
specification either tells how to translate the messages between protocols or specifies the ordering of 
the given protocol transitions to synchronize the execution of the given protocol entities. In other 
words, the conversion specification tells how to perform the protocol conversion directly for the given 
protocols. The algorithms proposed in (Okumura, 1986; Y. W. Yao and Liu, 1990a; Lam, 1986; 
Calvert and Lam, 1987; Lam, 1988; Shu and Liu, 1989; Shu and Liu, 1990; Shu and Liu, 1991; 
Chang and Liu, 1990b; Chang and Liu, 1990a) belong to this category. 
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Figure 5: The Conversion Specification Approach 

One of the shortcomings of the conversion specification approach is that the implementation 
details are involved at the early stage of design, thereby resulting in a more complex algorithm. In 
addition, there is no formal algorithm for generating the conversion specification, which is usually 
obtained in an ad hoc manner. This is a very serious drawback, especially for those complex protocols 
whose conversion specifications are hard to find in ad hoc ways. Examples of conversion specification 
approaches are discussed in Section 6.1. 

1.2.2    Service Specification Approach 

The service specification approach, which has received more and more attention in recent years, 
treats the implementation details as unknown black boxes at the early stage of design; it only depicts 
the final behavior of the overall protocol system as a to-be-found converter from the viewpoint of 
the protocol service users at the SAP (Service Access Point). The service specification is specified in 
terms of the Service Transitions to be executed at the SAPs. Fig. 6 shows the high level concept of 
the service specification approach. The algorithms proposed in (Calvert and Lam, 1989; Calvert and 
Lam, 1990a; Calvert and Lam, 1990b; Okumura, 1990; Yao and Liu, 1992) belong to this category. 

Due to its high level of abstraction, finding a correct service specification at the protocol service 
user level is easier and more practical than finding the conversion specification in an ad hoc man- 
ner by examining the implementation of the given protocols. However, the difficulty of the service 
specification approach is, in general, that the service specification by itself does not tell directly how 
to perform the protocol conversion. As a result, the information on how to perform the conver- 
sion must be derived from the given service specifications and requirement.   Since the conversion 
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Figure 6: The Service Specification Approach 

information derived is not specific, the resulting converter may not be correct. Consequently, most 
of the algorithms in this category require a validation phase at the end to ensure the correctness 
of the protocol converter constructed. This not only complicates the construction procedure but 
also means that when the validation fails, the procedure has failed to find a converter for the given 
service specifications and requirement. Moreover, even when the validation phase may pass, the con- 
verter so constructed often covers only a subset of the properties and functionalities of the original 
protocols (Liu, 1990; Yao and Liu, 1992) even though the conversion service requirement does not 
specify the removal of any transitions. This unspecified lost of properties and functionalities, which 
often results in incorrect conversion, is due to the fact that the information on the existing protocol 
implementation is not taken into consideration during the converter construction process. 

In (Jeng and Liu, 1992), efforts are made in an attempt to resolve the aforementioned drawbacks 
of the service specification approach. The details are presented in Sections 6.2 and 7. 
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2    Issues in Network Interconnection 

Network interconnection faces many issues. As early as mid 1970s researchers have started to examine 
various issues, both organizational and technical, on network interconnection (Cotton, 1977; Sanders 
and Vinton, 1976; Doll, 1974; Cerf and Kitstein, 1978; Liu, 1978). While previous studies have 
proposed many solutions, many important issues still remain open. Some of the important ones, 
either resolved or unresolved, are examined in this section. 

2.1    Addressing 

Addressing is one of the fundamental issues concerning the connectivity in an internetworking envi- 
ronment. Since each constituent network (subnetwork) may implement some specific naming scheme 
for identifying sources and destinations of data traffic, the address transformation for internetwork 
traffic can become very complex. In general, the addressing schemes can be categorized into three 
categories: unique, composite and hierarchical addresses (McConnell, 1988). 

• Unique addressing - Each system in the network is assigned a unique address. The advantage 
is obviously the easy resolution of address ambiguity. However, to accommodate a potentially 
large number of systems (stations or nodes), a large address space is needed. Particularly, 
when- a large size address is included in each data packet header, it would result in a waste of 
the transmission bandwidth. Nevertheless, unique addressing has the advantage of making an 
attached system independent of the rest of the subnetworks. As a result, a system can be moved 
among subnetworks without affecting the rest of them. An example of unique addressing is 
the NSAP-address in the OSI protocol reference model, which is a network-wide address used 
to identify the network service users in an end system. 

• Composite addressing - Composite addressing adds internetwork information to the regular 
address used in a subnetwork. For example, the subnetwork name can be added as part 
of the address. When constituent subnetworks use a unique addressing scheme, adding a 
unique subnetwork name to an address can make an internet address unique. As in the unique 
addressing scheme, a composite address enlarges the address space. 

• Hierarchical addressing - Hierarchical addressing is an extension of the composite addressing 
scheme. When the constituent subnetworks form a simple hierarchical tree, member subnet- 
works are nested inside of others and are not visible until the proper higher-level subnetwork 
is reached. This addressing scheme takes advantages of the internetwork hierarchy to form 
addresses in a similar nested manner. In this hierarchical structure of addresses, higher-level 
subnetworks are the backbones of the subnetworks they contain. It can tolerate more duplicated 
system addresses in different subnetworks. 

Generally, the above addressing schemes can be used jointly. For example, basic addressing pro- 
cedures for interconnecting networks under control of a single organization have been used in (Boggs 
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et al., 1980; Cerf and Kitstein, 1978; Postel, 1980; Haltzer et al., 1981). In such an environment, the 
same procedures can be uniformly employed throughout all subnetworks. In some typical networks 
the whole addressing scheme is hierarchical, resulting directly from the definitions of protocol layers. 
In some other cases, only the lower layers of protocols use consistent addressing in a heterogeneous 
networking environment. 

While some of the basic problems have been solved, a large set of secondary addressing issues still 
need to be concerned. Examples of such secondary issues are, especially, those dealing with heteroge- 
neous networks under control of different organizations, in such situations, different address schemes 
are used in different subnetworks and uniform addressing becomes impractical. In (Sunshine, 1982), 
many of such secondary but advanced issues are discussed; network partioning, multihoming, mobile 
hosts, and shared access are a few of them. Potential solutions are also proposed for some of the 
issues. For example, it was discussed that in an interconnected network, if network partitions may 
occur frequently, some means of forcing use of any available link is desirable (Cerf, 1979). Alterna- 
tively, complex methods of updating each network's view of the overall topology, and promulgated 
knowledge of a partition in one subnetwork to all the others (Periman, 1980; Periman, 1982) can be 
used. In Telenet (Roberts, 1975; Weir et al., 1980), a backup-and-try-alternate method is used. 

Other than the low level addressing scheme, at higher levels (layers), an addressing strategy 
based on the telephone network has been considered by CCITT (X.121 (CCITT, 1978)). Up to 14 
digits can be used in its address. The first 4 digits are the destination network identification code 
(DNIC); the remaining ten digits may be used to implement a hierarchical addressing structure. This 
scheme does not take into account the need for addressing private networks. As a result, the private 
networks, under this addressing procedure, appear to be a collection of one or more terminals or 
host computers on one or more public networks: Also at higher protocol levels, the public carriers 
have tended to offer services for terminals as well as host access to network facilities. It means that 
addresses must also be assigned to terminals. Capabilities to distinguish between host and terminal 
addresses have thus become another issue in this addressing scheme (Cerf and Kitstein, 1978). 

2.2    Routing 

Routing is the set of functions in charge of choosing a physical, or sometimes logical, path from 
a source to a destination. When there is only one path between two points (such as star-shaped 
network), there is no routing needed. In the case of switched networks, there may be several paths 
between each pair of points and choosing one requires some strategy and associated mechanisms. 
In particular, when two or more networks are connected, the number of potential physical routes 
increases. In such a situation, internetwork routing depends on fault detection and congestion control 
peculiar to each subnetwork. The internetworking facility must be able to coordinate these to 
adaptively route data between stations on different networks. 

To route data frames across networks, a source station/gateway must know if the destination 
station of a frame is attached to a network to which the gateway is attached or the next gateway 
along the route to the required destination network if it is not.   The major issue with routing, 
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therefore, is how the stations and gateways within the interconnected networks obtain and maintain 
their routing information. 

To obtain routing information within an interconnected network, either a centralized routing or 
distributed routing scheme can be used. In a centralized routing scheme, the routing information 
associated with each gateway is downloaded from a central site using special network management 
messages. The network management system endeavors to maintain their contents up-to-date as net- 
works and stations are added or removed and faults are diagnosed and repaired. This approach is 
only viable as long as each individual network has its own network management system which incor- 
porates sophisticated configuration and fault management procedures. With a distributed routing 
scheme, on the other hand, all the stations and gateways cooperate in a distributed way to ensure 
that the routing information held by each system is up-to-date and consistent. The DoD Internet 
uses a distributed routing scheme. 

Routing tables are generally used to maintained the routing information in each station and 
gateway. A routing table contains the information that tells, for each possible destination network, 
the next gateway to which the frames should be forwarded. If every gateway and station in inter- 
connected networks contained a separate entry in its routing table for all other systems, the size of 
the routing tables and the amount of processing and transmission capability needed to maintain the 
tables would be excessive and unmanageable. Therefore, the total routing information is commonly 
organized hierarchically. An example of a hierarchical routing table can be found in the DoD Internet 
(Comer, 1995). 

Routing tables have many drawbacks in a gateway due to gateway's high performance require- 
ment. As reported in (Pitt and Winkler, 1987), with single LAN addresses of 48 bits and LAN's 
with thousands of stations, table lookup of an address is nontrivial, especially when the lookup time 
cannot exceed the time it takes to receive a minimum length frame. Even though a routing table can 
be either programmed into gateways, transmitted to gateways or learned by gateways by observing 
frames of the network (Hawe et al., 1984; Kummer et al., 1987), the feasibility of routing table is 
speed-dependent. In addition, if a flat address is used in a routing table, a table with size on the 
order of half the number of stations in the network is required. If preloading of addresses into bridges 
is to be avoided and dynamic learning allowed, the fiat address constrains the interconnection topol- 
ogy to only spanning trees (Pitt and k. Sy, 1986). On the other hand, if a hierarchical address is 
used, in which subfields of an address corresponds to a LAN number or region in bridged networks, 
smaller routing tables can be resulted. However, it would constrain the interconnection topology 
further (Pitt and k. Sy, 1986), and require a station to obtain a new address when it moves, thereby 
preventing the use of universally administrated addresses. 

To overcome the drawbacks of a routing table, the source routing technique has been examined 
by many researchers (Sunshine, 1977; Haltzer et al., 1981; Dixon and Pitt, 1988). The source routing 
technique was developed by IBM for the interconnection of IEEE 802.5 LANs (token Ring) (IEEE, 
1985), but it can be applied to other networks as well. In this technique, the source station specifies 
the route by including a sequential list of gateways in the frame header. On receipt of each frame, a 
gateway needs only to search the routing field at the frame header for its own identifier. Only if it 
is present does the gateway forward the frame onto the connected subnetworks. Gateways following 
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the source routing approach do not have to maintain address tables to forward frames; instead, 
only simple string matching during a linear scan of the routing information stored in the header is 
performed. 

In the source routing approach, a route discovery mechanism is required. A source station can 
determine the route toward any other station in a number of different ways. The most practical 
method for route determination is by using a dynamic discovery procedure (Munafo et al., 1993). A 
station that has no route to a certain target station sends a special broadcast frame to the target 
station. This broadcast frame is transmitted by gateways in such a way that all the possible routes 
between the source and the target station (all-route broadcast) are explored, so that the target station 
receives as many copies of the frame as there are possible routes. When a bridge retransmits one of 
these route-searching frames, it records in the routing information field of the header the information 
about the last traversed subnetwork. This dynamic route recording also allows one to recognize and 
discard copies of the broadcasted frame looping in the interconnected networks. The target station 
transmits all received copies of the frame back to the source station, routing them along the path 
recorded in the received header. In this way, the source station receives all the possible routes to the 
target and stores the best route for future use. 

To reduce the amount of traffic generated by the broadcasting frame, an alternative single-route 
broadcast can be used (Munafo et al., 1993). In this alternative scheme, a broadcast frame is sent no 
more than once per subnetwork. The target station receives a single copy of the frame, and transmits 
the frame back to .the source station along with all the possible routes. The trade-off of this scheme 
is that the gateways must be configured as a spanning tree in order to avoid frame duplications. 

2.3    Flow Control and Congestion Control 

Flow control is a procedure through which a pair of communicators regulate traffic flowing from source 
to destination. Each direction is possibly dealt with separately. A related issue to flow control is 
congestion control, which is a procedure whereby distributed network resources, such as channel 
bandwidth, buffer capacity, CPU capacity, and the like are protected from oversubscription by all 
kinds of network traffic. In general, successful operation of flow-control procedures for every pair of 
network communicants does not guarantee that the network resources will remain uncongested. 

In a multinetwork environment, flow control and congestion control are much more complex 
problems than those in single network, owing to the possible variations in flow and congestion control 
policies found in each constituent network. For example, some networks may rigidly control the input 
of packets into the network and explicitly rule out dropping packets as a means of congestion control. 
At the other extreme, some networks may drop packets as the sole means of congestion control. 

Up to date, very little is known about the behavior of congestion in multiply interconnected 
networks. It is clear that some mechanisms will be required to permit gateways and networks to 
assert control over traffic influx, especially when a gateway connects networks of widely varying 
capacity. This problem is likely to be most visible at gateways joining high-speed local networks to 
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long-haul public networks. The peak rates of the local networks might exceed that of the long-haul 
networks by factors of 30-100 or more (Cerf and Kitstein, 1978). Generic procedures are needed for 
gateway/network and gateway/gateway flow and congestion control. 

An easy solution is to have gateways to provide buffers to smooth the flow from one network 
to another (McConnell, 1988; Chou, 1985). Gateways must also send flow control messages to each 
other so that traffic volume can be modulated to meet differing resource requirements. Eventually, 
these flow control messages must be passed to the systems generating the traffic in order to shut the 
flow down at its source. 

An alternative approach is to use an allocation technique, whereby a gateway tells other gateways 
how many more messages it can receive. Allocation can be embedded in traffic being delivered 
to the other gateways. Thus, gateways have exact knowledge of the amount of traffic they can 
deliver without flooding the destination. Each new update of allocation information keeps all parties 
informed of how much they can safely send. Allocation prevents the problem caused by subnetwork 
delay and can provide a steadier flow. Gateways can allocate more traffic to other gateways that have 
a higher volume and can change the allocation as condition warrants. Unfortunately, the gateways are 
still at the mercy of the end-systems unless they are explicitly included as participants (McConnell, 
1988). 

Yet another approach is to leave the control to the end-system and simply to have the gateways 
do the best they can. Within the ARPANET environment, gateways provide the end-systems with 
flow control feedback to elicit their cooperation. In the OSI model, the transport layer within the 
end-system takes on this task and recovers from lost data caused by overruns. 

2.4    Error Control 

Error control comprises two major phases: detection and recovery. An error is detected when some 
communication protocol is violated (e.g. spurious message, number out of range, etc.). 

Some errors are deemed unrecoverable, and consequences are to be handled by a higher-layer 
protocol. There is usually no difficulty in doing a satisfactory mapping of unrecoverable errors of 
different protocols, to the extent that their occurrences are well identified. Such errors are normally 
signaled with special messages, which are translated by a gateway. 

Error detection and recovery procedures are typically based on acknowledgement and retransmis- 
sion from a point in past traffic where no error had yet occurred. Thus the two ends of an ongoing 
data stream must be able to backtrack up to the same safe restarting point. Most protocols use 
numbering schemes for acknowledgement and backtracking (i.e. message number, packet number, 
character count, etc.) (Chou, 1985). This is where difficulties arise, because numbering schemes in 
different networks may not have a well-defined relationship. 

A common data structure can be superimposed on top of existing mismatched protocols. This is 
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usually possible, because higher layers handle information units such as a page, transaction, and file. 
Thus error detection and recovery are pushed into a higher layer, where both ends of a data stream 
work on the same information quantum, and operate end to end (Schoch, 1979) 

2.5    Other Issues 

There are still many other issues in network interconnection considered by various researchers (Cerf 
and Kahn, 1974; McConnell, 1988; Chou, 1985). Some of them are described in the rest of this 
section. Although these issues are not discussed in great details, they are not necessarily less critical 
or important than those discussed in the previous sub-sections. 

2.5.1    Reliability 

The internetwork environment should present a stable service to the using systems. However, its 
stability depends on a variety of subnetworks that have different degrees of integrity, security, and 
reliability. Internetwork users may not be able to determine the operational characteristics of all 
subnetworks, and some may not even be reliable enough to meet the needs of a particular application. 
Therefore, it is desirable to have the internetworking mechanism resolve incompatibility and to 
support a close to uniformly reliable service across all subnetworks. 

2.5.2    Service 

A collection of subnetworks will most likely have incompatible services. Consider a local area network 
with a connectionless service that is interacting with a connection-based subnet. It is difficult for a 
gateway to support a consistent internetwork service across these two networks, since their services 
cannot be reconciled at the same layer. 

Another service issue concerns negotiable features, such as priority levels, special message sizes, 
and the different flow control windows that some subnetworks have. A system can tailor the subnet- 
work service to suit specific needs when using the service for intranetwork activities, but there may 
be difficulties in using the same application in the internetwork environment, since other subnets may 
not have the same set of assumed features. Also, designing internetwork applications is complicated 
because the wide range of subnetwork facilities makes the calculation of delivery times and data 
throughput very difficult. Often, the exact environment will be different for each organization. 

In general, higher layer procedures (such as Transport, in the OSI model) are needed to handle 
the incompatibilities in both of the aforementioned situations. 
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2.5.3     Security 

Traffic leaving a subnetwork travels through unknown facilities that are under the control of the 
other organizations. Therefore, the end-system must take major responsibility for the security of 
internetwork communications. The necessary protection can range from preventing interception or 
alteration to detecting bogus traffic. The security of interconnected subnetworks is only as strong as 
that of the weakest member. 

2.5.4    Information Quantum 

Information exchanged between layers of protocols is always structured. Units exchanged are not 
just bits, but packets, messages, blocks, items, etc. Control mechanisms operate control fields, some 
of which contain numbers used to identify uniquely a particular piece of information. Numbers are 
typically assigned sequently, and they are essential for error and flow control mechanisms. 

As discussed in Section 2.3 and Section 2.4, numbers must be translated when mapping a protocol 
into another. There is no simple algorithm; e.g. one protocol may handle message numbers, and 
the other packet numbers. The relationship would be simple if messages always contained the same 
number of packets. In most cases lengths are variable, and the relationship between two numbering 
schemes cannot be predicted accurately. 

2.5.5     Dialogue 

This mechanism determines whose turn it is to transmit in an interactive communication session. 
Modern systems handle this matter in a formal manner, by placing delimiters, or special flags, in 
the data stream. The initial turn is determined by convention, or by contention. Additional features 
are made available to speed up or force a turn exchange. These conventions constitute a dialogue 
protocol, which may be built into an application-oriented protocol, such as virtual terminal, file 
transfer, remote job entry, and so on. 

Older systems do not generally use such conventions. Turn exchange is determined as a result of 
message parsing, special character sequences, or as an established custom. All that is highly context 
sensitive, and in some cases ambiguous. 

In an environment of network interconnection, mapping a fuzzy turn system into a formal one is 
generally not feasible. A typical way around this consists of setting a free mode, in which both ends 
may transmit at any time. The users are then warned to follow specific conventions, lest they get 
into unpredictable traps. 
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2.5.6    Administration and Accounting 

Administrative issues should be considered very early in internetworking design. Interconnected 
networks must have accounting mechanisms, especially when many of them interconnect public 
data networks. Technically, accounting (i.e. gathering billing information) could be viewed as an 
appendage to supervision. A minimum of consistency across networks is required, so that traffic 
exchanged can be accounted for in the same manner on each side of the border. Some networks bill 
characters, others bill packets. There can only be ad hoc solutions to specific problems. 

3    Approaches to Network Interconnection 

From a user's viewpoint, an interconnected set of networks is not different from a single network. It 
only provides an enlarged population of users with enlarged services, and this simple view must be 
preserved. In other words, users should not be bothered by interconnection problems. 

From an internal point of view, an interconnected set of networks is not necessarily different from a 
single network. In particular, two identical networks (e.g. from the same computer manufacturer) can 
usually be integrated into a single bigger one. However, in many cases, networks to be interconnected 
are not identical. They are usually designed in different environments, at different periods, with 
different constraints and technologies, etc. In addition, it is essential to preserve freedom in the 
design of future computer networks and still be able to interconnect them with existing ones. In 
other words, the question is how to interconnect heterogeneous networks rather than how to build a 
world wide homogeneous network. 

Nevertheless, homogeneous network interconnection is commonly used due to its simplicity. In 
this section, techniques to interconnect networks are categorized into homogeneous network inter- 
connection and heterogeneous network interconnection. Various approaches in each category are 
discussed. 

3.1    Homogeneous Network Interconnection 

In a homogeneous network environment, the effect of internetworking is to enlarge the coverage of 
each network and a gateway/bridge serves as the point of traffic relay. Since the same protocols are 
used, there is no need to perform protocol conversion between networks. 

3.1.1     Bridging Individual Layers 

In Fig. 7, an intermediate node bridge at layer N of two homogeneous networks is shown. In this 
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Figure 7: Bridging Individual Layer 

approach, an end-to-end internetwork connection service is supported (Stallings, 1994): the transmis- 
sion across multiple networks requires a common end-to-end protocol for providing reliable end-to-end 
service. This simplest form of interconnection fits neatly in a configuration of multiple homogeneous 
networks. In Fig. 7, the two halves (A and B) of the bridge can be physically separated. If they are 

Nawoek Bound«? 

Figure 8: Separated Bridge 

separated, each one of them belongs to one of the opposite sub-networks that the bridge connects as 
shown in Fig. 8. No new additional software is needed at their protocol stacks. The two halves of the 
bridge, A and B, do need extra routing information, however, to know when to relay internetwork 
traffic to the other network. 
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On the other hand, if the two halves of the bridge are put into the same node, an additional 
adaptor layer on top of the bridged layer must be used to perform the traffic hand-over function as 
described in the next subsection. 

3.1.2     Adding Internet Layers 

Fig. 9 shows the configuration of the networks when the two halves are put into a single bridge node. 

Network Bound«? 

Figure 9: A Single Node Bridge 

In such a configuration, an adaptor layers in the protocol stack is needed as shown in Fig. 10. This 
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End Node 

IP 
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IP 

End Node 
Bridge/Intermediate Node 

Figure 10: Adding Internet Layer 

mechanism is used by the DARPA Internet to interconnect multiple local area networks. It uses an 
added protocol above the network layer, called Internet Protocol (IP). DoD IP has been standardized 
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by the Department of Defense.  A similar standard, ISO IP, has also been developed within ISO. 
More discussion on IP (DoD and ISO) is provided in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2. 

Similar to IP, X.75 is another protocol used as an added layer to perform the internetworking 
functions. Unlike IP, which supports reliable end-to-end transmission service, X.75 relies upon each 
sub-network to provide reliable service within themselves and splices together individual network 
connections across multiple networks. This type of interconnections is called network-by-network 
approach (Stallings, 1994). X.75 is designed as an extension of X.25. To two stations on different 
networks, it appears that they have a single virtual circuit connecting them. In fact, the virtual 
circuits terminate at the node gateways, which maintain the status information required to connect 
separate virtual circuits. Since X.75 requires all sub-networks to be X.25, it is less flexible than DoD 
IP which places no significant restrictions on internal network protocols. 

3.2    Heterogeneous Network Interconnection 

In (Gien and Zimmermann, 1979), it was shown that the technologies that were used to interconnect 
heterogeneous computers can be adopted, with slight adaptation, to interconnect heterogeneous 
networks. It is clear that the heterogeneous network interconnection problem boils down to the 
degree of similarity between the interconnected networks; or, the difference of the protocols used 
in these interconnected networks. Protocol mismatch (Green, 1986) is the single most important 
issue needs to be solved in heterogeneous network interconnections. The approaches to solving the 
mismatch problem are categorized into layer substitution and intermediate converter in the following 
sub-sections. 

3.2.1    Layer Substitution 

Layer substitution is a practical solution in typical situations such as replacing a private packet 
network layer by a public packet network layer, while all other components remain unchanged. The 
network model for layer substitution is shown in Fig. 11, where layer An of network A is replaced 
by Bn. In this model, it is assumed that all other layers are compatible between networks A and B. 
Only layer n has protocol mismatches. 

As long as the service provided by An is similar to the one provided by Bn, it is feasible to map 
interface of An onto that of Bn through an interface adaptor. There is no good measure of similarity 
between An and Bn. The complexity of the interface adaptor and the characteristics of the service 
should be assessed. 

When the original and the new service are functionally very different, it is not always clear that a 
substitution is possible without affecting higher layers. For example, replacing a transmission system 
using leased or switched circuits by a packet network may require the replacement of higher layers, 
because transit delays deteriorate their performance. 
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Figure 11: Layer Substitution 

In principle, layering is intended to prevent the propagation of modification throughout the entire 
system. However, this is effective only to the extent that that potential future characteristics have 
been more or less anticipated. Occasionally, new technologies based on new concepts require major 
changes in the overall system architecture. 

In terms of network configuration, this approach does not use an intermediate node since the 
service by the substituting layer, Bn, is provided directly to layers An+i in the same node. Thus, its 
configuration is the same as that shown in Fig. 8. 

3.2.2    Intermediate Converters 

A more common conversion configuration is as shown in Fig. 9. The corresponding network model is 
shown in Fig. 12. In this model, the protocol P of network A and protocol Q of network B are broken 
down into sender and receiver entities; i.e. Pa and Pb for protocol P and Qa and Qb for protocol Q. 
The entities, Pj, and Qa, are combined in the intermediate converter node. At the network boundary, 
the end nodes do not need to be aware of the other network since the converter will hide all the 
protocol mismatches from them. This transparency property is essential in heterogeneous network 
interconnection to prevent modification from propagating throughout all the system. 

Compared with the layer substitution model, this intermediate node model is more transparent 
than the end nodes model, since no changes in the end node protocol stack is needed. In addition, it 
places less restrictions on the system; e.g. it makes no assumption about the layered protocol struc- 
ture. On the other hand, due to its high degree of abstraction and generalization, the intermediate 
converter model usually is more complex to apply. Also, due to the intermediate converter node, 
extra transit delay may be introduced, which renders its performance lower than that of the end 
node conversion such as the layer substitution model. 
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Figure 12: Intermediate Converter 

Many ad hoc protocol conversion algorithms use this intermediate conversion node model (Fran- 
cois and Potocki, 1983; Greenback, 1986; Rodriguez, 1988; Rose and Cass, 1987). Since the ad 
hoc conversion algorithms cannot be applied to protocols other than their original targets, they are 
proven to be very expensive and limited. Oü the other hand, following Green's pioneering work in 
(Green, 1986), many algorithms based on formal methods have been proposed in the past decade. 
It is believed that to solve the protocol conversion problem efficiently and once for all, the formal 
method should be used. Most of the formal methods use this intermediate converter model. The 
detail of protocol conversion formal methods is provided in the second part of this article (Section 6 
to Section 9). 

4    Interconnection of Low to Medium Speed Networks 

4.1    ISO Standard 

Multiple X.25 WANs can be interconnected by gateways based on X.75 (Halsall, 1992), which is es- 
sentially a connection-oriented protocol. On the other hand, X.25 can operate in either a connection- 
oriented mode or in a pseudo-connectionless mode by using fast select and its packet-layer protocol 
can be used to interconnect LANs as an internet-wide protocol. In mid-1980s, ISO adopted the 
internetwork protocol standard, ISO 8473, which provides connectionless service (from X.25). This 
connectionless service contrasts with the connection-oriented X.75 service. There are a number of 
advantages to the connectionless approach (Stallings, 1994): 
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• A connectionless internet facility is flexible.   It can deal with a variety of networks, some of 
which are themselves connectionless. 

• A connectionless internet service can be made highly robust. This is basically the same argu- 
ment made for a datagram network service versus a virtual circuit service. 

• The connectionless internet service is best for connectionless transport protocols. 

A model of using ISO IP in internetworking LANs is shown in Fig. 13.   Using ISO IP protocol, 
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Figure 13: ISO Internet Protocol Model 

the IP user requests transmission of a unit of data with N-UNITDATA.request user primitive. N- 
UNITDATA.indication is then used by IP to notify a user of the arrival of a data unit. The gateways 
can discard internetwork traffic in a variety of circumstances, such as transmission or format errors, 
congestion, or excessive delivery delay. It allows the sending system to receive an error report. The 
nature of a connectionless service requires a transport layer to organize internet traffic into reliable 
streams of PDUs. 

ISO IP uses the addressing scheme specified in ISO 8348, Addendum 2. The self-describing 
feature of a connectionless PDU allows any gateway to interpret the header easily: gateways receive 
internetwork PDUs from an attached subnetwork; after verifying the internetwork header, they use 
the internetwork information as a guide in processing the internetwork PDU. A major gateway 
operation is the selection of a next relay destination. Information included in the internet PDU and 
locally maintained routing data are the sources of information for the gateways. After a relay is 
determined, the internetwork PDU is encapsulated within another subnetwork PDU and sent to the 
next relay point of the end system. Segmentation may be used if the new subnetwork has restrictive 
size limitations. Subnetwork-specific addressing and framing are added to the enclosing subnet PDU. 

The PDU header is the fixed part of the internetwork PDU. The highlight of the ISO IP PDU 
format is shown in Fig. 14. The Type field indicates whether this is a Data (contains user data) or 
Error (contains error report) PDU. The address part of the PDU is mandatory. The source and des- 
tination addresses are variable-length fields, and the source address follows the destination address. 
Each internetwork address is preceded by an octet that tells its length (ISO 8348, Addendum 2, 
specifies the addressing structures). The Segment Offset is used when the original data is segmented 
into several PDUs due to the length restriction in subnetworks; it tells the relative position of a 

/ 
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Figure 14: ISO IP PDU Header 

segment in the data field of the reassembled PDU. Reassembly is intended to be performed at the 
destination. Reassembly at an intermediate point is not forbidden, however. The Data Unit Id is 
assigned by the sender and stays with all segments, even if they undergo subsequent segmentation. 
During the segmentation, the offset is adjusted accordingly. 

In addition to ISO 8473, ISO IP is also based on an associated connectionless SNICP (Subnetwork 
Independent Convergence Protocol), which is defined in ISO 8475. In general, ISO 8475 is an 
internet-wide, connectionless, subnetwork-independent convergence* protocol. Besides a full set of 
internetworking protocols, there are two other sets: the inactive network layer protocol and the 
non-segmenting protocol. 

The inactive network layer protocol is the connectionless protocol often used with LANs and is 
intended for applications involving a single network. Thus the source and destination end systems are 
both connected to the same network so none of the harmonizing functions (such as re-encapsulation) 
are required (Halsall, 1992). The non-segmenting protocol is intended for use in internets that consist 
of subnetworks which have the maximum packet size less than or equal to that of a single internet 
protocol data unit (NS-user data unit - NSDU). Clearly, the segmentation function associated with 
the protocol is not required in this case. 

In practice, ISO IP is based on the internet protocol that has been developed as part of research 
into internetworking funded by the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA). DoD 
IP is described in the next sub-section. 

4.2    DoD Standard 

The early DARPA internet, ARPANET, was used to interconnect the computer networks associated 
with a small number of research and university sites with those of DARPA. When it came into 
being in the early 1970s, ARPANET involved just a small number of networks and associated host 
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computers. Since then, the internet has grown steadily. Instead of just a number of mainframe 
computers at each site, there are now large numbers of worksations. Moreover, the introduction of 
LANs means that there are now several thousand networks/subnets. ARPANET is now linked to 
other internets. The combined internet, which is jointly funded by a number of agencies, is thus 
known simply as the Internet. 

The Internet Protocol (IP) is the name given to the protocol standard developed by DoD (Depart- 
ment of Defense) as part of the DARPA internet project. Other than IP, the Internet also includes 
transport and application protocols which are now used as the basis of many other commercial and 
research networks. The complete protocol suite used in the Internet is known as TCP/IP (Trans- 
mission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol). As discussed in the previous sub-section, ISO IP is 
specified after DoD IP. Consequently, the general protocol model of DoD IP is similar to that of ISO 
IP shown in Fig. 13, with the exception that the lower layers of the Internet do not have to be the 
X.25 protocols. 

In DoD terminology, each protocol data unit transmitted across the Internet is called datagram. 
The Internet datagram format is shown in Fig. 15.   The type of service plays the same role of 
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Total Length 
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Header Checksum 

Source Address 

Destination Address 

Options 

Data 
(maximum 65536 bytes) 

Figure 15: The Internet Datagram Header 

the quality of service parameter used in ISO networks. The identification field is used to allow a 
destination host to relate different datagrams to the same user message. The flags and fragment offset 
are used when original user data need to be fragmented into smaller datagrams during transmission. 
The protocol field is used to enable the destination IP to pass the datagram to the required protocol 
since there are more than one protocol associated with the TCP/IP protocol suite. Finally, the 
options field is used in some datagrams for functions such as error reporting, debugging and route 
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redirection. 

Like ISO IP, DoD IP is an internet-wide protocol. It enables two transport protocol entities 
resident in different end systems/hosts to exchange message units (NSDUs) in a transparent way. 
This means that the presence of multiple, possibly different, networks/subnets and intermediate 
systems/gateways is completely transparent to both communicating transport entities. As DoD IP 
is a connectionless protocol, message units (datagrams) are transferred using an unacknowledged 
best-try approach. 

The network services provided by the Internet can be classified as either application level internet 
service or network level internet service (Comer, 1995). From the view point of a user, the Internet 
appears to be a set of application programs that use the network to carry out useful communication 
tasks. Most users that access the Internet by invoking application programs without understanding 
the Internet technology or even the path their data travels to its destination; they rely on the 
application programs to handle such details. Only programmers who write such application programs 
view the Internet as a network and need to understand the details of the technology. The most 
popular and widespread Internet application programs include: Electronic mail, file transfer and 
remote login. 

At the network level, the Internet provides two broad types of service that all application programs 
use. They include connectionless packet delivery service and reliable stream transport service. 

The connectionless packet delivery service forms the basis for all other Internet services. This 
service routes small messages from one machine to another based on address information carried in 
the message. Because the connectionless service routes each packet separately, it does not guarantee 
reliable delivery. Also because it usually maps directly onto the underlying hardware, the connec- 
tionless service is extremely efficient. More importantly, this service makes the Internet protocols 
adaptable to a wide range of network hardware. 

The reliable stream transport service is needed because most applications require the Internet to 
recover from transmission errors, lost packets, or failures of intermediate machines along the path. 
With the stream transport service, an application on one computer is allowed to establish a connection 
with an application on another to send a large volume of data across as if it were a permanent, direct 
hardware connection. Underneath, of course, the Internet protocols divide the stream of data into 
small messages and send them, one at a time, waiting for the receiver to acknowledge reception. 

As reported in (Comer, 1995), the characteristics of the Internet services are described as follows: 

• Network technology independent - While the Internet is based on conventional packet switching 
technology, it is independent of any particular vendor's hardware. Most importantly, the 
Internet includes a variety of network technologies ranging from networks designed to operate 
within a single building to those designed to span large distances. 

• Universal interconnection - The Internet allows any pair of computers to which it attaches to 
communicate. Each computer is assigned an address that is universally recognized throughout 
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the Internet. Each datagram carries the addresses of its source and destination. The destination 
address is used to make routing decisions. 

• End-to-End acknowledgements - The Internet protocols provide acknowledgements between 
the source and ultimate destination instead of between successive machines along the path, 
even when the two machines do not connect to a common physical network. 

• Application program standards - In addition to the basic transport-level services (like reliable 
stream connections), the Internet includes standards for many common applications. Thus, 
when designing application programs that use the Internet, programmers often find that exist- 
ing software provides the communication services they need. 

In terms of internetworking with dissimilar networks, the DoD IP protocol provides a number of 
core functions and associated procedures to carry out the various harmonizing functions: 

• Fragmentation and reassembly - This is concerned with issues relating to the transfer of user 
messages across subnetworks which support smaller packet sizes than the user data. 

e Routing - To perform the routing function, the IP in each source host must know the location 
of the internet gateway or local router that is attached to the same network. Also, the IP in 
each gateway must know the route to be followed to each other subnetworks. 

• Error reporting - When routing or reassembling datagrams within a host or gateway, the IP 
may discard some datagrams. This function is concerned with reporting such occurrences back 
to the IP in the source host and with a number of other reporting functions. 

DoD IP has been in use since the mid-1970s and is available in many types of equipment. All the 
TCP/IP protocol specifications are publicly available, as a result of which the Internet is by far the 
largest currently operational internet based on an open standard. 

4.3    Conversion Between TCP and ISO Transport Protocol 

Since TCP/IP was adopted as official DoD internetworking standard in 1978, it has become more 
and more popular and been broadly used in both military and civilian applications for many years. 
In the meantime, the need for the growing ISO community to interoperate with the existing TCP 
community has also been increasing steadily. In general, the TCP standard corresponds roughly 
to the ISO Class 4 Transport Protocol. Thus, the conversion between TCP and the ISO Class 4 
Transport Protocol has been considered as a reasonable step toward the interoperability between the 
ISO and TCP protocols. In (Groenback, 1986), the feasibility of such conversion is examined and 
the result is introduced in this sub-section. 

The conversion model proposed in (Groenback, 1986), in the context of the OSI basic reference 
model, is shown in Fig. 16. The notations used in Fig. 16 are explained as follows: 
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Figure 16: TCP - ISO Conversion Model 

A - Application layer protocols (common to all systems) 

P - Presentation layer protocols (common to all systems) 

S - ISO session sub-layer protocols excluding orderly release (common to all systems) 

S-OR - ISO session orderly release sub-layer 

TP4 - ISO class 4 transport protocol 

TCP - DoD transmission control protocol 

IP - DoD internet protocol 

N\ - DoD subnetwork protocol 

7V2 - ISO network layer 

L\ - DoD link layer 

£2 - ISO link layer 

Pi - DoD physical layer 

Pi - ISO physical layer 

The strategy adopted in this internetwork conversion example is to compare the service provided 
by TCP to that provided by ISO protocols (Greenback, 1984), and then sketch a conversion procedure 
which retains the end-to-end significance of the protocols. The similarity of the two transport 
protocols makes it possible to achieve this with only minor restrictions to the service supported. The 
common subset for which the conversion takes place includes the ISO Session Orderly Release, and 
appears sufficiently powerful for most applications. 
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Interoperability over the subnetwork boundaries is not required in Layers 1-3 (inclusive) of the 
OSI model. This is because these layers deal with node-to-node and intranetwork functions. The 
main exception to this is the global addressing which functionally belongs to the Internet sub-layer 
of the Network layer. The implementation of the Internet sub-layer is not generally mandatory 
(although it is a requirement in the U.S. DoD environment), but an internet address must be carried 
across the different subnetworks, either by the Network layer or the Transport layer. 

Note that in Fig. 16, it is shown that every host has the same protocols in all layers above the 
Network layer to achieve host-level interoperability. Without such assumption, conversion would be 
quite impossible. It is discussed in (Groenback, 1986) that without common high level protocols, 
the conversion has to be done for all layers. However, the higher protocol layers (those above the 
Transport layer) are so diverse that an all-embracing protocol conversion which retains the end-to- 
end conditions for every layer is not feasible. Moreover, even though such an all layer converter 
can be constructed, it would act as an intermediate store-and-forward unit due to its complexity 
and conversion delay introduced. This implies that the store-and-forward unit would have to be 
responsible for delivery of data to the real end systems. Such an arrangement would not be suitable 
for certain applications in which survivability and delay are critical. 

Therefore, the conversion which retains the end-to-end operation must be without intermediate 
thrusted relay, and this should take place at a layer for which it is possible to establish the end- 
to-end conditions for all subsequent lower layers. In this example, the conversion is performed at 
the Transport layer which maintains the end-to-end conditions for a common subset of the services 
provided by the TCP and ISO protocols. 

Interested reader should refer to (Groenback, 1986) for the conversion algorithm, which is in the 
form of an extended finite-state machine (EFSM) with descriptions of transitions and actions for 
every state/event combination. Finally, it was claimed that the algorithm is no more complex than 
that of the more complicated of TCP and ISO protocols due to a great deal of similarity between 
the two protocols and the power of common service subset. 

4.4    SNA Network Interconnection 

Systems Network Architecture (SNA) allows terminals and application programs to communicate 
with one another. This network was introduced in 1974 by IBM and its functions have been con- 
tinuously enhanced. While the intranetwork capabilities of the SNA networks were enhanced during 
its early years (Sundstrom and Schultz, 1980), there was also a growing need to interconnecting 
multiple SNA networks to allow broader coverage. In (Benjamin et al., 1983), J. Benjamin et al. 
introduced the SNA interconnection functions. The approach adopted by them is a typical example 
of homogeneous network interconnection, which supports transparent interconnections among users 
on different networks; i.e. a communication user need not be aware that a session partner is in a 
separate network. In this sub-section, the basic SNA concepts are briefly reviewed and then homo- 
geneous SNA network interconnections are discussed based on the solution proposed in (Benjamin 

et al., 1983). 
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Essentially, SNA defines logical entities that are related to the physical entities in a network 
and specifies the rules for interaction among those logical entities. The logical entities of an SNA 
network include network addressable units and the path control network that connects them. Network 
addressable units communicate with one another using logical connections called sessions, as shown 
in Fig. 17.  The three types of Network Addressable Units (NAUs) are the Logical Unit (LU), the 
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Figure 17: SNA Network 

Physical Unit (PU), and the System Service Control Point (SSCP): 

• LU - An LU is a port through which end users may access the SNA network. An end user can 
use an LU to communicate with one another and request services of an SSCP. 

• PU - A PU is a component that manages the resources of a node in cooperation with an SSCP. 

• SSCP - This is a focal point for configuration management, problem determination, and direc- 
tory services for end users. 

Each message sent to a network addressable unit is prefixed by a transmission header, which 
includes address of the NAU. The address consists of two parts, the subarea field and the element 
field. Each major node in the network is defined as a subarea node. The subarea field of the network 
address is used to route a message in the path control network from origin subarea to destination 
subarea, possibly through some intermediate subareas. The destination subarea then delivers the 
message to the appropriate network addressable unit by using the element field of the address. 

In addition to a network address, each NAU has a network name. A network name is a symbolic 
identifier used to refer to a NAU. Thus, each network has a name space and an address space. An 
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SSCP directory service consists of mapping names to addresses for those NAUs in the SSCP's domain 
of control. A cooperative directory service is provided within each SSCP in the network to resolve 
mapping of names to addresses between domains, so that a directory entry at one SSCP points to 
the SSCP that can provide the resolution. 

In the SNA network, when a session is set up between end users in different subareas, a particular 
physical path through the network's subareas and links is determined. The selection of the path is 
made indirectly through the specification of a class-of-service name. This symbolic name designates 
desired communication characteristics, such as path security, transmission priority, or bandwidth. 
The class-of-service name is mapped to a list of virtual routes, any one of which can be selected 
for the session. A virtual route is a logical connection between the two end users' subarea nodes. 
It supports protocols that provide data integrity, network transmission priority, and flow control 
functions. 

A virtual route is itself mapped to a set of links and nodes called an explicit route. The explicit 
route is the physical path that is used by the session. An explicit route may be shared by multiple 
virtual routes. In addition, each virtual route can be shared by multiple sessions. 

Most SNA networks evolve with different address-splits and user-selected logical-unit names. For 
traffic to flow between the networks, route definitions are required, which would not be possible if 
there are ambiguities caused by duplicate addresses; i.e. the duplication of LU names would make 
session initiation request ambiguous. Therefore, in this typical example of homogeneous SNA network 
interconnection, a gateway between networks to translate names and addresses is necessary to resolve 
the naming ambiguity. Viewed from any one of the interconnected networks, the gateway is a part 
of that network. In addition, the gateway's participation in other networks need not be known to a 
given network. The address and name translation are performed at the gateway and are transparent 
to the networks it connects. More specifically, this translation is performed on the addresses in the 
transmission header of all messages sent on internetwork sessions. LUs and SSCPs in one network are 
given alias addresses in the gateway to allow their representation in another network. Thus, routes 
are independently defined in each network, and the gateway serves as a virtual route end point. In 
this example, to prevents one network from taking control of another network's resources, PUs are 
not represented by alias addresses in the gateway. 

The use of alias addresses in the gateway to represent LUs and SSCPs in other networks limits 
the number of such resources that can be concurrently addressed. This limit is the number of element 
addresses in the gateway subarea. This limitation is achieved through dynamic use of the element 
addresses in the gateway subarea. At session termination, when there is no further need for the 
address, an alias name is returned to the free pool so that it may subsequently represent a different 
network addressable unit. Thus, the number of successively addressable NAUs is not limited. The 
apparent number of terminals or application programs accessible to each end user increases above 
what is normally available within one SNA network. 

Alias addresses allow communication with NAUs in other networks as though they were part 
of the same network. Similarly, alias names can be used to represent other network names to 
avoid ambiguities that would otherwise result from duplicate names in the networks. The address 
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translation is done by the gateway at the path control layer of the SNA protocol. Since it does not 
affect the session protocols, network independency and autonomy are preserved with this approach. 

4.5    Conversion Between OSI and SNA 

In the previous sub-section, an approach to interconnecting homogeneous SNA networks was intro- 
duced. In this sub-section, an example of heterogeneous interconnection of SNA with an OSI network 
is discussed. 

As OSI becomes an international standard, it is gaining support in both industry and government 
agencies since one of the major applications of OSI is to act as an intermediary between heterogeneous 
networks. By now, OSI is a reality and, the growth in its market acceptance during the recent years 
has been reinforced by the increasing availability of OSI products from a wide spectrum of computer 
manufacturers. In (Sy et al., 1987), the interconnection of OSI networks with SNA networks is 
discussed. Also explored are fundamental relationships between SNA Logical Unit (LU) type 6.2 
and OSI session and transport layers. 

As discussed in the previous sub-section, LU is a port into the SNA network through which an 
end-user can communicate with other end-users. There are several LU types, differing in the specific 
SNA protocols and options supported. LU type 1 is for a session between an application program 
and a terminal. LU type 2 is for a session between an application program and a display using the 
IBM"'3270 data stream. LU type 3 is for a session between an application program and a printer 
using the IBM 3270 data stream. LU type 4 is for a session between an application program and 
a terminal or a session between two terminals. LU type 6 is for a session between two application 
programs. 

LU type 6.2 is a relatively later addition to the SNA architecture (compared to other SNA LUs). 
It goes further than previous LU types. In addition to defining a rationalized subset of the protocols, 
it also (Mairs, 1990): 

• provides a distributed operating platform for transaction programs. 

• presents a rigorously defined service boundary to transaction programs. 

• interfaces with other facilities of the local environment such as database managers, to coordinate 
synchronization and security. 

• provides many performance features and options. 

• offers peer-to-peer communication which is conceptually the same as that offered by OSI. 

• has a well-defined interface which makes mapping comparatively easier than with the other LU 
types. 
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The approach taken in (Sy et al., 1987) to interconnect SNA and OSI networks is to perform 
protocol conversion between the LU type 6.2 and OSI protocols. To do so, the common functions of 
SNA and OSI are identified, which include: 

• OSI session connection with SNA LU type 6.2 conversation. 

• OSI transport connection with SNA LU type 6.2 session. 

Although the terminologies are different, many of the functions supported are similar. These iden- 
tified functions, in turn, become the basic mapping between the SNA and OSI architectures. Based 
upon the function mapping identified, an OSI-SNA gateway/converter can then be constructed. 
From a very high level, a typical example of using such protocol conversion based upon function 
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Figure 18: SNA - OSI Protocol Conversion 

mapping between SNA and OSI networks is shown in Fig. 18. 

Since the conversion between SNA LU type 6.2 and OSI protocols provides a general commu- 
nication path between SNA and OSI networks, it is important to realize that SNA LU type 6.2, in 
the same way as an OSI protocol layer, is only a platform upon which applications that perform 
useful functions can be built. It is not in itself a complete facility, but only the plumbing. Some of 
the applications that reside above LU type 6.2 are provided by IBM and others will be user-written 
transactions. 

In Fig. 18, the same high level protocols are used in both SNA and OSI systems such that only the 
lower layers need to be converted. It is pointed out in (Mairs, 1990) that it is not always possible to 
identify the appropriate SNA application to which a gateway should be built. For example, there are 
many IBM file transfer products (e.g. DSX, RJE, ADCS, SSS, CICS/BDI); it is not clear whether 
FTAM of OSI can be mapped on to any of them. As a result, most protocol converter/gateway 
usually convert only the lower layers as the LU-6.2/OSI converter discussed in this example. It 
implies awareness of the foreign architecture in at least one of the networks as shown in Fig. 18. 

The conceptual structure of the proposed gateway is shown in Fig. 19. The structure consists of 
three components: 
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i OSI Element - the portion of the OSI-SNA gateway that communicates with the partner OSI 
node. It only handles OSI protocol, and is divided into two subcomponents, the Session Layer 
Sub-Element (OSI-SL) and the Transport Layer Sub-Element (OSI-TL). 

» SNA Element - the portion of the OSI-SNA gateway that communicates with the partner SNA 
node. It only handles SNA LU type 6.2 protocol. 

• Protocol Conversion Element (PCE) - the portion of the OSI-SNA gateway that converts OSI 
protocol to SNA LU type 6.2 protocol and vice versa. It is divided into two subcomponents, 
the PCE Session Sub-Element (PCE-SSE) and the PCE Transport Sub-Element (PCE-TSE). 
PCE-SSE converts OSI session protocol to SNA LU type 6.2 protocol and vice versa. PCE-TSE 
converts OSI Transport protocol to SNA LU-6.2 session activation/deactivation protocol and 
vice versa. 

Between these components, there are six boundaries defined in this OSI-SNA gateway: 

• SSE-SL - used for communication between PCE-SSE and OSI-SL and is based on OSI session 
service primitives. 

• SSE-SNA - used for communication between PCE-SSE and SNA element and is based on the 
SNA LU type 6.2 conversation verbs. 

• TSE-TL - used for communication between PCE-TSE and OSI-TL and is a subset of the OSI 
transport service primitives. 

• SL-TL - used for communication between OSI-SL and OSI-TL and is the remaining subset of 
the OSI transport service primitives. 
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• TSE-SNA - used for communication between PCE-TSE and the SNA element and deals with 
the establishment and the release of an SNA LU-6.2 session. 

• TSE-SL - used for communication between PCE-TSE and OSI-SL and is a subset of the OSI 
transport service primitives. This subset deals with the establishment and release of an OSI 
transport connection. 

With such a gateway, when an incoming command related to the establishment of OSI transport 
connection is received by the gateway from the partner OSI node, it is changed to the appropriate 
service primitive, which is then forwarded to PCE-TSE. If the transport connection has been estab- 
lished and the command is related to the session of higher layers, the command is changed to the 
appropriate service primitives, which is forwarded to OSI-SL. OSI-SL then generates the appropriate 
service primitive, which is forwarded to PCE-SSE. 

When the command is from the partner SNA node and is related to the establishment of an SNA 
LU type 6.2 session, an appropriate service primitive will be forwarded to PCE-TSE. If the SNA LU 
type 6.2 session has been established and the incoming command is related to a conversation, the 
appropriate parameters will be forwarded to PCE-SSE. 

The gateway design introduced in this sub-section is the result of a joint study between IBM 
Japan and NTT (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation) in 1984. Other than the basic 
operations just discussed, also included in the study are issues such as address translation between 
SNA and OSI networks, exception handling, etc. 

Another example of heterogeneous internetworking with SNA networks is discussed in (Zoline and 
Lidinsky, 1985), in which a similar protocol conversion approach as described in this sub-section is 
proposed to interconnect SNA networks with XNS networks, which are vendor proprietary networks 
from Xerox. Yet another SNA heterogeneous internetworking example is studied in (Wakayama 
et al., 1985), in which the interconnection of SNA networks with DCNA networks is examined. 
The approach taken in (Wakayama et al., 1985) is quite unique, which does not perform protocol 
conversion between SNA and DCNA protocols directly. Instead, the OSI is used as an intermediary 
protocol and the concepts and functions of both SNA and DCNA networks are mapped onto that of 
OSI. Interested readers should refer to (Wakayama et al., 1985) for details. 

4.6    LAN Interconnection Through MAN: ExpressMAN 

Since the last decade, interconnection of various LANs (Local Area Networks) has been an active 
research area. In (Borgonovo, 1987), issues of using MAN (Metropolitan Area Networks) as LAN 
interconnection backbone was examined and an alternative MAN architecture, ExpressMAN, is pro- 
posed as an interconnecting network. In this sub-section, the approach adopted in ExpressMAN 
architecture is discussed. 

In the 1980s, most LANs are packet-switching systems connecting several devices located in a 
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restricted area. The common architectural design of these systems uses the broadcast capability as 
the simplest way of avoiding switching centers such as those used in wide area networks (WANs). 
However, it is commonly understood that the broadcast capability places a severe constraint on 
the bandwidth utilization in the metropolitan service (Borgonovo, 1987). In fact, due to the high 
degree of traffic locality expected, bandwidth is better exploited by networks which allow parallel 
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Figure 20: Expressnet Unidirectional Taps 

transmissions (defined later in this sub-section).  In general, the architectures proposed for MANs 
thai allow parallelism basically fall into two classes: 

• The first class is Hierarchical structure which is a collection of LANs connected by backbone 
networks (Yang and Mark, 1986). High speed bridges or gateways are the building blocks of 
these structures. No constraints are placed on the architecture of the connected LANs. Thus, 
it is a very general approach. However, to design the bridges and gateways fast enough to cope 
with the expected traffic amount is a challenging task. 

• The second class envisages the MAN as a whole, rather than a collection of LANs. For example, 
it includes networks using mesh topology (Maxemchuk, 1985) similar to the wide-area packet 
switching networks; but, unlike the packet switching WANs, they do not need to store packets. 
These networks present regular topologies and use simple routing algorithms which allow for 
very fast switching. Transmission parallelism and a high degree of connection reliability are 
assured by multiple paths existing between any pair of nodes. 

ExpressMAN is an alternative MAN architecture which lies halfway between the above two 
classes. While it can be seen as a collection of LANs connected by a backbone broadcast network, 
it uses neither bridges nor network storage facilities. Instead, the elements connecting a LAN to the 
backbone are simple switches which can be dynamically set to change the topology of the network 
which appears either as a unique bus or as several disjoined bus structures for local connection. 

Specifically, the ExpressMAN access algorithm is based on the Expressnet access mechanism 
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(Fratta et al., 1981; Tobagi et at., 1983). Expressnet is a unidirectional bus broadcast network. Its 
transmission medium consists of two main channels, a Write (W) and a Read (R) channel, which are 
joined by a connection channel in such a way that the signal on both R and W channels always flows 

Local Control 
Unit 

(LCU) 

Figure 21: ExpressMAN Topology 

in the same direction. Stations are connected to the bus through three unidirectional taps (Fig. 20): 
a Transmission tap (W-TAP) on the W channel, a Sense tap (S-TAP) to sense upstream activity on 
the W channel, and a Read tap (R-TAP) on the R channel. An implicit token which starts cyclically 
at the upstream end of the W channel, propagates downstream to collect the transmitted packets 
sequentially which form a packet train. At the end of the W channel, the train is forwarded to the R 
channel and received by all the stations. A station starts transmitting upon detecting EOC (end of 
carries on the S-TAP) from the W-channel. In the meantime, it continues to monitor the upstream 
activity on the S-TAP. If a BOC (begin of carrier) is detected, the transmission is aborted and the 
procedure is repeated. The EOT (end of train) on the R-channel event is said to occur whenever the 
silence period observed at the end of a packet exceeds a preset number of seconds. The EOT event 
triggers the transmission of stations in the same way as EOC does and a distributed train restart 
occurs. 

ExpressMAN, which uses the aforementioned Expressnet access mechanism, distinguishes be- 
tween long distance and local trains. Routing facilities are completely avoided. A simple routing 
task is performed by the medium access unit of the transmitting station which is only required to 
recognized whether the packet is either directed locally or not and to transmit it onto the correct 
train. A very appealing feature of the network is that local communication is allowed to take the 
bandwidth unused by long distance trains, thereby increasing bandwidth efficiency. This is so called 
parallel transmission. 

ExpressMAN are configured in a Read and a Write channel as in Expressnet. It is based on 
several local structures which connect the stations belonging to the same cluster, and a backbone 
structure connecting the clusters as shown in Fig. 21. The connections between local and backbone 
buses is achieved through local control units (LCUs).   The LCUs are switching units able to set 
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different connections between the backbone channels and the local channels. When connections are 
set up as in Fig. 22, the network appears as a single Expressnet structure and allows long distance 
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Figure 22: Long Distance LCU Configuration 

(LD) trains to circulate. LD trains are those who have different source and destination clusters. In 
Fig. 23, the LCUs are set up to form multiple local Expressnets, one for each cluster of stations, 
which allow different local (LO) trains to circulate independently. 
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Figure 23: Local LCU Configuration 

The ExpressMAN access protocol has two cycles and the network configuration is alternatively 
changed by LCUs at the start of each cycle. In the first cycle, an LD train is launched which 
propagates on the LD network configuration. In the second cycle, which lasts a fixed amount of 
time, one or more LO trains are launched separately at each cluster and propagate on the LO 
configurations, thus enforcing parallel transmissions. 
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The information needed to drive both the station access units and LCUs is extracted, as in 
Expressnet, from the carrier sense signals available on the Write and Read channels. LCUs sense on 
the Read channel at the downstream end of the local bus. A means to distinguish between LD and 
LO trains must be provided (e.g. different locomotive lengths may be used). 

By means of simple switches, ExpressMAN can be dynamically rearranged either as a single 
bus or as a multiple bus structure to connect users grouped in clusters. It retains the features of 
Expressnet, but in addition, exploits the traffic locality by allowing parallel transmissions. Still, it 
is a broadcast network, and therefore does not require routing facilities (such as bridges). It is an 
alternative to a hierarchical structure which is usually used in interconnection of homogeneous LANs. 
Finally, it is reported in (Borgonovo, 1987) that ExpressMAN achieves a bandwidth efficiency close 
to that attained by a hierarchical MAN with less complexity (since there is no routing needed in 
ExpressMAN mechanisms). 

4.7    Other Examples of LAN Interconnection 

The examples described in previous sub-sections are only a few of the hundreds of previous work 
done by many researchers. Still, there are many other related works which cannot be discussed in 
this article due to its space limitation, but are important to the evolvement of the internetworking 
research. For example, in (Dowd and Jabbour, 1987), Dowd et al. exploited LAN interconnection 
from a different angle. Their approach is based on a hypercube topology and independent of the 
protocol implemented at each LAN. Their hypercube approach combines the advances in static 
interconnection topology, demand assignment multiple access protocols, and the availability of high 
bandwidth fiber optic channels, to create a structure capable of interconnecting a large number of 
LANs with heavy traffic at a significant cost reduction over the point-to-point interconnection. 

In the rest of this sub-section, a few more of internetworking examples will be briefly described. 
Interested readers should refer to the original work for details. 

In (Albanese et al., 1986), Albanese et al. proposed an architecture for a transparent gateway 
between a MAN composed of a Fasnet operating at 140 Mbits/s and LANs composed of Ethernets 
operating at 10 Mbits/s. The use of this gateway is also considered for interconnecting MANs. In 
(Chiou and Liu, 1986), Chiou and Liu proposed a GATENET transportation system to provide inter- 
network voice/data communication based upon a unique hierarchical integration of the internetwork 
gateways. In (Sze, 1985), Sze proposed a MAN that covers a campus environment and integrates 
voice, data and video under a single transmission medium. The transmission is achieved through a 
single media-access scheme. The use of bridges as integral components in the media-access control 
layer is discussed. 

In (Stockman, 1993), Stockman described the versions and goals for building the Global Internet 
eXchange (GIX) whose concept is based on the vision of the homogeneous Internet to give maximal 
connectivity and maximal flexibility. Maximal connectivity is where anyone can talk to anyone 
anywhere at any given time.  Maximal flexibility is where every organization that participates can 
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easily set its own rules and easily implement them. In (Cain and Cerf, 1983), Cain and Cerf outlined 
the principles on which the U.S. DoD packet Internet architecture is based and characterized some 
of the protocols which implement the architecture. 

In (Casoria, 1985), Casoria investigated the aspects of interconnection and services in office 
communication. A private network connected to public telecommunications networks is considered. 
Also, in (Chew, 1983), Chew reviewed the methods for network interconnection and the characteris- 
tic difference between LANs and public telecommunication networks. The key issues associated with 
LAN-public network internetworking are discussed. A preferred approach and its state of develop- 
ment were also described. 

In (Adams et al., 1981), Adams et al. described an architecture for interconnecting a set of local 
area networks to cover a wide area. Links are provided by a broadcast satellite network. In (Dunn, 
1984), the general approaches taken in the design of a LAN to WAN gateway are discussed and a 
specific implementation based on proprietary products is described. 

Finally, in (Cheng and Robertazzi, 1987), Cheng and Robertazzi provided an annotated bibliog- 
raphy of interconnection articles. In the bibliography, the interconnection of local area networks and 
interconnection by means of metropolitan area networks are emphasized. 

5    Interconnection of High-Speed Networks 

Standards for high-speed subnetworks with efficient medium access control (MAC) protocols have 
been developed, including the fiber-distributed data interface (FDDI) and the distributed queue dual 
bus (DQDB). Prototype LANs and MANs operating at speeds in excess of 1 Gb/s are also being 
constructed (Kung, 1992). Such LANs can be used as backbones for the interconnection of existing 
LANs. LAN interconnection is normally carried out using either MAC-layer bridges or network- 
layer routers. In terms of high speed transmission, the routers have the drawbacks of a lower frame 
forwarding/relaying rate, even though they provide added functionality over bridges. Consequently, 
bridges have become increasingly important for the interconnection of high-speed networks in the 
gigabit range (Ahmad and Halsall, 1993). 

On the other hand, using different technology, the ATM (asynchronous transfer mode) network 
has also been proposed to interconnect high speed MANs such as DQDB networks to cover larger 
areas. In 1988, CCITT agreed that B-ISDN would be based on ATM, basically because of the high 
flexibility of ATM to support all potential services (Prycker, 1990). In 1993, CCITT agreed on a series 
of 13 standards, defining all the basics of ATM (Prycker, 1990). In the meantime, MAN standards 
and SMDS/CBDS (Switched Multimegabit Data Services/Connectionless Broadband Data Service) 
standards were defined by IEEE and ANSI. They are aligned to ATM, like MAN, or are planned to 
use ATM as a bearer for SMDS/CBDS (Prycker, 1992). 

In this section, high speed bridges/routers, ATM backbones and some related issues on high 
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speed network interconnection are discussed. 

5.1    Routing 

Routing has been one of the most studied issues in bridged high-speed local-area networks. Among 
different routing schemes, source routing (Sunshine, 1977), transparent spanning tree (IEEE, 1989), 
and transparent source routing (Ahmad and Halsall, 1993) are discussed in this sub-section. 

5.1.1     Source Routing 

Source routing provides a table-free solution that applies especially well to multiply connected mesh 
topologies and dynamic station location (Pitt and Winkler, 1987; Sunshine, 1977). In this scheme, 
each frame contains a description of the route consisting of the LANs and bridges the frame must 
traverse. Numbering the LANs and including their numbers in the frame make loops and multiple 
paths possible and numbering the bridges and including their numbers make parallel bridges between 
the same two LANs possible. LAN numbers can be arbitrary binary numbers, but must be unique 
in the bridged LAN. Bridge numbers can also be unstructured and need to be unique only between 
the same two LANs. 

A route from a source station to a destination station consists of a sequence of route designators, 
each comprising a LAN number and an adjacent-next-bridge number. A bridge scans the routing 
information field of a frame for its bridge number between the numbers of the two LANs it joins to 
determine how it should forward the received frame. 

The routing information is acquired dynamically by the LAN stations, which in cooperation with 
the bridges, learn, maintain, and transmit the routing sequence. This scheme is called source routing 
because the source (transmitter) of every frame specifies the route to its destination. The concept 
applies to other types of networks, not just high-speed local-area networks (Sunshine, 1977; Haltzer 
et al, 1981). 

In the following, the example from (Pitt and Winkler, 1987) is used to demonstrate the source 
routing algorithm. In Fig 24, the bridged LAN consists of five bridges and four LANs: two buses 
and two rings. Each LAN has a unique identifier (1 to 4) and the bridges are labeled BO through 
B4. The bridges are labeled uniquely for convenience. In fact, only BO and Bl need to be distinctly 
numbered. LANs 1, 2 and 3 form a loop and bridges BO and Bl connect ring 1 and bus 2 in parallel. 
A route through LANs 1 and 3, abbreviated (1, 3), or via LANs (1, 2, 3) allows communication from 
station Si on ring 1 to station S2 on ring 3. The LAN sequences that each bridge is part of are listed 
as follows: 

• BO - (1,2) (1,2,3) (1,2,3,4) (3,1,2) (4,3,1,2) 

. Bl - (1,2) (1,2,3) (1,2,3,4) (3,1,2) (4,3,1,2) 
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Figure 24: Source Routing Example 

• B2 - (2,3) (2,3,4) (2,3,1) (1,2,3) (1,2,3,4) 

. B3 - (1,3) (1,3,2) (1,3,4) (2,1,3) (2,1,3,4)     . 

• B4 - (3,4) (1,3,4) (2,3,4) (1,2,3,4) (2,1,3,4) 

A bridge does not need to store or know these sequences, only the unique portion that is common 
to all LAN sequences that use it. For example, bridge B2 recognizes and forwards frames whose 
routing information includes LAN sequences (...,2,3,...) or (...,3,2,...). 

At initiation, each source end station learns the routing information by broadcasting a route 
discovery frame to explore all possible routes to the required destination; from the replies, the source 
station choose the optimal route, which is retained and used for subsequent transmissions to that 
destination. Source routing greatly reduces bridge processing overheads for routing frames, since 
bridges need not keep a routing table. However, the burden is shifted to end stations. As a result, 
applications need to be aware of the network interconnection status thereby increasing the complexity 
of application programs. 

5.1.2    Transparent Spanning Tree 

The transparent spanning tree algorithm involves three phases: learning end-station address, frame 
forwarding, and resolving possible loops in the topology by participation in the spanning tree algo- 
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rithm. 

On each port, a forwarding database is maintained by reading the source address from the head 
of all receiving frames. The bridge forwarding database contains a list of the group and individual 
station addresses, along with information relating these addresses to one or more of the bridge ports. 
When a frame is received at a port, the database is searched to determine if the destination MAC 
address in the frame header is present. 

If the destination address is present in the database, the frame is relayed to the appropriate 
port. If not, the frame is forwarded on all bridge port except the one on which it was received. All 
the bridges in a LAN implement the spanning tree algorithm and protocol to configure the active 
topology into a single spanning tree; selected bridge ports are set into the blocking state so there is 
at most one route between any two end stations. The information relating to the derivation of the 
spanning tree is exchanged between bridges using special frames known as bridge protocol data units 

(BPDUs). 

The advantage of transparent spanning tree scheme is that the routing need not be handled by 
each source node. Thus, it is transparent to end stations; i.e. end users need not be aware of the 
topologies of network interconnection and from users' viewpoint, every station is connected to the 
same single network. Consequently, the complexity of application programs is greatly reduced. 

On the other hand, one serious drawback of this approach is that when the interconnected network 
grows, the forwarding database can become very large which will impose high processing overhead on 
all the bridges in the interconnected LAN. Clearly, this issue will become more important as existing 
LAN's are upgraded and gigabit backbones introduced. Bridges will thus become bottlenecks. 

5.1.3    Transparent Source Routing 

To overcome the drawbacks of pure source routing and transparent spanning tree routing algorithms, 
the transparent source routing algorithm was proposed in (Ahmad and Halsall, 1993) to combine the 
advantages of both of the previous routing algorithms. 

In the transparent source routing algorithm, each bridge port, for forwarding and routing purpose, 
maintains two types of database: a local database, and a remote database. The local database only 
maintains station addresses that are active and attached to the corresponding local subnetwork 
which directly connects to the bridge through one of its ports; the remote database contains routing 
information only for those remote stations that are (active) communicating partners with any of 
its local stations. The routing information for a particular destination station consists of a series 
of identifiers of intermediate subnetworks and bridges. If more than one bridge is attached to the 
subnetwork, only the bridge providing the optimal route can route frames to a particular remote 
station. Hence, each entry in the remote database of a bridge port has a route status field indicating 
whether or not the bridge has a valid route to that station. 
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For a particular station with known routing information, even though there are multiple bridges 
to the same subnetwork, only the bridge providing the best route keeps the station address and 
associated routing information; it is given status V (valid) in the remote database of the port attached 
to that subnetwork, and the corresponding entry in all other bridges is set to D (denied). For a remote 
station for which a route is not yet known, only one bridge initiates route search for it and the station 
address in the remote database is assigned a status US (under-search) until the routing information 
is discovered; all other bridges on the same subnetwork keep the corresponding entry with a route 
status of B (blocked), and any frames addressed to these stations are discarded. 

The operation of transparent source routing algorithm is as follows. When a bridge receives a 
frame generated by a local station, it first reads the MAC destination address in the frame header. 
The local database is searched to determine if the destination address is present. If it is, the destina- 
tion station is attached to the same local subnetwork and the frame is discarded. If it is not, the local 
database of other ports are searched; if the destination address is present, the frame is forwarded to 
the appropriate subnetwork. 

If the destination address is not present in any of its local-port databases, the remote database 
of the source port is searched. If a valid route (status = V) to the destination station is present, the 
routing information is attached to the head of the frame and it is forwarded directly by the bridge. 
All the intermediate bridges, after reading the routing information present in the routing header, 
simply relay the frame to the next subnetwork on the route. The destination bridge removes the 
routing information from the frame and relays it to the destination segment. 

If the destination address is found in the remote database of the source port with status as US, 
or not found in any of the databases, the frame is broadcast to all bridge ports except the one on 
which it was received (assuming a loop free topology). If the destination address is found in the 
corresponding remote database but the route status is B or D, the frame is discarded. 

With the proposed scheme, only the local bridges of the two communicating stations keep routing 
information; unlike transparent bridges, all other intermediate bridges along the route between the 
two communicating stations keep nothing, which is particularly important for bridges connected to 
high-speed backbones. Also, unlike source routing, a station communicates with all other stations in 
a transparent way, i.e. the other stations do not find routes or retain any routing information. 

5.2    High Speed Backbones 

A backbone is a subnetwork to which no end systems (workstations, servers etc.) are normally 
connected. Backbone subnetworks are used soly for internetwork traffic. For interconnecting only 
a small number of network segments (as in a single building), backbones of the same type as the 
interconnected networks (CSMA/CD, token bus or token ring) can be used. As the number of 
interconnected subnetworks increases, there comes a point at which the transmission bandwidth 
required by the backbone to meet the internetwork traffic starts to exceed that available with the 
basic network types. To overcome this problem, backbones based on newer high-speed network types 
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are used. In general, such a high speed backbone subnetwork needs to interconnect subnetworks that 
are usually spread over a wider geographical area than a single building. An example is the FDDI 
LAN that interconnects various smaller LANs in a university campus or manufacturing plant. The 
resulting network is then known as an establishment or site backbone. Another example of the 
backbone network is using ATM networks to interconnect various high speed LANs across cities or 
states. Information superhighway has been proposed in recent years based upon this long-distance 
high-speed backbone concept. 

Traditionally, TDM multiplexers, multi-protocol routers, or X.25 switches have been used as 
multi-protocol backbones. In (Heinanen, 1992), using frame relay as a multi-protocol backbone 
interface is discussed. Prior to the advances in the ATM technology, frame relay (FR) is considered 
in 1992 as the most versatile and most cost effective of all the available backbone technologies. 

Frame Relay (FR) is a CCITT standardized connection-oriented data link access protocol (ITU, 
1991) that can be thought of as a light weight version of X.25. It operates with variable length 
packets called frames. FR interfaces providing LAN interconnect services support a maximum frame 
size of at least 1600 octets. FR guarantees that frames arrive at the destination error-free and in 
correct order, but it does not deal with lost frames nor try to recover erroneous frames. The frame 
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Figure 25: FR frame format 

format of FR is shown in Fig. 25 where the notations used are explained as follows: 

• DLCI - Data link connection identifier 

• CR - Command/response indicator 

• DE - Discard eligibility indicator 

• FC - Forward explicit congestion notification (FECN) 
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• BC - Backward explicit congestion notification (BECN) 

• FCS - Frame check sequence 

The detailed operations of FR are discussed in (ITU, 1991). 

In general, the key advantages of FR over other types of backbone is that on top of data link 
layers, customers can carry any network layer protocols and adopt any addressing schemes without 
fear of interference with other customers. Further, the selection of customer premise equipments 
(CPEs) is not limited to routers, since FR support is readily available, for example, for Ethernet 
and Token Ring bridges, X.25 switches, host computers, and communication controllers for SNA. 
In addition, because of FR's connection oriented nature, a per-frame accounting option is easy to 
implement. 

Despite of the advantages of FR technologies, with the increasing number of applications, higher 
and higher bit rates are required at network interconnections. Technology with higher transmission 
rate than that of FR is desired. Thus ATM has since received more and more attention as a 
network interconnection backbone. ATM employs cell relay (CR) technology which offers a higher 
transmission speed in the ranges as high as some Gb/s. In fact, in today's interconnection of high 
speed LANs, most of them are based on B-ISDN techniques, using the ATM (asynchronous transfer 
mode) cell relay principle. There are two options when using the cell relay technology (Prycker, 
1992). The first option, which is initially applicable to a metropolitan area is based on the MAN 
(metropolitan area network) technology as standardized by IEEE 802.6, This option is based on 
the DQDB (distributed queue dual bus) principle, and offers to the customer both high speed data 
interconnectivity and isochronous services. To cover larger areas than metropolitan ones, MANs can 
be connected by high speed leased lines, or by an ATM backbone network. 

Alternatively, another option of using the cell relay technology, with some complementarity to 
MANs, is called the ATM cross-connect network (Beau, 1991), which provides high speed inter- 
connection over a flexible virtual network. The virtual network is realized by providing a mesh 
network of semi-permanent virtual paths between end-users. As ATM inherently offers the flexibility 
of switching information asynchronously independently from the external transmission bit rate, var- 
ious transmission systems, of up to 622 Mbps (Prycker, 1992) can be accommodated. A multitude 
of telecommunication and data services at any bit rate, fixed or variable, (voice, video, LAN and 
mainframe interconnection) can be transported over this network. This option of using cell relay 
offers the customer semi-permanent high speed connectivity. It can also be used as an enhancement 
to MANs, to provide a backbone to connect multiple MANs. Such an ATM cross-connect network 
can be enhanced with SMDS/CBDS (Switched Multimegabit Data Services/Connectionless Broad- 
band Data Service) connectionless servers, to offer the customers full international high speed data 
connectivity. 

Both of the aforementioned cell relay options use the ATM transfer mode of B-ISDN and thus 
allow a gradual evolution to a full B-ISDN, in which each service can demand dynamically its virtual 
connection (or multiple virtual circuits for multimedia services). 
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5.3    Bandwidth Allocation in ATM Backbones 

In the evolutionary path to B-ISDN based on the Asynchronous Transfer Mode, the interconnection of 
LANs and MANs is one of the first high-speed applications. One of the difficulties in internetworking 
between LANs/MANs and ATM is that LANs and MANs use connectionless transfer mode, whereas 
ATM is a connection-oriented technique. In ATM, a virtual channel must be established before user 
data can be transmitted. To facilitate the transition between connectionless and connection-oriented 
transfer, two different solutions have been proposed in (Biocca et al., 1990; Crocetti et al., 1991; 
Gerla et al., 1991; Mongiovi et al., 1991; Isaku and Ishukura, 1990; Tirtaamadja and Palmer, 1990). 

The first solution is to connect the internetworking unit (IWU) across the ATM network via 
permanent virtual paths (VP) or permanent virtual connections (VC), thus making the connectionless 
protocols completely invisible to and independent of B-ISDN. This approach has certain advantages 
for a small number of IWUs with large traffic between each other. The second solution is based on 
a direct support of connectionless data services by CLSFs (connectionless service functions) within 
B-ISDN (shown in Fig. 26) as recommended by CCITT Recommendation 1.327 (Schodl et al., 1993). 
These CLSFs connected to each other through VCs/VPs are able to route each cell according to 

Figure 26: Direct Support of Connectionless Services 

its address information. Here, it is assumed that the IWU performs traffic filtering by observing 
the MAC (media access control) destination address. Only those frames/cells which have a remote 
destination address are forwarded. Only the first cell of a packet is used by the CLSFs to route the 
packet on an appropriate VC/VP to the next CLSF. Succeeding cells with the same MID (message 
identification) are transmitted according to the already existing routing entry to reduce the processing 
overhead. 

To utilize the transmission capacity efficiently, the bandwidth allocation issues in both solutions 
have been actively studied. In (Mongiovi et al., 1991), a bandwidth allocation mechanism for the 
first solution is proposed. This mechanism allows the remote IWU to size the transmission bit- 
rate of the VCs/VPs according to the traffic needs based on traffic measurements and IWU buffer 
occupancy. The main disadvantage is the huge buffer required due to the fact that a burst exceeding 
the VC bit-rate must be buffered in the IWU during the renegotiation phase which may take a few 
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hundred milliseconds. This results in large queuing delays. Alternatively, in (Yin and Hluchyj, 1991) 
a different strategy is described. In this alternative strategy, bursts may be transferred through 
the ATM network without prior bit rate reservation, even if the peak rate allocated to the VP is 
exceeded, as long as there is enough spare bit-rate in the path. The available bit-rate is periodically 
distributed to all IWUs by the ATM nodes using a broadcast mechanism called bandwidth advertising. 
Thus, when a short-term overload situation occurs, the burst is not buffered in the IWU waiting for 
more bit-rate to be allocated; rather, it is allowed to overflow into the network. Long-term overload 
situation will be met by requesting more bit-rate on the VP. As an advantage to the previous scheme, 
cells will not suffer excessive delay in the IWUs. However, as reported in (Schodl et al., 1993), the 
main drawback of this scheme is the condition that low priority cells would not have any guaranteed 
Quality of Service (QoS). 

Due to the drawbacks of bandwidth allocation schemes of the first solution, a different scheme 
is thus proposed in (Schodl et al., 1993) for the second solution. This bandwidth allocation scheme 
for direct provision of connectionless service is based on the bandwidth allocation mechanism on 
the VC/VP connecting the IWU and the first CLSF. Its goal is to achieve a high utilization of the 
transmission capacity while keeping packet lost and delay limited. Its basic idea is to size the bit-rate 
according to the bit-rate requirements of the traffic which is routed to the CLSF. The estimation 
of the bit-rate requirements is based on the arrival rate as well as the IWU buffer occupancy. The 
bit-rate requirement is determined as the average bit-rate of previous M (a changeable parameter) 
intervals. When the new estimation exceeds the previous one by more than a certain value, more 
bit-rate on the VC/VP to the first CLSF will be requested. On the other hand, bit-rate is deallocated 
only if the buffer occupancy is below a predefined threshold. During network congestion, a request 
for more bit-rate capacity may be denied with a certain probability. 

Similar strategies may be used between the CLSFs. It is shown in (Schodl et al., 1993) that 
with proper choice of parameters and threshold values, the performance of this scheme can be very 
high. Also pointed out is that, a good compromise can be achieved using a strategy which allocates 
permanently a certain amount of bandwidth (which behaves ideal for short burst), and requests 
additional bandwidth if required (which behaves best for long burst). This strategy also reduces 
significantly the waiting times of packets in the IWU. Buffers must be allocated to cope with the 
excess information volume which arrives during the delay of an allocation request. 

5.4    SMDS on Top of ATM 

Switched multimegabit data service (SMDS) will be offered as a high-speed connectionless public 
packet-switched data service. SMDS is defined to be synergistic with the embedded base of customers' 
high-speed networking equipment, and has characteristics that match the services offered by LANs 
and MANs. In this sub-section, the design in (Crocetti et al., 1993) to implement SMDS on top of 
the ATM network is presented. 

The main challenge of implementing SMDS on top of ATM stems from the fact that ATM uses 
connection-oriented technique. To provide a connectionless service on top of ATM, some additional 
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user plane functionalities are needed to complement the ATM adaptation layers (AAL) connection- 
less data transfer. At a minimum, the connectionless data transfer protocol must provide for the 
routing and addressing (including source address validation, source/destination address screening) 
of connectionless, variable length packets, transferred from one source to one or more destinations 
without the need to establish an end-to-end connection. As pointed out in (Crocetti et al., 1993), 
other functions that this layer should support are: selection of QoS parameters for protocol data 
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Figure 27: Bridge IWU Protocol Stack 

unit (PDU) loss probability and transit delay; access class enforcement; selection of higher layer 
protocols; and the multicast options. These functions must be performed by the layer above the 
AAL, denoted as the connectionless network access protocol (CLNAP) layer. This layer definition is 
independent of the functions performed by the IWU. Typical protocol structures of the bridge and 
router that include the CLNAP layer are shown in Fig. 27 and Fig. 28, respectively. 

In Fig. 27, the bridge can be used to support an extended LAN service across geographically 
distributed homogeneous LANs. A host in such LAN can address any other host, either local or 
remote, simply using its MAC address. The MAC address of each host belonging to the extended 
LAN must, of course, be unique. In general, the address transparency may be obtained either by 
header translation and broadcast or by encapsulation (Crocetti et al., 1993). However, the header 
translation and broadcast approach, used in the LAN environment is not practical in ATM because of 
the intrinsic inefficiency of broadcast in a mesh network. The encapsulation approach, more viable 
in the ATM environment, requires address mapping at the IWU: an address translation table at 
each IWU specifies, for each remote MAN station, the address of the IWU to which the remote 
MAN is connected. Encapsulation can thus be simply performed. The IWUs are connected through 
ATM and are identified by a MAC address. On the basis of the proper address identification, the 
encapsulation frame is routed to its destination. At the receiving IWU, decapsulation is performed. 

To deal with a rearrangeable extendible network and with user mobility, address translation 
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Figure 28: Router IWU Protocol Stack 

tables must be updated. In principle, this can be done by observing frame header information and 
requiring frame broadcast when a destination host or MAN station is not listed. The response to a 
broadcast will allow all involved parties to update their tables. 

Alternatively, routers (Fig. 28) are generally used to interconnect hosts belonging to hetero- 
geneous LANs and MANs. A unique internet address (distinct from MAC or MAC addresses) is 
assigned to each host. Such an address is of the hierarchical type: net.subnet.host. In a multilevel 
LAN/MAN/ATM environment, the net specifies the MAN, and the subnet specifies the LAN to 
which the host is connected. At each IWU, a table is needed to map the logical net address with 
the MAC address. In the router implementation, the protocol stack included level 3 functions, since 
decapsulation and encapsulation are performed. 

The rWU is the ATM customer. In SMDS topology it plays the role of the customer premises 
equipment (CPE). The MAC address is processed by the SMDS switching system (SS) at level 3 
of the subscriber network interface (SNI). The routing of CLNAP_PDUs depends on the particular 
connectionless support scheme implemented in B-ISDN. If all IWU pairs are interconnected with 
semi-permanent VPs (virtual path), the management entity of the IWU maintains a table mapping 
destination MAC address with corresponding VPIs (virtual path identification). 

As described in Section 5.3, the CLSFs can be considered as the nodes of a virtual connectionless 
overlay network. Within this network, the main function of a CLSF node is the routing of incoming 
datagrams, based on the MAC destination address, which is carried in the datagram (CLNAP.PDU) 
header. A routing "table provides the next outgoing VP for each destination. In principle, many 
datagrams (from different sources) can be multiplexed on the same VP, i.e. the cells forming each 
datagrams are interleaved. The CLSF can distinguish and properly route (and, if necessary, reassem- 
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ble) these cells using the multiplexing identifier (MID), which is uniquely assigned to each datagram 
in the VP. Clearly, the MID will change as the datagram hops from CLSF to CLSF. 

Upon arrival of the first ATM cell of a specific CANAP.PDU, the CLNAP layer of the CLSF 
extracts the MAC address from the ATM cell and finds the next VP toward the destination. The 
destination can be reached directly or via one or more intermediate CLSFs. For each PDU, the 
CLSF stores in a table the input VPI and MID values and the corresponding output VPI and MID 
values. 

To offer an efficient provision of the connectionless data service features such as multicasting 
the CLSF, encapsulates each datagram into a new CLNAP-PDU. The header and trailer of the 
datagram are fully contained, respectively, in the beginning of message (BOM) and in the end of 
message (EOM) segments. 

When a datagram arrives at the first CLSF, there are two options: 

• The datagram is completely reassembled before being forwarded. If it comes from an SNI 
interface, a new header and trailer are added. The next CLSF performs only a modification of 
the header and trailer of the datagram, without adding new ones. 

e- Tb° datagram is transmitted immediately, in a cut-through mode. If it arrives from an SNI 
interface, a new BOM is added while the datagram itself becomes the first continuation of 
message (COM). Similarly, the received EOM becomes the last COM and a new EOM is 
created. Note that all the COMs belonging to the same datagram can be efficiently routed at 
the SAR layer using the stored information. The next CLSF replaces the received BOM with 
a new one. 

In both options, the CLSF in the path will deliver to the destination SNI the original datagram 
unmodified. 

An obvious problem with the reassembling option is the increased delay and the buffer required 
for the reassembly of several datagrams simultaneously transmitted through the CLSF. This problem 
is less relevant with the cut-through option. Furthermore, to cope with the possible loss of EOM cells, 
a time-out mechanism must be activated at each CLSF to purge obsolete input-output VPI/MID 
maps, and a similar mechanism should also be present in the IWU. In the CLSF overlay network, 
buffer congestion may occur in each CLSF. If the sustained input rate of the traffic directed to a 
particular outgoing VP exceeds the VP peak rate, the CLSF output buffer dedicated to the VP can 
experience overflow. In this case, procedures to discard a share of the traffic must be activated. In 
fact, the traditional and only solution in connectionless networks is to drop datagrams. In CLSF, 
it may be advantageous to discard cells from the same datagram rather than from randomly picked 
transiting datagrams. Thus, the cell discard process in the CLSF can operate according to the 
congestion management strategies defined in SMDS. 
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5.5    Local Integrated Optical Network (LION) 

There is no doubt that ATM will play an important role in high speed network interconnection. 
However, the technologies of ATM still need time to mature. Before then, the interoperability of 
various high speed local networks with existing low-speed networks will become more and more crit- 
ical in supporting today's fast-paced applications. In this subsection, an example of interconnecting 
local integrated optical networks (LION) with a traditional network, ETHERNET, is examined 

LION (Luvison et al., 1987; Roffinella et al., 1987; Antnakopoulos et al, 1991) is a network 
intended to integrate various services of different kinds of traffic, encompassing data, voice and 
images, covering areas of diameter in the range of a few hundred meters up to ten kilometers. A 
two-level architecture has been adopted and a high-performance medium access protocol has been 
developed. The technique used in LION is called hybrid-switching, which provides both circuit and 
packet switching capability. Its stream traffic is supported through a transparent bearer service 
at the MAC sublayer of the ISO model for open system interconnection and the 1.450, 1451 ISDN 
protocols. The packet traffic is supported by an OSI protocol profile, as follows: the 2a OSI sublayer 
(MAC) is provided through a specially developed Access Protocol (AP); it is based on the hybrid 
switching concept due to the integration of stream and packet traffic and the expected workload; the 
2b OSI sublayer follows the LLC type 1 protocol; the network layers is based on the inactive internet 
protocol (IP) for the LION users and the active IP for the external users; finally, the transport layer 
follows the transport class 4 protocol (TR4). 

The impact of the internetworking problem is mirrored on the protocol profile choice since the 
LION network is considered as a distributed end system resulting in a connectionless approach up 
to layer 3 (network layer). In (Antnakopoulos et al., 1991), an ETHERNET to LION gateway 
(ELGTW) is proposed to provide access to the network layer and supports the required address 
transformation and relay function. 

The ETHERNET to LION interconnection takes advantage of the adopted communication pro- 
tocol profile, based on ISO 8473/AD1 internet protocol. Its software structure is as shown in Fig. 29, 
which basically consists of three parts, namely: 

Figure 29: Software Structure 

• A modified version of a real-time multitasking operating system. 

• The scheduler, a special developed low-level software. 

• The communication protocol software. 

The scheduler's drivers provide the required communication primitives and data format transforma- 
tion with the external world (the LION node), during initialization for identity. They also provide 
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quality of service and various procedural functions, required by the LION global software architec- 
ture. 

The ETHERNET interface is handled and managed by a specially developed kernel function, 
integrated in the scheduler module, in order to provide modular and efficient handling. With the 
specialized scheduler, the responsibilities of the kernel are: 

• Initialization and testing of the ETHERNET interface. 

• Local resources management, related to the ETHERNET interface. 

• At the level of LLCl sublayer, interface to the software that implements the required primitives. 

The gateway follows the same protocol profile as the LION network up to the network layer. As 
shown in Fig. 29, the special software which provides the needed environment for the processing of 
the LION network packets includes AXI, GBUF and BTIM modules: 

• AXI: an operating system independent module, providing the access interface between the 
external world and internal software modules (e.g. the IP and layer management). 

• GBUF: an operating system independent module, providing the management of the buffers. 

• GTIM: an operating system independent module, providing the time management functions. 

The operating system (OS) communication to the system task is carried out through the envi- 
ronment module (ENV) in the form of primitives exchanged between each task and the OS. The 
responsibilities of the ENV module are: 

• Interface for subsystem access by user entities and entity access by the subsystems. 

• Isolation of the OS and hardware environment, providing the required format transformation, 
drivers, utilities and monitoring interfaces. 

• Management and allocation of the system resources, especially buffers, queues and timers. 

• Intercommunication between the various system tasks. 

• User interface in the form of C language functions for transmitting and receiving the primitives 
of the various subsystems and the real-time multitasking OS. 

The communication of the scheduler with the protocol processing modules is performed through 
messages exchanges between the tasks implementing the modules. The protocol processing modules 
are in a dormant state until they receive a message to process a packet. When they wake up, they 
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perform the packet processing, send it back to the scheduler and are put again in the dormant state, 
awaiting a new message. 

Finally in (Antnakopoulos et al., 1991), the gateway performance is studied through simulation 
and the selections of implementation parameters for best performance are given. 

As can be seen, this gateway is constructed in ad hoc ways by detailed studying of the target 
network and protocols. Just like many other ad hoc conversion algorithms (Francois and Potocki, 
1983; Greenback, 1986; Rodriguez, 1988; Rose and Cass, 1987), the complexity of the gateway con- 
struction is usually high and the resulting converter/gateway is expensive and limited. Consequently, 
a different approach, formal methods for protocol conversion, has been considered as an alternative. 
It has been noticed by many researchers that formal methods reduce the complexity of gateway 
construction significantly. In the second part of the article, various formal methods for protocol 
conversion are presented and discussed. 

6    Formal Approaches to Protocol Conversion 

Formal protocol conversion algorithms are those which take two arbitrary protocols and some conver- 
sion requirements as input to generate a converter as outout. Existing formal methods on protocol 
conversion can be categorized into two groups according to how the conversion requirements are 
specified: 

1. Conversion Specification: In this category, the conversion requirements specify directly how 
the conversion should be performed in the resulting converter. The requirements are usually 
specified in the same level of details as the protocol specifications themselves. 

2. Service Specification: In this category, the conversion requirements specify the resulting service 
desired from the overall protocol system with no concern as to how the conversion should be 
performed. The algorithms must derive the conversion information from the requirements to 
construct the converter. 

For ease in analysis and discussion, the communication finite state machine (CFSM) is used as 
a model for specifying protocols and converters to be discussed in both categories. In the CFSM 
model, each protocol entity is represented by a finite state machine (FSM). Its transitions are triggered 
either by some internal events or by sending/receiving a message to/from another entity. Together, 
transitions from all entities of a protocol perform the task of data communication function through 
message passing. In the rest of this section, each category is described in a separate subsection. 
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6.1    Conversion Specification Approach 

A conversion specification is the conversion requirement which, in this category, specifies the mapping 
of transitions/messages between two target protocols to achieve protocol conversion functions. Both 
the target protocols and conversion specification are specified in the same level of details. Since 
there is no formal methods to obtain the conversion specification, it is usually derived heuristically 
by studying the given target protocols. In general, methods in this category take a conversion 
specification and two target protocol specifications as input to derive the desired converter as output. 

6.1.1    Okumura's Conversion Seed Method 

The conversion seed method was proposed in (Okumura, 1986), which is among the first that de- 
rive protocol converters formally and becomes the basis of many other formal methods proposed 
thereafter. 

In this method, a conversion seed X, in the form of a communication finite state machine (CFSM), 
is used as a conversion specification to specify the constraints on the order in which some messages 
in the given protocols, P and Q, can be exchanged within the converter C. The given protocol P (Q) 
consists of two communicating protocol entities Pa (Qa) and Pb (Qb) which are specified in CFSM. 
The method consists of three steps and two major operations • and * which are applied to the protocol 
entities (CFSMs) Pb, Qa and X. The detailed definitions of • and * are given in (Okumura, 1986). 

1. • is an arbitrary shuffle operation that is applied to Pb and Qa. The result is a CFSM, R (= 
Pb • Qa), which includes all the possible combination of transitions from Pb and Qa. 

2. * is an intersection operation which applies the constraints implied in the conversion seed X to 
R such that those transition sequences that do not follow the orders specified in X are removed. 
The result is another CFSM, T (= (Pb • Qa) * X). It is claimed that if there exists a converter 
for the given protocols P and Q and the conversion seed, then there exists a converter D which 
is a sub-CFSM of (Pb • Qa) * X 

3. The last step of the method is to remove repeatedly deadlock states from the resulting protocol 
entity, (Pb • Qa) * X, until there is no deadlock state in it. If the result is a null CFSM, there 
is no converter for the given conversion seed X. Otherwise, the resulting CFSM is a converter. 

As an example, consider deriving a converter C for protocols P and Q with the given conversion seed, 
shown in Fig. 30. Protocol P is a simple ack-nack protocol and protocol Q is a poll-end protocol. In 
the protocol specification, the minus (-) sign on an edge indicates the sending of a message and the 
plus (+) sign on an edge indicates its reception. In protocol P, every message sent is acknowledged 
by the receiver. If a message is garbled, the receiver can send a Nack to ask for re-transmission of the 
previous message. In protocol Q, once the sender (Qa) receives the poll message from the receiver 
(Qb), it keeps sending data messages until there is no more to send. Finally, an End message is sent 
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Figure 30: Example for Conversion Seed Method 

to indicate the end of transmission. Note that the conversion seed X is given as an input to the 
algorithm, which specifies the constraints of the conversion: each message Msg received by Pj must 
be converted into a Data message to be sent by Qa. 

Apply the conversion seed algorithm to the given input, the result is shown in Fig. 31. Note that 
the capability of sending Nack message from protocol P is excluded from the converter C during the 
derivation. This implies that this converter does not have the error-recovery capability which is an 
undesirable result. 

In fact, the loss of capability in this example is the result of the incompletely specified conversion 
seed X. Note that, only the data transmission capabilities of the target protocols is specified by 
the conversion seed X. Since the conversion seed X does not specify the error recovery (i.e. -Nack) 
capability, the converter derived does not include it. Selection of a conversion seed is the most 
important step in this method which would determines the correctness of the result. Unfortunately, 
there is no formal algorithm for the derivation of a correct conversion seed. As a result, the conversion 
seed is chosen heuristically by studying the target protocols, during which human errors can be easily 
introduced. Therefore, although the conversion seed method proposed by Okumura can be easily 
automated, its most serious shortcoming is the lack of a formal algorithm for the selection of a correct 
conversion seed. 
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Figure 31: The Converter 

6.1.2    Yao and Liu's Modular Method 

The modular method proposed in (Y. W. Yao and Liu, 1990a) is to provide a systematic way 
to analyze the target protocols for deriving a conversion specification. In this method, the target 
protocols are first decomposed into distinct functional modules. Each pair of functionally compatible 
modules are then compared and analyzed for deriving a compatible functional converter. Since each 
decomposed functional module is only a part of the original protocol specification, the complexity is 
comparably less. Therefore, when analyzing the compatible functional modules, fewer human errors 
would be made during the derivation of a functional converter specification. Formally, this method 
consists of four major steps: 

1. Decompose the two target protocols into distinct functional modules. 

2. Compare and analyze pairs (one from each target protocol) of functionally compatible modules 
to derive the corresponding functional conversion specification. 

3. Construct functional converters to translate message sequences of each pair of compatible 
function modules from the target protocols. 

4. Merge local functions of the target protocols with all the functional converters to form a single 
converter. 

The second and third steps of the algorithm are essentially the conversion seed operations. However, 
the operations are applied to a smaller-scale protocol entities which have less complexity (than the 
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Figure 32: Decomposition of the Ack-Nack Protocol 

original protocol entities). Consequently, the overall complexity is reduced. Therefore, the modular 
method can be considered as an improvement over the conversion seed method. 

As an example, consider deriving a converter for the same example protocols of Fig. 30. The 
target protocol A can be decomposed into data transfer modules (Pf and P6 ) and error-recovery 
modules (P^ and Pfc

E) as shown in Fig. 32. On the other hand, protocol Q can be decomposed into 
set-up modules (Qf and Qf), data transfer modules (Q% and Qf) and release modules (Q^ and 
Qf-) as shown in Fig. 33. The modules P^ and Q% are functionally compatible since they both 
provide data transfer capability. Using the same conversion seed X shown in Fig. 30, a converter 
can be derived. The final converter is shown in Fig. 34. During the derivation, it can be seen that 
this improvement over the original conversion seed method supports more precise specifications of 
the functions to be converted. Consequently, the complexity is reduced. 

However, as pointed out in (Peyravian and Lea, 1993), it still requires much ingenuity in the last 
step of the algorithm when merging functional converters with local functions; i.e. the designer still 
must determine, heuristically, the execution order of all the functions (from both target protocols) 
to be merged, which may not be straightforward when dealing with complex protocols. 

6.1.3    Lam's Projection Method 

The protocol projection technique, proposed in (Lam and Shankar, 1984), was originally used to 
reduce the complexity of a protocol verification method. In 1986, the same technique was proposed 
to solve the protocol conversion problem (Lam, 1986). The basic idea of projection is that a property 
of a complex protocol can be proved by finding a properly preserving transformation to a simpler 
protocol, and by proving the property of the simpler protocol (Lam and Shankar, 1984). The simpler 
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Figure 33: Decomposition of the Poll-End Protocol 

protocol is called the image protocol of the original protocol, which has reduced resolution, In short, 
a protocol projection is accomplished by partitioning the state space of each of the protocol's CFSM. 
Those functional indistinguishable CFSM states in the image protocol are aggregated into the same 
partition, and mapped into the same CFSM state. 

Thus, to solve the protocol conversion problem by the projection method, the required function- 
alities of the converter is given first. A heuristic search is then performed to find a common image of 
the given pair of protocols. If a common image entity can be found for the target protocols, an equiv- 
alence relationship between the transitions of the two protocols can be established. Consequently, 
this common image entity serves as a memoryless converter of the target protocols. As long as a 
common image entity with useful properties can be found, a protocol converter can be constructed. 
In fact, one can always find an image entity, say the empty entity, which is common to all protocols, 
but may not be useful, however. A candidate protocol converter is the common image protocol with 
the most required useful functionalities. 

Finally, the missing functionalities are added to complete the converter construction since the 
memoryless converter constructed often may not have enough functionality for a particular applica- 
tion. The final converter is correct if it shares a useful common image with the target protocols. As a 
result, Lam's projection conversion algorithm requires a careful study of the nature of the protocols 
to be converted. In addition, the properties of the protocols need to be well understood. Therefore, 
a lot of human ingenuity is involved. 
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Figure 34: Final Converter Using Modular Method 

6.1.4    Other Methods 

Other methods in the conversion specification approach category includes the synchronization method 
proposed in (Shu and Liu, 1989), the parallel method proposed in (Y. W. Yao and Liu, 1990b), the 
transformation method in (Chang and Liu, 1990b), the complementation method in (Chang and Liu, 
1990a), etc. 

Again, they all suffer from the same drawbacks of the aforementioned methods: i.e. human 
ingenuity is needed to devise the conversion specifications, high complexity due to early involvement 
of implementation details in their algorithms, etc. As a result, in recent year-, the trend of research 
in protocol conversion has shifted to a different direction, the service specification approach. 

6.2    Service Specification Approach 

As discussed in Section 6.1 , the main drawback of the conversion specification approach is that the 
implementation details are involved at the early design stages of a converter (i.e. study of the protocol 
specifications or implementations to obtain the conversion specification); therefore, the complexity of 
the algorithms becomes unmanageable when dealing with complex protocols. To reduce complexity, 
the service specification approach, which has received more and more attention in recent years, uses 
the services supported by target protocols to derive a converter. In general, a service specification 
method treats the implementation details as unknown black boxes at the early stage of design; it only 
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depicts the final behavior of the overall protocol system as a to-be-found converter from the viewpoint 
of the protocol service users at the SAP (Service Access Point). The details will be discussed in the 
rest of this section. 

6.2.1     Calvert and Lam's Top-Down Method 

In (Calvert and Lam, 1989), a top-down method is proposed to derive protocol converters from 
service specifications. In this method, protocols are specified using a general state transition model 
similar to the CFSM model, and the requirement is given as an FSM service specification which 
describes the service that needs to be provided by the overall protocol system. Given two protocols 
P (Pa, Pf>) and Q (Qa, and Qb) and the service specification, S, the method first determines whether 
there exists a converter C, such that C, Pa and Qb interact to provide the service defined by S. If so, 
the method produces a specification for C. In effect, the method divides S by the given specifications 
Pa and Qb to obtain the specification C. This method is analogous to the submodule construction 
problem considered in (Merlin and Bochmann, 1983), which is also used by Okumura for another 
service specification based protocol converter construction algorithm (to be described in the next 
subsection). In Calvert and Lam's method, two requirements, safety and liveness, are considered for 
the correctness of a converter: 

• Inductively construct an entity CQ that satisfies the safety requirement.  The entity CQ con- 
structed has the largest trace set consistent with the safety requirement. 

• Remove any state of CQ that violates the liveness requirement of the service specification. The 
resulting entity is the converter specification C. 

Note that, the second step of the algorithm is essentially a verification phase of the method. 
Since states are removed based on liveness requirements only, there is no guarantee that the required 
services can be supported by C. Consequently, the usage of this approach is limited. 

6.2.2    Okumura's Submodule Method 

In 1990, Okumura applied Merlin and Bochmann's submodule construction algorithm (Merlin and 
Bochmann, 1983) to derive a converter from service specifications (Okumura, 1990). Since the same 
submodule algorithm as in Calvert and Lam's method is used as the basis of this protocol conversion 
construction algorithm, the same issue of liveness (deadlock) exists. A verification phase is needed 
to verify the correctness of the constructed converter. 

Compared with Calvert and Lam's algorithm, Okumura's method is less in computation com- 
plexity due to the fact that the service specifications are used to generated a converter in Okumura's 
method whereas in the Calvert and Lam's method, the actual protocol specifications are used in 
the derivation of the final converter.  However, since the service specifications does not specify all 
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the necessary synchronization information of the target protocols, Okumura's method may not find 
a valid converter in many situations. Moreover, some improvement on Okumura's method can be 
done. 

6.2.3    Kelekar's Submodule Method 

Following Okumura's submodule protocol converter method, S. Kelekar and G. Hart proposed a 
generalization and extension of the submodule construction method to derive protocol converters 
from service specifications (Kelekar and Hart, 1993). 

In this method, a number of different formulations are given for the symmetric model of com- 
munications; then, the formulations are extended to a more practical model of communication, the 
asymmetric model. In this context, a symmetric model treats the sending and receiving of messages 
as an indivisible action and in an asymmetric model, the sending and receiving of messages are 
represented by different transitions in different protocol entities. In other words, in the symmetric 
model, a message can be exchanged between two communicating entities only when both entities 
are ready to send/receive the message, and in asymmetric model, the sender can start a send action 
anytime when it is ready while the receiver will then execute the corresponding receive action at a 
later point in time. 

The safety and progress properties of the method are verified. To satisfy the safety property, a 
verification phase is used to remove unspecified receptions after a preliminary converter is generated. 
Also, to ensure infinite progress, an iterative procedure is then used to repeatedly modify the resulting 
converter. There is no guarantee that this iterative procedure will always terminate. However, it is 
pointed out that when this procedure does terminate, the resulting converter contains the progress 
property. 

It has been shown that there exist an infinite number of possible converters in this approach for 
a given pair of protocols and service requirements. To obtain a minimum cost converter, where the 
cost is defined as the number of states and transitions in a converter, another iterative procedure 
is proposed to reduce the number of states and transitions in each step. However, it is mentioned 
in (Kelekar and Hart, 1993) that the result of the iteration may not be unique and finding the 
minimum cost converter is computationally hard using this approach. In fact, since finding the 
minimum cost converter in this generalized submodule method requires finding the regular language 
with a minimum state implementation between two languages, this is an NP-complete problem. 
Therefore, the practicality of this method is very restricted. 

6.2.4    Yao and Liu's System Graph Method 

Realizing the restrictions of the submodule method, Yao and Liu proposed a different approach (Yao 
and Liu, 1992) to derive protocol converters from service specifications. Given two target protocols 
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P (Pa and Pi) and Q (Qa and Qb), and a service specification S, the system graph method constructs 
a converter as follows: 

/ 

1. Construct a global system graph G equal to P3 x S x Qb 

2. Transform G into a properly synchronized (Yao and Liu, 1992) system graph, G', by removing 
all unsynchronized states, ambiguous transitions and states that cannot reach a final state, etc. 

3. Verify if the system graph G' obtained conforms to the given service specification S. 

4. If G' conforms to S, derive the final converter C by projecting G' onto the transitions of Pi 
and Qa- 

As an example, consider the given protocols P, Q and the service specification S in Fig. 35.  The 
converter derived using the system graph method is shown in Fig. 36. 

The resulting converter is guaranteed to support exactly the service required by S. Moreover, 
since this method uses the service specifications instead of the protocol specifications as the given 
input during the derivation of the converter, its complexity is usually much less than that of Calvert 
and Lam's method.   Moreover, because it uses only the service specifications in the derivation of 
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converters, it does not include in the final converter the necessary synchronization information spec- 
ified in protocol specifications. As a result, the converter constructed may not be accurate and a 
verification of the conformance to the service specification S (step 3) is needed in the algorithm. 

7    Synchronizing Transition Set Algorithm 

In this section, the synchronizing transition set (STS) algorithm for protocol conversion is presented. 
This algorithm also belongs to the service specification approach. Unlike the four service specification 
methods described in Section 6.2, the STS algorithm does not have any of the shortcomings of those 
four methods. 

The STS algorithm consists of 5 steps. It derives the conversion service specification from the 
given conversion service requirement; then, with the derived conversion service specification, it com- 
poses the final converter using th*e information from the existing protocol implementation at a later 
step (Step 4). The algorithm will always find a maximum converter that meets the requirement 
as specified in the conversion service requirement, and the resulting converter also always has the 
three most desirable properties of a correct protocol converter: conformity property (also known as 
maximum safety property), liveness property, and transparency property. The conformity property 
means that the converter so constructed supports no more and no less functions than the original 
protocols and conversion service requirement do.  The liveness property means that the converter 
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is free from deadlock and livelock as long as the protocols being converted and the conversion ser- 
vice requirement given have the liveness property by themselves. The transparency property means 
that the conversion algorithm does not alter the protocol entities at the end node of the composed 
protocol system and the conversion is transparent to the end users. 

Another important capability of the STS algorithm is that it is able to handle the conversion 
between sequences of transitions in different protocols. This is a very important result because the se- 
mantics of a sequence of transitions/messages can be different from that of a simple concatenation of 
the semantics of each original individual transition/message for complex protocols, and because many 
of the existing conversion algorithms can only handle mapping between single transition/message. In 
other words, when simple one-to-one transition/message mapping between protocols is not sufficient 
to derive a correct converter and the conversion can only be done in a unit of sequence of transi- 
tions/messages, the STS algorithm can still derive a correct converter succeesfully. This capability 
of performing the conversion between sequences of transitions in different protocols is demonstrated 
in Example 2 in (Jeng and Liu, 1992). 

Using the CFSM (communicating finite state machine) model defined in (Liu, 1989; Liu, 1990), 
the abstraction of the protocol specification method used in this section is shown in Fig. 37, where 
a protocol system consists of a set of CFSMs called protocol entities. Each protocol entity commu- 

Service Specification 
Ps 

Service Transition Service Transition 

SAP SAP 

\ . 
Peer Transition 

Pa Pb 

P 

Figure 37: A Protocol System in the CFSM Model 

nicates with the other through message passing. The formal definition of a protocol entity is given 
in (Jeng and Liu, 1992). In Fig. 37, the service specification describes how the protocol system 
functions from the viewpoint of the service users. It does not specify how the peer entities interact 
with each other. 

In this section a simple example is used to demonstrate'how to apply the STS algorithm to 
construct a converter. Before getting into the details of the algorithm, the given protocols, P and Q, 
and the conversion service requirement, R, are described first. 

The protocol P, as shown in Fig. 38, is an ABP (Alternating Bit Protocol), in which, Pa sends 
data DO and Dl alternately to P\>. "+" denotes the reception of a message or acknowledgement and 
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Figure 39: Example 1: The Given Protocol Q 

"-" denotes the sending of a message or acknowledgement. The sets of service and peer transitions 
in P are given as follows: 

Epa = { IN } (Service Transition Set of Pa) 
Epb = { OUT } (Service Transition Set of Pb) 

XPa = { -DO, -Dl, +A0, +A1 } (Peer Transition Set of Pa) 
XPb = { +D0, +D1, -A0, -Al } (Peer Transition set of Pb) 

The protocol Q, shown in Fig. 39, is a non-sequence protocol.   The sets of service and peer 
transitions in Q are given as follows: 

EQ„ = { REC } (Service Transition Set of Qa) 
EQ6 = { DEL } (Service Transition Set of Qb) 

AQ0 = { -data, +ack } (Peer Transition Set of Qa) 
\Qb — { -|-data, -ack } (Peer Transition set of Qb) 

The service specifications, Ps and Qs, and the conversion service requirement R are as shown in 
Fig. 40. The goal in this example is to derive a converter which delivers messages from Pa to Qb. 
For ease in discussion, only one way of the traffic (from Pa to Qb) is considered in this example; the 
traffic in the other direction (from Qa to Pb) can be carried out in the same way. 
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Figure 40: Example 1: The Conversion Service Requirement and Service Specifications 

Note that in this example P is used in a noisy channel and Q in a reliable channel, and the 
information on the channel characteristic is not contained in the service specifications P, and Qs. 
As can be seen, P and Q result in the same service specification but different implementations. Since 
the goal of protocol conversion is to derive a converter for the existing implementations of Ps (ABP) 
and Q, (non-sequence protocol), one will not be able to construct a correct converter for P and Q 
if no consideration is given to how P, and Qs are implemented. This is why it was claimed earlier 
that the implementation information must be included in the derivation of the protocol converter. 

7.1    Step 1: Generate the Service System Graph G 

In this step, the service system graph, G, is generated from the given P,, R and Q, by a modified 
composite operation, ®. 

G =< P„ R,Q3 >= Ps ® R ® Qs 

The operation ® is formally defined as follows. 

Definition 1. Modified composition operation, ®, on three CFSM entities. 
G =< Ps,R,Qs >= Ps® R®Qs is a six-tuple (q, S, A, 6,«',/), where 

1. q is the set of states in G and 

q = {[u, v, w]| u, v, w are states of Ps, R and Q3 respectively } 

2. E is the finite set of service transitions in G and 

E = Up, U Eg. 

3. A is the finite set of peer transitions in G and A = $ (A is empty) 

4. S is the transition function of G and £([u, v, w], t) = 
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(a) [u\ v, w] if t G SP. & t $ Ep & ÄPi(u, t) = u' 
(b) [u, V, w'] if t € Eg, & t i Ep k 6Q,(W, t) = w' 
(c) [u', v', w] if t € Ep. & t e Ep & 6P.(u, t) = u' k 6R(v, t) = v' 
(d) [u, v', w'] if t € Eg, & t G Ep & £p(v, t) = v' & 6Qa(w, t) = w' 
(e) t is not executable at state [u, v, w] in G if none of the above four conditions is 

true. 

5. i is the initial state of G and t = [ip,,ip,tg,], where ip,,ip and ig, are the initial 
states of P3, R and Qs, respectively. 

6. / is the set of the final states in G and/ = {[/pa,/p, /gj} (= {[*P,I
1

H>*QJ}) 

The service system graph G, constructed by the modified composition operation, ®, describes 
how the protocols P and Q work together as a composed protocol system to perform the functions 
requested by the conversion service requirement R. Note that G does not contain any peer transition 
and it describes the behavior of the composed protocol system at the service transition level (i.e., at 
SAP). The result of applying the modified composition operation ig) to Pa, R and Q, in this example 
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Figure 41: Example 1: The Service System Graph G 

to obtain the service system graph G is shown in Fig. 41. 

The difference between the modified composition operation ® and the usual composition oper- 
ation defined in (Liu, 1990) is as follows: in the modified composition operation ®, a transition t 
belonging to both Ps and R is executable in G only when both Ps and R are ready to execute it; i.e. 
both Pa and R must reach the starting state of t for t to be executable in G. The same is true for 
those transitions belonging to both R and Qs. Note that this difference is enforced by items 4.c and 
4.d of Definition 2. 
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As shown in Fig. 41, at state [1, 2, 1], transition IN to state [2, 2, 1] is not executable in G when 
using the modified composition operation ®, since IN € Ep, & IN € EH and IN is not executable 
at state 2 of R, even though IN is executable at state 1 of Pa. On the other hand, in the usual 
composition operation defined in (Liu, 1990), the transition IN from state [1, 2, 1] to state [2, 2, 1] 
would have been allowed. The transition sequence 

px = IN.OUT.IN.OUT.REC.DEL 

would become a legal path in G, if the transition IN from state [1, 2, 1] to state [2, 2, 1] were allowed 
in G. It is easy to verify that the transition sequence pr does not obey the rule specified in the 
conversion service requirement, R, which essentially says that each IN must be followed by one DEL 
in a legal path. To be more specific, the projection of px onto E/j, px \zR (= IN.IN.DEL), which has 
two INs and only one DEL, is not accepted by R, and as a result px should not be a legal path of 
G. Therefore, items 4.c and 4.d of Definition 2 are used to exclude from G the transition IN from 
state [1, 2, 1] to state [2, 2, 1], thereby making the transition sequence px (which does not meet the 
requirement R) an illegal path in G. Note that a legal path of a CFSM in this article is defined as a 
sequence of transitions which starts and ends at the initial state. 

One may argue that G could lose some functionalities from the original protocols if the transition 
IN from state [1, 2, 1] to state [2, 2, 1] were not included. The answer to this argument is that the 
capability of executing the transition IN is not taken out from G (hence no loss of functionality) 
after applying the modified composition operation ig) to P3, R and Qs. The transition IN is indeed 
included at some other starting states (state [1, 1, 1] and state [1, 1, 2] but not state [1, 2, 1]) to 
make the final service system graph G obey all the rules specified by P3, R and Qa. By going through 
G, it is clear that the legal paths accepted by G are a mixture of the transitions in P, and Qa in 
an order that follows the sequencing prescribed by the conversion service requirement R and the 
given service specifications Ps and Qa. In short, G describes how the protocols work together to 
provide the service required, under the constraints of the given conversion service requirement R. 
All transitions not explicitly specified in the conversion service requirement are by default preserved 
automatically. On the other hand, when it is desirable to remove some transitions from the original 
protocols, the conversion service requirement is used to specify explicitly such removal (as shown in 
Example 3 in (Jeng and Liu, 1992)). 

7.2    Step 2: Derive the Conversion Service Specification M 

The conversion service requirement R (hence also the derived service system graph G) only describes 
how the final protocol system should function and neither R nor G tells specifically how the conversion 
should be performed. The information on how to perform the conversion is, however, implied in G, 
and the goal of this step is to derive this information from G. Note that the conversion can happen 
only between P\, and Qa. To know how the conversion can be done, the relationship between the 
transitions in Pb and Qa must be derived first. By projecting G onto Ep6 U Hqa one can derive 
a conversion service specification M, which has only transitions of Pi, and Qa and describes the 
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necessary sequences of the transitions in Pb and Qa to provide the service required in R; i.e. M 

(= G Is» uE<5„) describes how the service transitions of Pb and Qa interact to perform the service 
requested in R. The projection operation, |, is the same as that defined in (Liu, 1990). 

In fact, the adaptor conversion model is adopted in this step as shown in Fig. 42, where the 

REC 

AAvm6iiMBMd 

Figure 44: Example 1: The Conversion Service Specification, M 

adaptor performs the conversion by synchronizing the execution of the service transitions of Pb and 
Qa\ i.e. the conversion service specification M specifies the proper (service) transition sequence of 
the adaptor for the protocol system to perform the functions requested by the requirement R. Note 
that M (hence also the adaptor) contains only service transitions and all service transitions are later 
to be removed from the final converter. In Step 5 of the algorithm when all the service transitions are 
removed from the converter, Fig. 42 is eventually transformed into the converter conversion model 
depicted in Fig. 43. 
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The resulting conversion service specification M is shown in Fig. 44. During the projection 
operation, a state with only one null outgoing transition can be removed simply by changing the 
ending states of all the incoming transitions into the ending state of the null outgoing transition. 
Similarly, a state with only one null incoming transition can be removed simply by changing the 
starting states of all the outgoing transitions into the starting state of the null incoming transition. 

Examining Fig. 44, it is obvious that the transition sequence REC.OUT accepted by M is seman- 
tical^ incorrect, since it means that Qa can send out the data to Q\, before Pj, hands over the data 
received from Pa to Qa. However, by examining the given service specifications P, and Q3 and the 
conversion service requirement R, what they have specified are as follows: 

P,: an IN must be Mowed by an OUT (IN - OUT). 

R: an IN must be Mowed by a DEL (IN -> DEL). 

Q,: a REC must be Mowed by a DEL (REC -* DEL). 

Note that M is a projection of G and REC.OUT is just a sub-sequence of transitions of some 
legal paths of G. The transition sequence REC.OUT does not violate the rules as long as an IN was 
executed earlier and a DEL is executed later in the original legal paths of G (e.g. IN.REC.OUT.DEL). 
The given specifications do not specify specifically what the correct ordering of OUT and REC should 
be, and the ordering of OUT and REC is left to be determined by the implementation of the converter 
from the service users' viewpoint. Therefore, this further shows the validity of the claim made earlier 
that the information from service specification alone is not sufficient to derive the correct protocol 
converter and the information from the implementation must be included. Nevertheless, M tells us 
that the transitions OUT and REC need to be synchronized and this is what the next step of the 
algorithm is for. 

7.3    Step 3: Generate the Synchronizing Transition Sets 

The goal of this step is to derive the synchronizing transition sets from the conversion service speci- 
fication M obtained in Step 2. A synchronizing transition set contains the transitions which must be 
executed together (in both P\, and Qa) for the protocol system to correctly perform the conversion 
as requested by the conversion service requirement R. For ease in discussion, the transitions in a 
synchronizing transition set is called the synchronizing transitions. Essentially, the idea behind this 
step is to identify the aforementioned synchronizing transitions and make them executed together 
such that the other transitions before and after them in both protocol entities P& and Qa can be 
executed synchronously. Fig. 45, in which tj and tk are members of a synchronizing transition set, 
demonstrates how the synchronizing transitions tj and ** synchronize the execution of the transitions 
in protocol entities-Pj, and Qa. 

As shown in Fig. 45, when Pi and Qa are forced to execute tj and tk at the same time, all the 
transitions tm's that are executable only after tj in Pb should not be executed before tk in Qa is 
executed. For the same reason, the execution of the transitions *„'s in Qa (which are executable only 
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after tk) is synchronized with that of tj in Pb. Consequently, the execution of the transitions tjs 
(Vs) is synchronized with that of <n's (*m's) which belong to a different entity. Note that tm, tn, tu 

and tv are as shown in Fig. 45. 

The generation procedure of the synchronizing transition sets is described in details in (Jeng and 
Liu, 1992; Jeng, 1995). Apply this synchronizing transition set generation procedure to M; the only 
synchronizing transition set Si (in this example) can be identified as follows: 

{ REC, OUT } 

One may argue that it is so trivial that REC and OUT should be synchronized and the synchro- 
nizing transition set generation procedure is redundant. This may be true for this particular example, 
in which there is only one service transition in each of Ph and Qa (hence only 2 different transitions 
in M); therefore, there is at most one synchronizing transition set, and these 2 transitions are both in 
the synchronizing transition set. However, in situations in which there are more service transitions 
in M (for complex protocols), finding the synchronizing transition set is not always trivial, and a 
formal procedure to generate the synchronizing transition sets is needed. An example to illustrate 
this situation is given in (Jeng and Liu, 1992; Jeng, 1995). 

7.4    Step 4: Converter Composition 

In this step the coordinated composition operation, 0, is used to derive the converter, using the 
synchronizing transition sets obtained in Step 3 as the synchronizing mechanism. This is also the 
step in which information from the protocol implementation is involved in the construction of the 
converter. The idea of this step is to let protocol entities P& and Qa execute concurrently and 
coordinated^. As depicted in Fig. 45, when the coordinated composition operation, ©, is applied 
to the protocol specifications of Pb and Qa, protocol entities Ph and Qa are forced to execute the 
transitions in synchronizing transition sets together and the coordination/synchronization between 
transitions in Pb and Qa is achieved. 
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Figure 46: Example 1: The Converter C 

In this example, there is only one synchronizing transition set Si. For ease in discussion, a new 
transition Vi for 5a is created, such that the execution of Vi in both Pi, and Qa means the execution 
of all the transitions in Si (i.e. REC and OUT) at the same time. That is, Vx is to be incorporated 
into the converter by the 0 operation. The new transition Vi is called the virtual atomic transition, 
and the following can be established: 

virtual atomic transition Vi with 
Si = { REC, OUT } 

and 
converter C = Pj, 0 Qa 

The operation 0 is defined as follows. 

Definition 2. Coordinated Composition Operation 0. 
The converter C = Pb © Qa, with the virtual atomic transition V, and the corresponding 
synchronizing transition set 5, obtained in Step 3, where i = 1, 2, ..., is a six-tuple 
(g,E, A,«,!,/), where 

1. q is the set of states in C and 
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q = {[u, v]| u, v are states of Pj and Qa respectively } 

2. E is the finite set of service transitions in C and 

E = Ep6 U Eg„ U { all VS's } 

(The service transition set in C will become empty when all the service and vir- 
tual atomic transitions are removed from the final converter at the last step of the 
algorithm in Section 7.5) 

3. A is the finite set of peer transitions and 

X = XPbU XQa 

4. 8 is the transition function of C and £([u, v], t) = 

(a) [u\v]ift € XPhkSpb(u, t) = u' 
(b) [u,v']ift€AQa&*Qa(v,t) = v' 
(c) [u\ v] if t <= Epfc & t g any of the 5,'s & SPb{u, t) = u' 
(d) [u, v'] if t € Eg,, & t £ any of the 5,'s & 6Qa(v, t) = v' 
(e) [u\ v'] if t is a virtual atomic transition, Vi, 

& Spb(u, t') = u', where t' € Ep„ and t' € Si 
& *Q<.(V> *") = V, where t" € Ega and t" € 5,-. 
(In this example, t' = OUT and t" = REC) 

(f) t is not executable at state [u, v] in C if none of the above is true. 

5. i is the initial state of C and i = [ipb,tQa], where ipb and ig0 are the initial states 
of Pj, and Qa, respectively. 

6. / is the set of the final states in C and / = {[fpb,fQa]} (= {[*fi,»*Qo]}) 

The result of applying the © operation to P\, and Qa to obtain the Converter C is shown in Fig. 46. 

The 0 operation allows all the transitions in Pj and Qa to execute concurrently in the sequence 
as the original protocols prescribed, as long as the transitions are not synchronizing transitions (i.e. 
transitions which do not belong to a synchronizing transition set). The synchronizing transitions in 
one entity have their chance of execution when the peer entity is ready to execute the corresponding 
synchronizing transitions in the same synchronizing transition set. In other words, one entity must 
wait for its peer to execute together the synchronizing transitions in a synchronizing transition set. 
Note that a synchronizing transition set always contains transitions from both peer entities. As 
shown in Fig. 46, at state [1, 1], Qa must wait for P\, to get to state 2 before executing REC (Vi); i.e. 
at state [2, 1] of C, Pb (in state 2) is ready to execute OUT and Qa (in state 1) is ready to execute 
REC, and both OUT and REC belong to the synchronizing transition set S\. The waiting, however, 
does not change the ordering of the transition executions as prescribed in the original Pb and Qa. In 
addition, none of the transitions is thrown away by the 0 operation. As a result, the properties and 
functionalities of the original protocols are preserved. 
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7.5    Step 5: Remove the Remaining Service Transitions 

This is the final step to derive the protocol converter. The converter obtained in Step 4 contains both 
service and virtual atomic transitions. Recall that there are no service users on top of the converter; 
therefore, all the service transitions must be changed to null transitions and then removed from the 
final converter using the algorithm described in (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979). Moreover, in this 
example, the virtual atomic transition Vi must also be removed since the execution of Vi means the 

+D0 

Figure 47: Example 1: The Final Converter 

execution of service transitions only, i.e. OUT and REC. The resulting final converter specification 
is shown in Fig. 47. Note that the same technique described in Section 7.2 can be used to remove 
the null transitions (which are service transitions and virtual atomic transitions in this step). 

To conclude this example, notice that the behavior of neither P\, nor Qa has been changed. 
Instead, the execution order of the transitions between P\, and Qa is forced in accordance with the 
conversion service requirement, R (hence also M). All transition sequences accepted by Pt, (Qa) 
are also accepted by the converter and vice versa (in terms of the projection of the legal paths of 
the final converter specification) while the service transitions are considered null transitions in the 
converter. Therefore, the properties and functionalities of the original protocols are preserved (when 
the conversion service requirement does not explicitly specify the removal of them). Also, the three 
properties for correctness are satisfied with no need for an additional validation phase. The proof of 
the correctness of the STS algorithm can be found in (Jeng and Liu, 1992; Jeng, 1995). 

8    Protocol Conversion in EFSM Models 

An EFSM (Extended Finite State Machine) is a generalization of an FSM (Finite State Machine). 
The major different between CFSM and EFSM is the inclusion of state variables of various types in 
EFSM. The values of these state variables are changed by the occurrence of events/transitions. An 
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event can occur only if certain enabling conditions are satisfied. An enabling condition is a predicate 
on the state variables and is represented within a pair of square brackets in this article. 

The EFSM model has more express power than the CFSM model does, and is more practical 
in specifying complex protocols. In this section, it is shown that the STS algorithm can also work 
effectively in the EFSM model. Consequently, the scope of coverage of the algorithm, in terms of 
number of protocols it is applicable to, is also extended. 

The reason that the STS algorithm can work effectively in the EFSM model is that in the first 3 
steps of the STS algorithm, only the service specifications and the conversion service requirement (in 
the same form as the service specifications) are used to derive the conversion service specification. 
The implementation details (i.e. the protocol specifications) are not involved until the last two steps 
when the final converter is to be derived. It is this strategy that allows the STS algorithm to work 
smoothly and effectively while the underlying model is extended from CFSM to EFSM. Since the 
extension from the CFSM model to the EFSM model affects only the protocol specification and 
since the high level service specification remains the same (i.e. the service provided by the protocols 
remains the same in both models), the first three steps of the STS algorithm need not be changed. 
Finally, as in the CFSM model, a converter constructed by the STS algorithm in the EFSM model 
also always has the three most desirable properties of a correct converter; namely, the conformity, 
liveness, and transparency properties. 

The formal definitions of an EFSM protocol entity and an EFSM service specification can be 
found in (Jeng and Liu, 1993). In this section a simple example is used only to show how the STS 
(synchronizing transition set) algorithm with minor modification, can solve the protocol converter 
problem in the EFSM model. Since the service specification is the same in both EFSM and CFSM 
models and only the protocol entity specifications (implementations) differ, the first three steps of 
the algorithm, in which only the information from the service specification is used, remain the same. 
For completeness, all five steps of the algorithm are applied to the example in this sub-section to 
show the result. 

8.1    Example in EFSM Model 

In the EFSM model, a predicate is enclosed in a pair of square brackets. In both predicate and action 
parts of a transition, "!" and "?" are used to denote sending of a message or acknowledgement and 
reception of a message or acknowledgement, respectively. 

The protocol P, as shown in Fig. 48, is an ABP (Alternating Bit Protocol), in which, Pa sends 
messages D(0) and D(l) alternately to P\,. For each message sent by P0, an acknowledgement, A(0) 
for D(0) and A(l) for D(l) respectively, is sent by P\>. Variable u is used for the value of the message 
number sent/received and variable v is for the value of the acknowledgement number. Both u and 
v alternate between 0 and 1. The service transitions are IN and OUT; the service user above Pa 

executes IN to request sending of data and when data arrives at the other end, Pi, executes OUT to 
pass the received data to the user above Pt,. 
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Figure 48: Example 2: The Given Protocol P (ABP) in the EFSM Model 
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Figure 49: Example 2: The Given Protocol Q (Go-Back-N Protocol) in the EFSM Model 

In Pa, when the acknowledgement number received does not match the message number sent 
previously (state 3 -* state 2), Pa will retransmit the message. On the other hand, Pj checks the 
message number on each reception. If the message number received is not what has been expected, 
Pb informs Pa by sending the acknowledgement number of the previously received message. The 
ABP is used in a noisy channel where the message can be garbled but never be lost. 

The protocol Q, as shown in Fig. 49, is a simplified go-back-n protocol. Note that this protocol is 
used in a noisy channel where data can be either garbled or lost. In the protocol entity specification, 
the constant "max" is the buffer size and Qa can send up to (max - 1) messages before it starts 
to wait for the acknowledgement from Qb. While max is a design parameter, (max - 1) is the n in 
the go-back-n protocol. In Qa, variable x is the message number sent the last time; variable y is 
the acknowledgement number received the last time and z is a temporary variable. In Qb, variable 
x represents the message number received the last time, and z records the current message number 
received. Note that "(x+l)% max" is the next message number expected. 

On the sending side, the user above Qa executes REC to request sending of data; Qa checks if there 
are already (max-1) outstanding messages waiting to be acknowledged (as expressed in the predicate 
of the transition from state 1 to state 2) before accepting the request. Once the request is accepted 
the message is assigned a message number, "(x+l)% max", and sent to Qb- Meanwhile, a timer is 
set for retransmission if the acknowledgement is not received within a preset timeout interval; i.e. 
when the timer goes off (state 1 -»• state 3), Qa will retransmit all outstanding messages. Note that 
"set.timer" command will cancel all previously set timers. On the other hand, if an acknowledgement 
is received before the timer goes off, the acknowledgement number is checked and those messages 
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Figure 50: Example 2: The Conversion Service Requirement and Service Specifications 

not acknowledged is retransmitted. An acknowledgement with a higher number can acknowledge all 
the outstanding messages with lower numbers. Note that the message numbers are cycled around 
the constant max; i.e. once a message number reaches max, it is reset to 0. 

On the receiving side, Qb simply throws away the garbled message if its message number does not 
match the expected number. In this case, an acknowledgement of the previously received message 
is sent to Qa to trigger the retransmission. Otherwise, the service transition, DEL, is executed to 
deliver the received message to the service user above Qb. Note that when the messages are received 
in the correct sequence, Qb can receive at most max - 1 messages before it sends the acknowledgement 
to Qa. 

The service specifications, P3 and Qs, and the conversion service requirement R are as shown in 
Fig. 50. Note that the service specification in the EFSM model is the same as that in the CFSM 
model shown in Fig. 40 (Section 7). The goal in this example is to derive a converter which delivers 
messages from Pa to Qj. 

Since the first 3 steps of the algorithm remain the same as in the CFSM model, the same results 
can be obtained as before. Specifically, the same service system graph G (as in Fig. 41), conversion 
service specification M (shown in Fig. 44) and the synchronizing transition set Si, { REC, OUT } 
can be obtained using the first 3 steps of the STS algorithm. 

8.2    Step 4: Compose the Converter 

In this step, a different coordinated composition operation 0 (defined later) than that in the CFSM 
model is used to derive the converter from the protocol implementation/specifications and the syn- 
chronizing transition sets obtained in the previous step. Recall that in Section 7.4, it has been shown 
how the 0 operator can be applied to protocols in the CFSM model. Due to the presence of predi- 
cates in the EFSM model, the concatenation of two EFSM transitions and two EFSM transition sets 
need to be defined before the coordinated composition operation can be applied to Pb and Qa in the 
EFSM model. They are defined in Definitions 3 and 4, respectively, as follows. 
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Figure 5): Example 2: The Converter C - Expansion of State (1, 1) 

Definition 3. Concatenation Operation V. 
Given two EFSM transitions ti and t2, the concatenation t\ V 22 is denned as concatenat- 
ing the predicate of one transition with that of the other and the action of one transition 
with that of the other, i.e. 

Given t\ = [Predicatei] Action\ 
and ti = [Predicate2] Action2 

then 
*i V *2 = [Predicatei, Predicate-^ (Actioni, Action^) 

From Definition 3, the concatenation of two transition sets is defined as follows. 

Definition 4.  Transition Set Concatenation W. 
Given two EFSM transition sets Si and E2, the concatenation set Ew = Ei WE2 is defined 
as: 

Ew = {t \t = tx V t2, h € Ei and t2 £ E2} 

Note that Ei C E* and E2 C Ew, since either *i or t2 or both can be null transitions. 
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Next, the coordinated composition operation, 0, is to be defined to allow protocol entities P\> 
and Qa to execute concurrently and coordinatedly. The synchronizing transition set obtained in 
Step 3 is used as a synchronization mechanism to synchronize the order of the execution of the 
transitions from Pb and Qa. Intuitively, as depicted in Fig. 45, the coordinated composition operation 
must force the protocol entity P& and Qa to execute the transitions in the synchronizing transition 
sets together to achieve the coordination/synchronization between transitions of P& and Qa. To 
be more specific, the transitions in each of the synchronizing transition sets are concatenated first 
by using the concatenation operation defined in Definition 3 (one concatenated transition for each 
synchronizing transition set). Then, the coordinated composition operator will compose a converter 
from the specifications of Pb and Qa (and the concatenated transitions) in a way that only the atomic 
executions of the concatenated transition are allowed in the converter. 

In this example, there is only one synchronizing transition set: Si. For ease in discussion, a new 
transition Vj is created to denote the concatenation of the transitions in S\, such that the execution 
of Vi in both Pb and Qa means executing all the transitions in Si (i.e. REC and OUT) at the same 
time. Also, Vj is to be incorporated into the converter by the 0 operation. Note that Vj is a virtual 
transition in the sense that it will be removed at the last step (step 5) of the algorithm. For the sake 
of discussion, Vi is called the virtual atomic transition in the rest of the section. Formally, V\ (of the 
example) is described as follows: 

Vi is a virtual atomic transition for 
Si = {[(x+l)%max <> y]REC, OUT } 

and 
Vi = [(x+l)%max <> y]REC V OUT = [(x+l)%max <> y](REC, OUT) 

The converter C = Pb 0 Qa and the operation 0 is defined as in (Jeng and Liu, 1993). Fig. 51 
shows the application of the coordinated composition operation after state [1, 1] is expanded. 
For easy reference, protocol specifications Pb and Qa are shown again. Note that the transition 
[(x+l)%max <> y]REC of Qa from state [1, 1] to state [1, 2] is not included since it belongs to a 
synchronizing transition set. Fig. 52 shows the application of the coordinated composition operation 
after state [2, 1] is expanded. Note that the virtual atomic transition Vj is now included since at 
state [2, 1] both Pb and Qa are ready to execute the transitions in the synchronizing transition set. 

The 0 operation allows all the transitions of Pb and Qa to execute concurrently in the sequence 
as the original protocols prescribed, as long as the transitions are not synchronizing transitions (i.e. 
transitions which do not belong to a synchronizing transition set). The synchronizing transitions of 
one entity have their chance of execution when the peer entity is ready to execute the corresponding 
synchronizing transitions in the same synchronizing transition set. In other words, one entity must 
wait for its peer to execute together the synchronizing transitions in a synchronizing transition 
set. Note that a synchronizing transition set always contains transitions from both peer entities. 
As shown in Fig. 51 and Fig. 52, at state [1, 1], Qa must wait for Pb to get to state 2 before 
executing [(x+l)%max <> y]REC (Vi); i.e. at state [2, 1] in Fig. 52, Pj, (in state 2) is ready to 
execute OUT and Qa (in state 1) is ready to execute [(x+l)%max <> y]REC, and both OUT 
and [(x+l)%max <> y]REC belong to the synchronizing transition set S\. The waiting, however, 
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Figure 52: Example 2: The Converter C - Expansion of State (2, 1) 

does not change the ordering of the transition executions prescribed in the original P& and Qa. In 
addition, none of the transitions is thrown away by the © operation. As the result, the properties 
and functionalities of the original protocols are preserved. The converter after the expansion of all 
the states is shown in Fig. 53 

8.3    Step 5: Remove the Remaining Service Transitions 

The converter obtained in Step 4 contains both service and virtual atomic transitions. Recall that 
there is no service users on top of the converter; therefore, all the service transitions can be changed 
to null transitions and then removed from the final converter using the algorithm described in 
(Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979). In this example, the action part of the virtual atomic transition 
Vi, [(x+l)%max <> y](REC, OUT), can be changed to a null action since the execution of the 
action part of Vi means the execution of service transitions only, i.e. OUT and REC. However, 
the predicate part of V\ cannot be removed. The resulting final converter specification is shown in 
Fig. 54. 

As a conclusion of this example, it can be seen that the behavior of either Pj or Qa is not changed. 
Instead, the execution order of the transitions between P\> and Qa are enforced as specified in the 
conversion service specification M (hence also the conversion service requirement R). All transition 
sequences accepted by 1% (Qa) are also accepted by the converter and vice versa (in terms of the 
projection of the legal paths of the final converter specification) while the service transitions are 
considered null transitions in the converter. Therefore, the properties and functionalities of the 
original protocols are preserved and the three properties for correctness are satisfied with no need 
for an extra validation phase. The proof of correctness of this algorithm in the EFSM model can be 
found in (Jeng, 1995), 
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Figure 53: Example 2: The Converter - After All States are Expanded 

9    Protocol Conversion in Multimedia Networks 

In recent years, rapid advance in data transmission speeds is facilitating the emergence of multimedia 
networks. As high speed networks mature, multimedia networks are certain to become the next 
generation of communication networks. Out of recently proposed high speed networks such as DQDB, 
FDDI, ATM, etc., various issues have been examined to determine the most suitable type of backbone 
network for multimedia networks (Dupuy et al., 1992). At this point in time, evaluations are still 
inconclusive, although ATM networks have drawn the most attention lately. 

In fact, different multimedia applications have different requirements with respect to transmission 
speed, reliability, synchronization, failure recovery, etc. The type of multimedia applications to 
be supported within a given multimedia network will determine the most effective communication 
backbone. Since there is no single high-speed network which is clearly superior to all others in all 
aspects, in the near future, different high-speed networks using different protocols will co-exist in an 
integrated multimedia network, to simultaneously support various multimedia applications. 

Like the traditional heterogeneous data networks, the inter-operability among the interconnected 
heterogeneous high-speed networks will be the key to success for integrated multimedia networks. 
On the other hand, unlike the traditional heterogeneous data networks, a simulation study presented 
in (Jeng and Liu, 1995) shows that, due to the special characteristics (e.g., high speed and high 
connectivity) of these integrated multimedia networks, the traditional protocol conversion model 
will introduce long transmission delays and render a network system useless. This simulation study 
makes it clear that a different and more efficient approach is needed for protocol conversion in mul- 
timedia networks. Therefore, to further demonstrate the flexibility of the STS algorithm described 
in Sections 7 and 8, another modification is presented in this section to generate protocol convert- 
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Figure 54: Example 2: The Final Converter 

ers in multimedia network environments. It will be shown that with a minor modification, the 
STS algorithm can accommodate effectively the high speed and high connectivity requirements of a 
multimedia network. 

In this section, the protocol compensation model is used instead of the traditional intermediate 
converter model. All the desirable features of the STS algorithm are retained: less complexity with 
the service transition approach; no need for an extra validation phase at the end; and the capability 
to convert transition sequences as a unit, etc. Finally, with an enhanced null transition removal 
algorithm (Jeng and Liu, 1995), which can also be applied to protocols in CFSM and EFSM models, 
the overall complexity of the modified STS protocol conversion algorithm becomes polynomial. 

9.1    Conversion in Multimedia Network Environments 

As mentioned above, rapid advance in network technologies and transmission infrastructure, using 
optical fiber, has resulted in an unprecedented telecommunication exploration of integrated multi- 
media networks. In this new generation of networks, it is the high-speed of the fiber-optic media that 
offers the possibility of integrating voice, graphic and video data into a single multimedia network. 
Technologies in many computer science areas are being explored to support the ever growing de- 
mands of multimedia applications (Rangan et al., 1993; Turner and Peterson, 1992; Hoepner, 1992; 
Gemmell and Christodoulakis, 1992; Moeller et al., 1990; Ramanathm and Rangan, 1993). Although 
the development of multimedia networks is still in its infancy, it is clear that a single multimedia 
network could be used to connect every HDTV, video/audio phone, and work-station in a wide area. 
Upon successful development of the multimedia network, each household of the covered area will be 
able to simply plug their HDTV sets into the network to receive TV signals. Similarly, after plugging 
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in a video phone, video phone owners will be able to reach others just by dialing the destination 
numbers. In this scenario, the number of nodes connected in the multimedia networks is at least 
the number of households in the covered area. As a result, the connectivity (number of nodes) of a 
multimedia network must be much higher than a traditional data network. Therefore, in addition 
to high speed, high connectivity becomes another dominant characteristic of a multimedia network. 
Without high speed transmission, a multimedia network will not be able to support multimedia 
applications; without high connectivity, the coverage and usefulness of a multimedia network will be 
limited. The feasibility of high connectivity stems from high speed, since high connectivity without 
high speed transmission would result in the constant saturation of communication links within the 
network. 

So far, a variety of high speed networks, such as ATM, FDDI, and DQDB, which exhibit speeds 
in the range of hundreds of Mbits/s and even Gbits/s, have been proposed as the potential backbone 
networks for supporting multimedia applications. There is no single network from the aforementioned 
list which is superior to all the others in all aspects. For example, as pointed out in (Dupuy et al., 
1992), to achieve better resource utilization, the bandwidth allocation at a multiplexing point in 
an ATM network is dynamic. This in turn facilitates support of bursty traffic types of multimedia 
applications. On the other hand, an FDDI network could be favored for non-bursty transmission of 
voice and video packets due to its guarantees of bounded access delay. Yet under light traffic load, 
a DQDB network is favored for its low access delays to asynchronous traffic. Moreover, the FDDI 
network, which is based on token ring topology, is best suited for local area networks, while the 
DQDB network, which has bus topology, has been adopted by the IEEE 802.6 Working Group as a 
standard for metropolitan area networks. On the other hand, ATM networks are best suited for high- 
speed wide area networks. Because different high speed networks pose different limitations on the 
range of coverage, and exhibit different characteristics (e.g., access delay, bandwidth allocation), in 

Figure 55: A Multimedia Network Model 

the foreseeable future, diverse multimedia applications will require co-existence of various high speed 
networks in an integrated multimedia network. In fact, in a recently proposed multimedia network 
architecture shown in Fig. 55, various high speed networks already co-exist: an ATM network is used 
as a data communication super-highway to interconnect many LANs and MANs, which in turn may 
use FDDI, DQDB, and other protocols. 

Nevertheless, there are mismatches among these co-existing high speed protocols in a multimedia 
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network. To achieve interoperability, many researchers have started to study aspects of intercon- 
nection of heterogeneous high speed networks. However, all studies to date covering multimedia 
network protocol conversion (Crocetti et al., 1993; Schodl et al., 1993; Clapp, 1991; Landegem and 
Peschi, 1991; Mongiovi et al., 1991; Gerla et al., 1991; Biocca et al., 1990) are targeted toward some 
specific network systems. As a result, the proposed solutions are all ad hoc methods which cannot 
be applied to high-speed network systems other than their original targets. Since these protocol con- 
version methods do not use formal protocol conversion techniques, they are as expensive and limited 
as ad hoc protocol conversion algorithms in traditional data networks. In other words, to achieve 
interoperability among heterogeneous high-speed networks, the protocol conversion problem must be 
solved; and to solve it cost-effectively in multimedia networks, formal protocol conversion techniques 
must be used. In this section a formal approach, which is a modified version of the Synchroniz- 
ing Transition Set (STS) algorithm is used for protocol conversion in the high speed/connectivity 
multimedia network environment. 

Because of the high speed and connectivity requirements of a multimedia network, protocol 
conversion in multimedia networks is a more challenging problem than in traditional data networks; 
for the same reason, the traditional protocol conversion model shown in Fig. 56 is no longer feasible. 
In the traditional model, the converter/gateway is a single point of connection for the two networks 
with protocol mismatches. All traffic between nodes of two different networks must travel through the 
gateway. Consequently, the gateway becomes a traffic bottleneck. In traditional data networks, since 

Converter C 

Pl Pb Q» Qb 

Figure 56: Traditional Conversion Model 

the number of internal nodes is less than a few hundred and internetwork communication is relatively 
less frequent, the bottleneck effect is tolerable. In fact, the throughput requirement of traditional 
internetwork communication is in the range of hundreds of Kbits/s or less; therefore, in terms of 
network interconnection, a high-speed bridge would suffice. In the case of multimedia networks, 
however, high connectivity means increased probability of traffic through the converter/gateway. 
Coupled with the high bandwidth requirements on each media stream, the transmission delay at 
a single point of traffic congestion will become unmanageable. For example, in a regular DQDB 
network, an intermediate station which attempts to transmit a message into a slot can simultaneously 
read from and write into the busy bit of the slot passing by to minimize the latency incurred (Sharon 
and Segall, 1993). To support the required transmission speed of a multimedia network, the delays in 
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the intermediate nodes/stations are, in general, less than a few bits in most of the proposed high-speed 
networks. If an intermediate converter node is used as in the traditional model, the delay could be as 
high as a few messages, thereby reducing the total throughput significantly. To alleviate internetwork 
traffic congestion, more gateways could be installed between each pair of networks; however, these 
gateways would still be points of traffic congestion and delay, thereby reducing the QoS (Quality of 
Service). Moreover, from a fault tolerance point of view, a single point of connection means that a 
single point of failure may cause total isolation of a subnetwork, which is very undesirable. Therefore, 
it is believed that when there is a choice, using a converter gateway as an intermediate node between 
two different networks should be avoided in a multimedia network environment. It is shown in (Jeng 
and Liu, 1995) that even with high throughput processors, the number of multimedia sessions a 
converter can support is still very limited in typical multimedia applications. Most importantly, the 
simulation results in (Jeng and Liu, 1995) make it clear that a more efficient approach is needed for 
protocol conversion in multimedia networks. Thus, in contrast to the traditional conversion model 
used in previous sections, a different model that performs conversion at end nodes is used in this 
section. In the protocol conversion literature, this category of conversion is known as the protocol 
compensation approach. 

In the end node model, it is assumed that a node can be physically connected to a network 
by simply tapping itself into an access point of the network, in the same manner that plugging 
in a telephone establishes a connection. This model, without an intermediate converter gateway, 
performs protocol conversion at the end nodes to reduce intermediate node delay in internetwork 
communication. 

Note that a converter gateway still must be used when the networks to be integrated are geo- 
graphically separated far apart, and tapping into other networks is not feasible. However, it should 
also be noted that the networks in a multimedia network environment are often overlapped, much 
as telephone networks and cable TV networks: an average household often contains both cable TV 
and telephone outlets. Two networks are considered to be overlapping if they cover approximately 
the same geographical area and an access point of one network is always close to an access point of 
the other, such that a node in one network can connect to the other network without unreasonable 
difficulty. In this sense, if a node needs an extraordinarily long distance link (e.g., from the East 
Coast to the West Coast of the United States) for tapping into the other network, the tapping is 
considered unreasonable. The technique discussed in this section can be optimally applied when the 
networks to be integrated overlap. 

9.2    New Conversion Model 

The new conversion model used in this section is a variation of the traditional model. As discussed 
previously, the traditional intermediate converter in a multimedia network is not acceptable due to 
a bottleneck effect. To address this problem, the new model eliminates the intermediate conversion 
node and by contrast, conversion is performed at either of the end nodes as shown in Fig. 57 and 
Fig. 58. Note that it is assumed that the networks with protocol mismatches are geographically 
close so that a node in one network can tap itself into the other network to initiate internetwork 
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Figufe 57: Option 1 - Conversion at Receiving Node 

communication. 

In Fig. 57, node N2 in network 2 taps itself into network 1 to initiate internetwork communication 
with node Nl in network 1. The dotted lines between node N2 and network 1 denote the attachment 
of N2 to network 1. From node NTs viewpoint, node N2 is only a newly added node in network 1 
running the same protocol. Nl and N2 can be considered as two nodes connected by the same high 
speed links of network 1. Therefore, Nl would use the regular protocol of network 1 to communicate 
with N2 without knowing that N2 is a node in network 2. To keep the conversion transparent to high 
level application programs, node N2 performs the conversion within its low level protocol entities. 
The abstract model is shown in the dashed box of Fig. 57. Note that in this abstract model, protocol 
P (of network 1) is used between nodes Nl and N2. The transparency property requirement denned 
in (Jeng and Liu, 1992) is relaxed in the sense that the conversion is not transparent to the low level 
protocol entities of the receiving node. Still, the conversion is transparent to node Nl and the high 
level application programs of node N2. 

In the same manner, when Nl in network 1 is the node which initiates the internetwork com- 
munication, it can also attach itself to network 2 as shown in Fig. 58. In this situation, node Nl 
becomes an extension of network 2 and from node N2's viewpoint, node Nl is only a new node added 
to network 2. The links between nodes Nl and N2 are the same as those in network 2; therefore, 
protocol Q (of network 2) is used instead. Likewise, the conversion is performed within the low 
level protocol entities of node Nl. N2 does not need to be aware of that Nl is a node from another 
network. As a result, the protocol conversion is transparent to N2. 
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Figure 58: Option 2 - Conversion at Sending Node 

The end node model is different from the traditional model in that there is no intermediate 
converter gateway'between nodes of different networks. Nodes initiating internetwork communication 
perform the protocol conversion. Therefore, the conversion function is decentralized. Since this model 
requires conversion in one of the end nodes, in protocol conversion terminology, it is known as protocol 
compensation. In this decentralized conversion scheme without a single point of traffic congestion, 
bottlenecks are eliminated. High speed internetwork communication thus becomes more plausible. 
Moreover, removing the possible single point of failure that leads to nodal isolation makes this model 
more fault tolerant. 

Despite the aforementioned advantages, there is at least one trade-off: the protocol conversion 
transparency requirement must be relaxed. It is up to network designers to weigh the benefits of 
traditional protocol conversion approach against that of the compensation model when making a 
choice. In the case of a multimedia network, the protocol compensation approach is viewed as a 
more attractive solution, because of the unacceptable intermediate converter node delay which exists 
in the traditional conversion model. 

Both options 1 and 2 of the model work effectively in a multimedia network. The remainder of 
this section focuses on option 1. Readers interested in option 2 should be able to derive a similar 
result using the same approach as is presented in the next few sections. 
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9.3    Service Abstraction 

In Fig. 59, a service user layer is added to the abstract models of option 1. Node N2 supports the 
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Figure 59: Abstract Model of Option 1 

service interface of protocol Q, while at the same time using protocol P to communicate with its 
peer entity Pa. Conversion is performed by the converter entity C, which resides below the service 
level and is transparent to its service user (high level application), since the same service interface 
that does not support conversion is supported by C. The STS conversion algorithm is modified to 
derive the aforementioned converter entity C. 

In the model in part (a) of Fig. 59, C is a composition of protocol entities Pb, Qa and Qb, which 
are the givens in the protocol conversion problem. Intuitively, the peer transitions between Qa and 
Qb are internal to protocol Q, which is in turn internal to converter entity C. Note that in the STS 
algorithm, P\, and Qa act like service users for each other, and the conversion is done at the protocol 
boundary (between Pb and Qa) through coordination of service transitions from both protocols. 
In addition, peer transitions are used to support the peer interface (communication links) between 
communicating entities of the same protocol. In the new model, Qa and Qb are combined inside 
of C such that the peer interface/communication link between them no longer exists. Thus, the 
interactions of peer transitions between Qa and Qb do not affect the conversion and can be ignored 
during the derivation of C. Due to the fact that the peer transitions of protocol Q are not observable 
from entity C's standpoint, in a later step of the algorithm (step 4), part (b) of Fig. 59 is the actual 
model used. 
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In the refined model in part (b) of Fig. 59, entity Pb and protocol Q are combined into an 
indivisible entity to support the peer transition part of protocol P and the service transition part of 
protocol Q. Moreover, inside entity C, protocol Q is considered as an entity consisting of only service 
transitions which interact with entity Pb to support the service interface of protocol Q. Therefore, 
in step 4 of the modified algorithm, it is the service specification Qs that participates in the final 
composition of converter entity C. In the rest of this section the aforementioned models are used in 
presenting the modified algorithm. 

9.4    Modified STS Algorithm 

For ease in presentation, let us use Example 3 shown in Fig. 60 to give a step by step demonstration 
of how the STS algorithm can be modified to derive converter entity C in the new model. The given 
conditions of the new model are the same as before, and are shown in Fig. 60 and Fig. 61. 

Pb: 

IN Vl^ V-^   +data 

Figure 60: Example 3: Given Protocols P and Q 

In the STS algorithm, the first 3 steps of the algorithm are used to derive the inter-relationship 
of the service transitions at the protocol boundary, between the service transitions of Pb and Qa. In 
the new model, the conversion within C is also done at the boundary in a similar sense, between Pb 
and protocol Q, via the coordination of service transitions from both protocols. Therefore, the first 
3 steps remain the same. The result of applying ® (defined in Section 7.1) to P„ R and Q, to obtain 
the service system graph G is shown in Fig. 62. 

The initial projection of G onto the service transitions of Pb and Qa is shown in Fig. 63, in which 
states [1, 1, 2] and [2, 3, 3] have only one outgoing and one incoming null transition, respectively; 
therefore, they can be removed along with the incidental null transitions as described in Section 7. 
The result is shown in Fig. 64. 
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Figure 61: Example 3: Service Specifications 

Note that in Fig. 64, state [2, 2, 1] (also [!, 2, 7]) has an incoming null transition and also 
an incoming non-null transition. This situation does not meet the simple conditions described in 
Section 7 for the aforementioned state removal. In this case, the enhanced null transition removal 
algorithm (Jeng and Liu, 1995) must be used. The conversion service specification obtained after 
applying the enhanced null transition removal algorithm to the CFSM in Fig. 63 is shown in Fig. 65. 
Following through step 3 of the STS algorithm, a synchronizing transition set is obtained as follows: 

virtual atomic transition V\ with 
synchronizing transition set S\ = { DEL, RSV, CONF, IN } 

The next step (step 4) of the algorithm is the major difference between the new model and 
the original STS method. Recall that in the original STS algorithm, the intermediate converter 
specification is derived by composition of peer protocol entities Pb and Qa at step 4. In the new 
model, the converter entity C in part (b) of Fig. 59 is composed of peer protocol entity Pb and the 
entire protocol Q (as a single entity). Since the peer transitions of Q are internal to Q and not 
observable from C's standpoint, only the service transitions need to participate in the composition 
in this step. In fact, protocol Q is treated as an entity consisting only of service transitions; i.e., the 
participants of this-step in the new model are Pb and Qt instead of Pb and Qa. The same coordinated 
composition operator 0 defined in Section 7.4 is used to derive protocol entity C. In short, protocol 
entity C is derived as follows: 
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Figure 62: Example 3: Service System Graph G 

converter entity C = Pb © Q, 

With the synchronizing transition set Si obtained in step 3, the result of applying the coordinated 
composition operator to P\> and Q, is shown in Fig. 66. Note that Qs, which is one of the given FSMs 
in the protocol conversion problem, replaced Qa in this step (step 4). One may argue that Q, contains 
service transitions from Qa which are not needed in the final converter entity C specification and 
should not participate in the composition either. In answer to this argument, the service transitions 
from Qa are needed for coordinating purposes in the coordinated composition operation. The service 
transitions of Qb are synchronized with the peer transitions of Pb by the coordination of the service 
transitions from the synchronizing transition set which includes service transitions from Pb and Qa. 
Therefore, the service transitions from Qa serve as the coordinating agent in this step. It is in the 
next step (step 5) that the service transitions from Qa are removed. 

In the example, note that the synchronizing transition set contains more than one transition from 
Qa that must be executed in a single virtual atomic transition; i.e., RSV, CONF, and IN from Qa must 
be executed together with DEL from Pb. To reduce the complexity of the coordinated composition, 
Qa can be simplified by combining the transition sequence RSV.REQ.OK.CONF.IN (which includes 
the service transitions from Si) into a single atomic transition before the composition with Pb. In 
Fig. 66, Q't is the simplified service specification of protocol Q, which in turn participates with Pb in 
the coordinated composition operation to derive the converter entity C. 
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Figure 63: Example 3: Initial Projection 

Finally, in the last step (step 5) of the algorithm, the virtual atomic transition V is expanded as 
in the original STS method. In addition, the service transitions from Qa (RSV and BUSY) must be 
removed since only the service interface of Q\, needs to be supported by C and the service transitions 
RSV and BUSY are no longer needed after being used by the coordinated composition operation. In 
Fig. 67, the virtual atomic transition V is expanded and the service transitions from Qa are labeled 
as NULL transitions. Again, the NULL transitions can be removed using the same NULL transition 
removal algorithm in polynomial time. The specification of the final converter entity C is shown in 
Fig. 68. 

From the converter entity specification shown in Fig. 68, it can be verified that states [3, 7] 
and [1, 7] are redundant states. This indicates the need for further refinement of the modified STS 
algorithm. Due to the space limitation, the readers are referred to (Jeng and Liu, 1995) for the 
refinement. 

10    Conclusions 

In this article, various aspects of network interconnection, a rapidly growing area of research and 
practice in computer communications, have been described. There are a number of circumstances 
that lead to the growth in interconnecting separate networks together or to subdivide a large network 
into an interconnected set of smaller ones (Green, 1987): 

• A single network can become so large that it exceeds architected limits on, for example, address 
space, or becomes unwieldy to manage in other respects. 
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Figure 64: Example 3: Intermediate Projection Result 

• Machines embedded in the networks of different enterprises may need to talk to one another. 

• Stations on two local-area networks may need to talk to each other through a third wide area 
network. 

• Partitioning according to geography may be required to save on line costs. 

• Partitioning may be dictated by organizational subdivisions or by cost accounting or access 
control considerations. 

• It may be desirable to put all the machines of different size ranges in different networks (e.g. 
all the PCs in one and all the mainframes in another). 

• Analogously, it may be desirable to partition according to link speed (e.g. all the Tl-connected 
machines in one network and all the voice grade modem-connected machines in another). 

To facilitate the fast growing demand of network interconnection, various agencies and organizations 
have adopted internetworking standards, such as the ISO 8473 standard and DoD TCP/IP. Still, as 
technology advances, new requirements and demands are formed continuously, which in turn becomes 
the driving force for the development of new standards and/or better internetworking technologies. 

The previous work on the network interconnection subject is extensive but scattered. Various 
(some may even be inconsistent) technologies exist and are being applied to different networks, which 
make the internetworking issues even more complex. In the first part of this article, various design 
issues, approaches and examples on the subject were examined. In terms of network interconnection, 
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Figure 65: Example 3: Conversion Service Specification 

while one solution to a problem may fit in a situation perfectly, it could fail to yield a satisfac- 
tory result in another. Consequently, many existing network interconnection examples use ad hoc 
solutions. 

Ad hoc solutions are expensive and limited. Clearly, a systematic methodology is needed to 
alleviate the complexity of network interconnection, particularly in a heterogeneous network envi- 
ronment. A formal methods to protocol conversion is one of such methodologies. It targets toward 
one of the most important issues in network interconnection, protocol mismatch, which is a direct 
result of the diversity of the existing networks. 

Protocol conversion has been an important area of research in protocol engineering. In general, a 
protocol conversion algorithm takes as input the specification of two target protocols and generates 
as output a converter specification for the networks to be interconnected. 

In the second part of this article, the STS algorithm developed at The Ohio State University is 
introduced as the most powerful and versatile method for protocol conversion that has been developed 
so far. The STS algorithm has several advantages over other conversion methods reported in the 
literature, in terms of complexity, applicability, correctness properties, etc. It has been shown that 
the STS algorithms can be applied to protocols specified in the CFSM model (Section 7) and EFSM 
model (Section 8), and to multimedia networks as well (Section 9). Moreover, the STS algorithm 
has been coded using only 940 lines of language C statements (Jeng, 1995). 

Since network interconnection and protocol mismatch are facts of life in today's fast advancing 
computer communication world, it is anticipated that protocol conversion will continue to be the 
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emphasis of the network interconnection subject in the future. 
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Figure 68: Example 3: Converter Entity C with NULL Transitions Removed 
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